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2016
Many philosophers have made analogies between science and the market, or between scientists and entrepreneurs. These analogies are used to buttress claims about how science
ought to be organized: that science ought to be administered or regulated, or that science
must be autonomous. This dissertation examines and evaluates market analogies, and ways
in which the changing organization of science reflects those analogies. In the first chapter I
examine Michael Polanyi’s dispute with John Desmond Bernal over whether science ought
to be centrally controlled, and I argue that Polanyi’s account of spontaneous order in science fails. In the second I compare Philip Kitcher’s model of scientist-entrepreneurs with the
general equilibrium model of Arrow and Debreu and conclude that Kitcher’s model lacks
crucial features of the latter. In the third chapter I examine Alan Walstad’s Austrian account
of science and argue that his analogy fails because citations fail to fulfill all of the important
functions of money in the traditional economy. In the fourth chapter I evaluate science from
the perspective of the Efficient Market Hypothesis (EMH) and conclude that science is not
epistemically efficient in the way that the EMH claims markets are, and then I examine ways
in which science might be made more epistemically efficient through the use of prediction
markets. In the final chapter I consider how, through commodification, science is becoming
more like the market, and I show that this change in the organization of science allows for
increased scientific collaboration, but also facilitates the commercialization of science and all
of its associated dangers.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Let me begin with some obvious truisms about science. First, science is a cooperative endeavour; no scientist works in complete isolation, but instead relies on the work of countless
other scientists, either implicitly or explicitly. Second, scientists are not altruistic; they do
not work purely for the public good or for the benefit of their peers, but instead often make
decisions in their own self interest. Third, scientific research is not centrally controlled; although most scientists are not completely autonomous in their research choices, there are no
global, national, or even discipline-specific centralized control over what scientists choose to
investigate or how they do so. Fourth, the organization of scientific research affects its epistemic outcomes; implicit norms, explicit standards, sources of funding, and the way scientists
communicate with each other all have an effect on what research avenues are pursued, what
claims scientists make, and how those claims are received by the scientific community.
These four truisms suggest an analogy between science and another institution of modern
society: the market. The market too is a cooperative endeavour of non-altruistic individuals
with no centralized control whose outcomes are affected by its institutional structure. In turn,
this analogy has suggested to many philosophers, historians, sociologists, and economists
that science ought to be analyzable using the tools of economics and that economists’ conclusions about the organization of the market might also apply to science. Such attempts
have been made since at least Charles Sanders Peirce’s “Note on the Economy of Research”,
first published in 1879 (1967) and continue to the present day. My dissertation focuses on one
1

particular argument that has occurred over and over again over that time period: that science,
just like the market, is spontaneously organizing—that there is an “invisible hand” at work
directing scientific research in epistemically productive and socially beneficial directions.
Economists have long imputed markets with impressive powers. Adam Smith, for instance, famously claimed that an invisible hand guides the rich to spend their money and
capitalists to invest their funds in ways that will, through no intention of their own, benefit society (Adam Smith 1759; Adan Smith 1776). More recently economists have couched
Smith’s claim in explicitly epistemological terms. In his seminal paper, Eugene Fama claims
that in “efficient markets” (in particular the stock market), “given the available information,
actual prices at every point in time represent very good estimates of intrinsic values” (Fama
1970, 90).1 Markets, in this view, have two enviable qualities: they direct self-interest towards
social good, and they aggregate and transmit information quickly and accurately. Both of
these claims are vigorously contested, but there is good evidence that markets often do display these impressive powers. An oft-cited example of the power of markets is the election
prediction market (Forsythe et al. 1992). Prices in election prediction markets can be interpreted as probabilities that associated candidates will win the election, and these predictions
have been found to be remarkably accurate, outperforming most pundits and polls.2 Given
these apparently powerful epistemological abilities, it should be no surprise that many have
attempted to draw connections between the market and science.
Commentators have observed many similarities between the organization of science and
the marketplace. For instance, scientists, like businesspeople, are constantly required to operate with limited resources—they have limited time, limited funds, limited assistants, and
limited computational power (Peirce 1967; Radnitzky 1987; Rescher 1989). Scientists often act
entrepreneurially, pursuing research projects that they hope will advance their careers and
garner them grants, prizes, and the recognition of their peers (Merton 1973a; Kitcher 1993).
Scientific publications are in many ways similar to economic commodities: they are the products of labour and that work is recognized by other scientists through citation (Latour and
1. A thorough discussion of how to interpret Fama’s claim can be found in chapter 5.
2. There are of course exceptions to this broad generalization. For instance, Rothschild (2009) found that
FiveThirtyEight.com’s model slightly outperformed prediction markets in the 2008 US presidential election, although FiveThirtyEight’s advantage disappeared when market prices were corrected for longshot bias. Markets
can also be vulnerable to manipulation, overreaction, and other biases, as discussed in chapter 5.
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Woolgar 1986; Barnes 1985; Hull 1988). The list goes on.
However, do these similarities tell us anything substantial about the nature of science and
scientific knowledge, or are they merely superficial resemblances? That is the central question
of this dissertation. My central premise is that the only way to answer this central question is
to delve down into economic theory to understand why economists attribute to the market the
features commentators have claimed analogues for in science. Only once we understand the
economics of the market can we begin to evaluate the economic analogies applied to science.
This might seem obvious, but one of the primary criticisms of philosophers of science such
as Philip Kitcher and Nancy Cartwright who have borrowed methods and analogies from
economics is that they do so without critically examining their source (Mirowski 2004c; Sent
1996). Based upon more substantial investigations of economic theory I will argue that we
can indeed draw conclusions about science and scientific knowledge based upon economic
analogies and economic methods. That is not to say, though, that science is just like the
market or that science’s similarities to the market can serve as a universal foundation for
trust in the claims of scientists. Rather, the goal of this dissertation is to make a more finegrained examination of science-market analogies. Ultimately, this dissertation aims to point
a way forwards for understanding science in economic terms without being forced to choose
between wholly accepting or wholly rejecting these analogies. Finally, in the latter chapters
of this dissertation I will point at ways in which we can use this understanding to analyze
changes, and potential changes, in the organization of scientific research.

1.1

Economic Methodology in the Philosophy of Science

I noted above that there appears to be a mechanism at work in science similar to Adam
Smith’s invisible hand. Many others, philosophers included, have noted this similarity. Science has an economic aspect that goes beyond its interactions with the traditional economy;
scientists make economic decisions even when they are not making decisions about dollars
and cents. Many disciplines have therefore employed economic methods in an attempt to
understand some aspect of science. In her classic review article (Sent 1999), Esther-Mirjam
Sent identifies no fewer than six academic groups concerned with the “economics of science”.
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First, she points to “orthodox economists” who “focus on the problem of ‘justifying’ state
or non-market funding of ‘science”’ (Sent 1999, 96). Often referred to as the “new economics
of science” (Tyfield 2012, 14), the arguments of this group are based on two contentions: that
scientific knowledge is a “public good” (it beneficial to society as a whole) and that the marketplace under-incentivizes its production relative to its public benefits. The conclusion of
this line of thought is that public funding for scientific research is economically justified. Sent
also points to historians of science and technology; sociologists of science such as Bruno Latour who employ economic metaphors without, in her view, subjecting them to much analytic
scrutiny; science policy experts who analyze the effects on science of different funding models and government policies; and scientists themselves who cannot avoid science’s economic
realities.
Finally there are the philosophers of science, who “use market models as means of incorporating some ‘social’ dimension” into an analysis of how “scientific knowledge is constructed out of an economic process” (Sent 1999, 97). Here Sent is referring primarily to the
work of Philip Kitcher (Kitcher 1990, 1993) and Alvin Goldman (Goldman and Shaked 1991).
Kitcher and Goldman both start from the common economic abstraction of scientists as rational, self-interested actors. However, unlike in traditional economics where this abstraction
is an unambiguous move away from realism for the sake of mathematical tractability, for
Kitcher and Goldman this is meant to be a step toward realism from the “legendary” portrayal of scientists as selfless beings relentlessly in search of pure knowledge. Kitcher and
Goldman’s aim in making this move is to show that dispensing with the “legendary” view
of scientists does not require losing trust in scientific knowledge.
Philosophers of science have been employing economic ideas and methods long before
Kitcher and Goldman. First published in 1879, C.S. Peirce’s “Note on the Theory of the Economy of Research” considered “how, with a given expenditure of money, time, and energy,
to obtain the most valuable addition to our knowledge” (Peirce 1967, 643). His treatment of
this problem is based on the idea, familiar to economists, of diminishing returns: “[W]hen an
investigation is commenced, after the initial expenses are once paid, at little cost we improve
our knowledge, and improvement then is especially valuable; but as the investigation goes
on, additions to our knowledge cost more and more, and, at the same time are of less and less
4

worth” (Peirce 1967, 644). This insight is used to produce a mathematical model describing
how a scientist ought to choose between two methods of investigation based on their costs
and returns.
Beyond its age and novelty, Peirce’s paper is significant for this dissertation primarily because it conceptualizes the scientist as a rational agent maximizing utility. Although Peirce
is explicit in identifying the scientist’s utility solely with “the ascertainment of truth” rather
than “for the purpose of attaining personal distinction” (648), Peirce’s general strategy continues to be the standard strategy of philosophers of science employing economics in their
work today.
Working in the middle part of the twentieth century, Michael Polanyi employed economics
in his philosophy of science to much broader ends than Peirce. Polanyi was primarily concerned to protect the autonomy of science. Socialists, led by John Desmond Bernal, sought
to reform science along Soviet lines, with centralized research institutes, and ultimately the
government, directing scientific inquiry. They saw science as a chaotic endeavour, wasteful
not only in its failure to address the needs of society, but also by its own internal standards.
In their view science had grown beyond the ability of its archaic institutional structures,
which developed in a time of small scientific societies and independent scientists. Working in parallel with his close associate Friedrich Hayek, who developed similar arguments
for the traditional economy (Hayek 1937, 1945, 1980, 2006), Polanyi argued that the institutional structure of science was in fact perfectly structured to allow scientists to spontaneously
cooperate and distribute resources to the projects most in need relative to their scientific
potential (M. Polanyi 2000). Any attempt to impose centralized control would, he argued,
destroy this spontaneous order and along with it any potential for science to contribute to
society.
The use of economics in the philosophy of science gained popularity in the late 1980s.
Gerard Radnitzky’s “The ‘Economic’ Approach to the Philosophy of Science” (1987) returned
to Pierce’s conception of economics as a guide to efficiency, but went further by applying
the tools of cost-benefit analysis to Popperian methods of theory choice. Nicholas Rescher[][
extbackslashyp#Rescher:1989vj]employed a similar strategy. Scientists faced with observations that threaten to falsify their theories are presented with a choice: they can give up
5

their theory, or modify it to accommodate the anomalous observation. According to Radnitzky, the rational response in this situation is to weigh the benefits of retaining the theory
against the costs of modification. Thus, Radnitzky explicitly identifies scientific rationality
with economic rationality.
Michael Blais’s “Epistemic Tit for Tat” (1987) , also published in 1987, applied similar
notions of rationality to the problem of testimony. Blais argued that we could use the tools of
game theory, particularly the iterated prisoner’s dilemma, to explain why we can rationally
claim to have knowledge despite the impossibility of epistemic individualism—the impossibility of individually verifying all, or even a significant portion of, our scientific beliefs. The
problem with giving up epistemic individualism is that it seems to force us to rely on the
moral character of others—their trustworthiness—for the vast majority of our knowledge.
From the perspective of economic rationality, this is a dangerous risk: why do we imagine
ourselves justified in trusting others if they have no incentive to be trustworthy? Blais argued
that the institutional structure of science makes it so that being dishonest is, in the long run,
against the self-interest of scientists. Thus, we can trust that scientists are telling the truth
because it is in their best interest to do so.
David Hull’s Science as a Process (1988) was similar to Blais’s work in attempting to offer an
explanation of science that does not rest on the moral virtues of individual scientists. Hull’s
goal was to specify a mechanistic explanation of science’s success. Part of the reason for this
was that scientists, in Hull’s view, distrust explanations that are not mechanistic. So an explanation that relied on idiosyncratic qualities of scientists such as atypical degrees of honesty,
or selfless desires for the truth would not count as a proper explanation. Hull’s mechanism
was based on “relations between credit, use, support, and mutual testing” (Hull 1988, 280).
Following sociologist Robert Merton (Merton 1973a, 1973b), Hull portrayed scientists as motivated both by a desire to understand the world and a desire for peer recognition. Like Blais,
however, Hull argued that the institutional structure of science is such that scientists act in
the best interest of science not due to moral strictures, but due to self-interest. In the long
run, it is in the scientist’s best interest to be honest, and thus honesty is explained as a feature
arising from self interest rather than the kind of conditioning envisioned by Merton.
Bayes’s theorem, proposed by Thomas Bayes in 1743 as a method of inverting probabili6

ties, has long been used as a model of rationally adjusting beliefs based on evidence. Philosophers in the 20th century including Rudolph Carnap (1950) attempted to found an inductive
logic on Bayesian foundations, but Bayesianism really gained steam among philosophers of
science in the late 1980s and early 90s. Subjective accounts of probability, such as Ramsey
(1980), are commonly given normative force by interpreting probabilities as potential betting
quotients. In this account, believing that an event will occur with probability 1/2 is identified
with a willingness to accept a bet on the occurrence of the event at even odds. Normative
accounts of subjective probability, of which Bayesianism is the leading example, are thus implicitly economic by sharing a model of rationality with economics. Patrick Maher’s 1993
Betting on Theories (Maher 1993) made the economic interpretation explicit, with his central
argument being that scientists beliefs about the truth of their theories can be interpreted as
a willingness to bet on the truth of those theories, even if such bets are in-principle unresolvable (91).3 Further, in Maher’s view, scientists are effectively constantly betting on the truth of
their theories regardless of whether they place actual monetary bets—they are betting their
careers and their reputation.
Present-day microeconomics is founded on the same principles of subjective utility and
belief as Bayesian epistemology. Where Maher and other subjective Bayesians such as Howson and Urbach (2006) differ from economic practice is in their attribution of rationality.
According to Maher:
So I think it is a mistake to view Bayesian confirmation theory as a psychological
theory of scientists. I suggest we should view it rather as a normative theory.
A Bayesian “explanation” of some judgment scientists make about confirmation
purports to show that, and why, this judgment is rational. The reason why the
judgment is rational may or may not be the reason why the judgment was actually
made. Bayesian confirmation theory is concerned with the former, while the latter
is the province of psychology. (Maher 1993, 87)
Similarly, from Howson and Urbach:
What these last objections reveal, we believe, is not that the standard formalism
of personal probability is insufficiently human-centric, but that it is misidentified
3. Not all subjectivists are as permissive as Maher in interpreting subjective probability. De Finetti, for instance,
held that probabilities must be defined operationally—by how they could be measured (Berkovitz 2012, 259).
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as a model, even a highly idealizing one, of a rational individual’s beliefs. . . . Indeed, we believe such a logical interpretation is not only possible (and the rest of
this chapter will be devoted to arguing the case for this), but that only such an
interpretation is capable of accounting in a natural way for those features of the
formalism of epistemic probability which are otherwise highly anomalous. (Howson and Urbach 2006, 61)
In this passage Howson and Urbach are explicitly repudiating the neoclassical model of
rational actors, as elucidated (though not necessarily endorsed) by Knight (1921). Economists
use a model of self-interested agents with perfect information and infinite calculating abilities
to make predictions about the aggregate behaviour of real individuals. Economic theory thus
rests on the supposition that people are rational enough, and the world well-behaved enough,
for their models to be able to explain the real world. In contrast, Bayesian epistemology
in no way relies on the rationality of individuals. Rather, it serves as a regulative ideal or
normative standard purporting to tell us how beliefs ought to be updated, or in the case of
scientific theories, how confident we ought to be in those theories given evidence relevant
to their truth or falsity. It need not be predictive of how individuals actually behave. This
is a distinction that will become very relevant when considering models such as those from
Kitcher (1993), which, like the economic models upon which they are based, model scientists
as rational actors and attempt to derive conclusions about the actual operation scientists from
those models.
Since Kitcher and Goldman’s work in the late 80s and early 90s, economic methods and
ideas have been used by philosophers of science in a number of ways.
First, there are those that have employed the same general tactic as Kitcher and Goldman—
to model scientists as utility-maximizing agents and explore the consequences. For instance,
Brock and Durlauf (1999) modelled a community of scientists deciding between two competing scientific theories, where scientists formed their beliefs based partially on the beliefs of
other scientists. Their model found that such a group would reach consensus on the “correct”
theory—the theory that would be chosen based on “purely ‘scientific’ factors” (121)—given
a sufficiently clear empirical difference between the theories, but “community effects” could
potentially cause scientists to reach consensus on the incorrect theory if the relative empirical difference was not large enough. Brock and Durlauf then note similarities between the
8

behaviour of their model and Kuhnian paradigm shifts, and use this similarity to argue that
the results of their model are significant for understanding the history of science.
Probably the most systematic and thorough attempt at developing the economics of science is Wible (2005). Wible considers himself an orthodox, though critical, economist and
analyzes science from that perspective. His starting points are scientists as rational actors
and scarcity as a defining feature of science (xiv). For example, he considers the tradeoff
between producing scientific research that is actually reproducible and research that only appears reproducible. It takes considerable effort for a scientist to reconstruct his or her work in
sufficient detail to allow others to reproduce it. This is effort that could instead be spent producing novel research. There is a benefit to having one’s work reproduced, but it comes at the
cost of not being able to produce as many novel results. So, Wible concludes, it makes economic sense that much scientific research that appears reproducible actually isn’t—if you try
to follow the procedures outlined in a scientific paper you likely won’t be able to reproduce
its reported results. Employing that basic strategy of costs and benefits, Wible then moves
on to consider other aspects of scientific research, “market failures” in science (though while
denying that science operates as a market), and finally to considering broader philosophical
implications of his approach for understanding science.
Second, there are those who have used alternative economic frameworks to explain science. Christoph Luetge (Leutge 2004) uses James Buchanan’s “constitutional economics”
(2000) to explore prisoners’-dilemma-type situations in science, and to explain the institutional structure of science as providing solutions to those problems. Luetge’s approach is
similar to Wible’s in starting from potential dysfunctions in science and trying to extract
broader lessons. Alan Walstad (Walstad 2001, 2002) takes an explicitly Austrian approach,
applying Hayekian ideas about the spontaneous organization of markets to the “marketplace
of ideas” in science. Walstad argues to similar ends as Polanyi—that any outside interference
in science will ultimately backfire—but updates the argument to accord with more modern
economic theory.
Finally, a new batch of philosophers of science have recently began to consider the economic situation of science as they worry about the epistemic implications of recent trends
towards the commercialization of scientific and academic research. The edited volume Rad9

der (2010c) is the most significant effort in this area, along with Resnik (2007). In general,
these philosophers see the commercialization of research as corrupting the normative structure of science and in turn the trustworthiness and objectivity of scientific results. Of particular concern for this group are biotechnology and other medical-related research areas.
James Brown (2010) , for instance, argues that because many clinical trials are enormously
expensive, we cannot reasonably expect anyone to ever attempt to replicate them. Therefore,
he concludes, “the design, the execution, and the interpretation of data must be in public
hands” (J. R. Brown 2010, 106). Economic considerations occur at multiple levels of Brown’s
argument. Scientific research is seen as limited by resource constraints. Corporations and
scientists are also assumed to be motivated by economic concerns—the results of scientists
employed by corporations with an economic interest in the results of a study are assumed to
be compromised by that interest.
Although there is some novel thinking inspired by the idea of scientific knowledge as
a tradable commodity (eg. Fuller 2010), most of this new wave of economically-concerned
philosophy of science is shallow both in its economics and its philosophy. This is not to
say that there is nothing of philosophical value, or that there cannot be in the future, but at
present most of the work in this direction amounts to expressions of concern. Philosophers
so far seem to have trouble connecting these concerns to any systematic account of science
as an economic activity. This is an area where sociologists (Tyfield 2012) and economists
(Mirowski 2011; Stephan 2012) have a significant lead.

1.2

Situating the Economic Approach Within the Philosophy of
Science

Given the wide range of academics contributing to “economics of science”, it is especially
important to locate economic philosophy of science within this work and within philosophy
of science itself. That is, how can philosophers contribute to an understanding of science as
an economic process, and how can economics contribute to the philosophy of science? This is
not just an exercise in demarcation—justifying the participation of philosophers of science in
the economics of science. Rather, giving an account of how philosophers can contribute to this
10

work is important for focusing the scope and strategy of this dissertation. This section will
concentrate on how economics can contribute to philosophy, while section 1.3 will explore
how philosophers can contribute to the economics of science.
In the first chapter of Experience and Prediction (Reichenbach and Richardson 2006), Hans
Reichenbach discussed the proper role of epistemology as a philosophical project. His discussion is the clearest elucidation of the logical empiricist program for the philosophy of
science and has been the classic starting place for subsequent discussions of philosophical
methodology. Three of Reichenbach’s points are of special concern. First, he argued that
epistemology is solely concerned with the “context of justification” rather than the “context
of discovery”: epistemologists do not care how scientists generate theories, but only how
those theories are judged. Second, he argued that epistemology is not concerned with the
thinking of real individuals, but with idealized logical thinking—“rational reconstruction”.
Third, he argued that epistemology has a critical role with respect to science: epistemology
does not merely describe scientists’ justifications, but evaluates those justifications.
According to Reichenbach, epistemologists start where scientists leave off: the job of epistemology is to judge whether the claims of scientists are justified. Given some claim—say that
atoms are mostly empty space around a solid core—and some purported evidence for that
claim—that charged particles fired at gold foil usually pass straight through the foil but are
occasionally deflected at wide angles—epistemologists judge whether the claim is justified.
Reichenbach is careful to explain that he is not concerned with what scientists themselves
consider justified; that is the domain of sociology. He is also not concerned with how scientists reason from evidence to conclusions; that is the domain of psychology. Rather, he is
concerned with the logical relations between evidence and conclusions. This is the domain
of epistemology.
Since Reichenbach, philosophical epistemology has widened in both method and scope.
Prompted by the arguments of Quine and Kuhn (see Kitcher 1992, 69), among others, philosophers have largely abandoned the project of producing a universal logical reconstruction of
scientific knowledge. Instead, the accepted scope of epistemology now includes studies of
testimony, the role of values in theory acceptance, theories of scientific change, and many
more inquiries that do not fall easily within Reichenbach’s bounds.
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The most remarkable expansion in accepted epistemological methodology is epistemological naturalism. Epistemological naturalists contend that sciences such as biology, psychology,
sociology, and economics are all potentially relevant to the study of knowledge. The most
extreme form of naturalism seeks to eliminate philosophy entirely and turn epistemology
into a purely naturalistic and empirical discipline—a science. In this version of naturalism,
epistemology would be a purely descriptive discipline, practiced by psychologists, neuroscientists, sociologists, and other scientists (Kitcher 1992, 59). This radical approach essentially
accepts Reichenbach’s context divide and then dismisses normative epistemology, denying
the existence of any meaningful role for philosophers as guides to or evaluators of scientific
methodology.4
Kitcher’s “The Division of Cognitive Labour” (1990) and The Advancement of Science (1993)
are unambiguous attempts to enrol science into epistemology. In both, economics is Kitcher’s
primary naturalistic resource. Published between these two works, his extensive review article, “The Naturalists Return” (1992), sought to justify this approach. Kitcher roots the
Reichenbachian perspective in the work of Gottlieb Frege and Wittgenstein’s Tractatus. Like
Reichenbach, they contrasted philosophy with natural sciences such as psychology and identified the aim of philosophy as “the logical clarification of thoughts” (Wittgenstein, The Tractatus, quoted by Kitcher 1992, 55). As Kitcher observes, this gave philosophers a unique
professional skill—that of conceptual analysis—that set them apart from scientists or other
academics. Naturalism threatens this professional standing.
Kitcher locates himself between the poles of Frege and Wittgenstein on the one end, and
radical naturalists such as Quine on the other. His aim is to keep the traditional philosophical
methodology of conceptual analysis largely intact while accepting the naturalistic critiques
from Quine. Kitcher rejects as impossible a priori epistemological principles (we cannot
ground a normative account of knowledge purely in logic), but also rejects the claim by
radical naturalists who, inspired by Kuhn, claim that there are no universal aims to scientific
inquiry.5 Instead, Kitcher argues that science is (and always has been) in pursuit of significant
4. This is effectively the line that Alan Walstad (2002) takes, as discussed in chapter 4.
5. Kuhn himself did claim that there are universal aims to science: accuracy, consistency, theories with broad
scope, simplicity, and fruitfulness, but that the interpretation and application of these values was necessarily
subjective and vague (T. Kuhn 1977, 321–322).
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truth (102). That is, scientists aim to answer questions about the world generated by practical
concerns and epistemic interests, and the answers to those questions are meant to correspond
to its actual state.
Given that aim, Kitcher argues that “[t]he central problem of epistemology is to understand the epistemic quality of human cognitive performance, and to specify strategies
through whose use human beings can improve their cognitive states” (Kitcher 1992, 74).
When considering scientists as a social group, epistemologists should be concerned with
“identifying community epistemic predicaments, solving the resultant optimization problems, and considering the ways in which various kinds of psychological and social factors
contribute to or detract from the community pursuit of a good strategy” (112). This makes
epistemologists somewhat like “knowledge advisors”—rather than demarcating truth from
falsehood and unjustified from justified (as Reichenbach argued), Kitcher proposes that epistemologists should concentrate on identifying strategies that will contribute to the optimal
pursuit of knowledge.
Kitcher’s description of the task of epistemology is very similar to Steve Fuller’s. Although the term “social epistemology” was used earlier by sociologists such as Robert Merton (Merton 1973c), Fuller is largely responsible for making it a philosophical program. He
identified the “fundamental question” of social epistemology as “[h]ow should the pursuit
of knowledge be organized given that under normal circumstances knowledge if pursued
by many human beings, each working on a more or less well-defined body of knowledge
and each equipped with roughly the same imperfect cognitive capacities, albeit with varying
degrees of access to one another’s activities?” (Fuller 2002, 3).
Kitcher and Fuller are thus largely in agreement as to the mission of social epistemology,
though perhaps not so much in their normative prescriptions (Kitcher is mostly supportive
of the status quo, while Fuller is actively interested in reforming scientific practice). Alvin
Goldman describes this variety of social epistemology as “systems-oriented social epistemology”. Goldman observes that this area of social epistemology departs “fairly substantially”
from traditional epistemology (Goldman 2011, 18). Its starting point is a view of science as
an epistemic system—“a social system that houses a variety of procedures, institutions, and
patterns of interpersonal influence that affect the epistemic outcomes of its members” (13).
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The aim of a system like science is “to elevate its community’s level of truth possession, information possession, knowledge possession, or possession of justified or rational belief” (19).
The job of social epistemologists in this view is twofold: social epistemology “would examine
the system in question to see whether its mode of operation is genuinely conducive to the
specified epistemic ends. In addition, [social epistemology] would identify alternative organizational structures that might be epistemically superior to the existing systems” (Goldman
2011, 19).
A significant difference between traditional epistemology and Goldman’s systems-oriented
social epistemology is its concern with the “possession” of knowledge or information, rather
than merely the evaluation of beliefs or arguments. This shift potentially licenses, for example, questions of whether it is better for science to produce a large number of new beliefs
about the world, some of which might be incorrect, or a smaller number of beliefs that
are more likely to be correct. Similarly, Kitcher considers the tradeoff between certainty
and speed in discovering the structure of a chemical molecule (Kitcher 1990). Such tradeoffs would simply be beyond the scope of epistemology as propounded by Wittgenstein or
Reichenbach. And of course the idea that epistemologists might “identify alternative organizational structures that might be epistemically superior” to existing structures is far, far
beyond what they would have licensed.
Although all applications of economics to epistemology entail a naturalized epistemology, there is considerable variation in how sensitive the conclusions are to specific economic
theories. The work of Peirce, Rescher, and Radnitzky, for example, only rely on the observation that scientists’ resources are limited while the number of potential scientific questions to
pursue is unlimited. It is conceivable that there is some possible universe where these are not
true, but it is hard to image what such a universe would look like or what science would be in
that universe. So although their arguments are not strictly a priori, they are only minimally
naturalized.
Further along the spectrum is Heather Douglas, who argues from underdetermination to
the conclusion that social values are appropriate when setting significance thresholds before
gathering data but not after gathering data (Douglas 2009). This argument is based on the
observation that people are prone to post hoc rationalization and thus scientific methodol14

ogy must insulate conclusions from such rationalization in order for those conclusions to
be justified. Douglas’s argument thus depends on contingent psychological facts that could
easily have been different. However, her argument is not especially sensitive to the details of
psychological theory, and particularly does not hinge on any controversial positions within
psychology.
Systems-oriented social epistemology incorporates scientific observation and theory to a
much greater degree. Because its normative prescriptions operate at the group level, they rely
on a descriptive account of how individuals behave in groups. Such accounts must model
how individuals respond to different material and social circumstances, how they communicate, how they process new information, and what motivates them. The complexity of society,
or even a limited subset of society such as science, means that, to be tractable, descriptions
are necessarily simplified and idealized. And given the current state of sociology and economics, these abstractions are bound to be controversial. Even if they weren’t controversial
there would be questions of circularity when normative conclusions about science are drawn
based on conclusions taken from science itself. When those scientific conclusions are controversial those questions are even more pressing. This is an issue that will be returned to in
chapter 3.
On the other hand, given that science is a social endeavour, scientists do face resource
constraints, and thus the institutional structure of science does have an effect on epistemic
outcomes, it might be fairly concluded that economics is relevant to epistemology despite all
of the difficulties with drawing justified conclusions from it. The logical positivist strategy
of drawing a hard line between normative epistemology and descriptive accounts of science
from disciplines such as sociology and psychology was a failure, and so we have no option
but to live with some degree of circularity in normative epistemology.
Returning to Reichenbach, what can be retained from his prescription for philosophical
epistemology while employing economic methods?
As a focus of concern the context distinction remains. As an epistemologist, Reichenbach
was concerned with the epistemic products of science. He was not concerned with how
they were produced. The same applies to economic epistemology. Economists of science
might be concerned whether postdoctoral researchers and laboratory technicians are fairly
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compensated for their work or with the proportion of foreign workers in academia. Economic
epistemologists are only concerned with such questions to the extent that they affect the end
product of science: scientific knowledge. Where economic epistemologists must break with
Reichenbach is on the relevancy of the context of discovery for the context of justification; for
Reichenbach, where a scientist’s funding comes from would be irrelevant to evaluating the
strength of their argument, but for an economic epistemologist it could be the most significant
factor. Economic epistemology views science as a mechanism for producing knowledge, and
there is no justificatory gulf between science in process and science as finished product.
There is a useful analogy here between economic epistemology and computer proofs.
Modern computer proofs, most famously Appel and Haken’s proof of the Four Colour Theorem, are often impossible for a human to verify by inspection (Tymoczko 1979). In such
cases mathematicians seeking to establish their claim to a proof point to such things as the
reliability of algorithms, the fact that they obtain the same results using different computers,
compilers, and operating systems, and that other computer programs are capable of verifying
their results. Instead of directly examining the relationship between a claim (the purported
theorem) and evidence (the content of the proof), they instead appeal to the reliability of
their process. Ultimately the proof itself ought to connect evidence with conclusion, but the
argument for the proof being accepted need not do so. Similarly, economic epistemology, and
social epistemology in general, considers the the relationship between scientific claims and
the social process that generated that claim. Scientific arguments themselves still must link
evidence with conclusions, but economic epistemology itself does not do so. In each realm,
the success of such arguments will rest upon empirical facts: how reliable are computers?
How likely are multiple computers to make identical mistakes? Do the biases of individual scientists cancel out or reinforce each other? Do scientists have incentives to make false
claims? Can scientific claims be replicated? The context of justification cannot be divorced
from the context of discovery if we wish to answer these questions.
Reichenbach argued that epistemologists are not concerned with how actual scientists
come to form beliefs, but with a rational reconstruction of that process. Some economic models of science appear to be very compatible with this directive, as this is exactly what they
do: dispense with real individuals for idealized rational actors and demonstrate how these
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actors, combined with plausible incentives, might produce reliable scientific knowledge (eg.
Kitcher 1990). However this is a red herring, as the justification for these models must rest on
how well they accord with actual scientific practice. If scientists do not behave as these idealized models suppose, there is no reason to infer the reliability of scientific claims made by
real scientists based on the behaviour of these models. Reichenbach’s rational reconstruction,
in contrast, does give us reason to trust scientific claims to the extent that the reconstruction
connects evidence to conclusions in a compelling way. Thus there is a fundamental difference
between Reichenbach’s rational reconstruction and the apparently similar form of idealized
economic models of science.6
What economic epistemology does fully retain from Reichenbach is the critical role of
epistemology. The aim of economic epistemology, this dissertation included, is to judge the
performance of science. It is to make a normative judgement about its operation. While the
method of analysis is very different from Reichenbach’s, the aim is largely the same.

1.3

Situating Economic Epistemology Within the Economics of
Science

“Economic epistemology” (Mäki 2012) lies at the intersection of social epistemology and the
economics of science. Although philosophers such as Kitcher, Peirce, or Wible employ economic methodology, they are not (usually) concerned with the actual market activities of
scientists—purchasing equipment, applying for grants, paying graduate research assistants,
registering patents, and so on. Rather, they are concerned with economic motives and behaviour within an abstract economy, where the desire for recognition (or something similar)
serves as the main incentive.
Abstract is the key descriptor here—such models of science are, as a rule, stripped of
context. One models scientists choosing between theories to defend (Kitcher 1990), scientists adjusting beliefs based on their peers (Brock and Durlauf 1999), or scientists deciding
whether to falsify research (Wible 2005). One does not model Schally and Guillemin’s competition to describe the structure of thyrotropin releasing factor from 1975–1977 (Latour and
6. Idealized economic models of science, and Kitcher’s models in particular, are discussed in chapter 3.
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Woolgar 1986) or the coordination between different disciplines of meteorology at Stockholm
University in the early 2000s (Sundberg 2007). When Kitcher describes a scenario to illustrate
his model of the division of cognitive labor (Kitcher 1990), he describes scientists competing
to discover the structure of a “VIM”—very important molecule. He does not describe scientists competing to discover the structure of DNA. This means that a critic of Kitcher cannot
point to concrete details of the history of DNA research to refute his arguments, but instead
must engage with them within the world posited by his model.
Both economic theorists and philosophers are concerned with finding general truths about
their subject matter, and thus to be useful models must be abstract. Although the “disunity”
of science—both in terms of content and methodology—is now a commonplace, the sciences
do still seem to have some key features in common, and it is those features that the models
of Kitcher, Brock and Durlauf, and Wible attempt to capture. However, abstraction comes at
a cost. In reviewing the economics of science field, sociologist Mark Tyfield argues that
none of the projects that have received widespread attention are concerned with
exploring and explaining the changing economic underpinning of scientific research as a historical process with profound social repercussions. In other words,
the crucial questions of ‘why these changes in the economics of science, in these
places and now?’ are almost entirely elided by such work. (Tyfield 2012, 13)
Specifically in reference to the work of philosophers such as Kitcher, Tyfield observes that
such
projects are ‘economics’ not in the sense of exploring economic aspects of science
but rather in employing forms of economic analysis. They thus have nothing to
say about the fundamental questions regarding the funding of science, for this is
not their primary goal. (14)
Persistent critic of “economic epistemology” Philip Mirowski argues similarly:
The mortal sins of Kitcher’s version of social epistemology are that it ends up
being both irrelevant and tautologous. It is irrelevant in that his ideal world of
“well-ordered science” [as described by Kitcher (2001)] has nothing whatsoever to
do with the present predicaments of science—the runaway revisions of intellectual
property, the frequent resort to litigation to solve scientific problems, the crisis of
scientific publication, the disenfranchisement of university faculty from academic
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governance, the bankruptcy of ritual mechanized induction, the overemphasis on
arcane mathematical expertise to validate relevance, the rationalization of teaching
and lab work work into temp McJobs, numerous popular crises of confidence in
scientists as well as political actors—all this and more might as well be happening
in another galaxy, far from Kitcher’s republic. (Mirowski 2004c, 25)
It is not necessary for sociologists or economists of science to see value in economic epistemology. Many debates in philosophy are of little interest outside of philosophy (Are electrons
real? Are species natural kinds?), but are intrinsically interesting to philosophers. And some
questions, like those of most interest to Tyfield, may not be best answered by philosophers.
However, if systems-oriented social epistemologists take seriously their mission to “identify
alternative organizational structures that might be epistemically superior to the existing systems” (Goldman 2011, 19), relevance to (and engagement with) a wider economics of science
is essential.
There are at least two ways that social epistemologists in this vein might respond to the
criticisms of Tyfield and Mirowski. First, we might claim that we are analyzing features of
science that transcend the particular features of science that Mirowski references. Many of the
problems that Mirowski identifies might well be serious problems for science, and problems
about which systems-oriented social epistemologists have no special insight, but this does
not mean that there are no problems that might benefit from our analysis. I discuss one such
problem, of coordination in climate science, in chapter 4.
Second, we might claim that Mirowski is wrong; systems-oriented social epistemology is
relevant to understanding the “present predicaments” of science that he identifies. As mentioned in section 1.1, philosophers of science have in recent years become increasingly concerned with the changing institutional structure of science—primarily the shift towards privately funded research. However, many of these analyses rely heavily—almost exclusively—
on the work of sociologist Robert K. Merton (Merton 1973c) about the “normative structure of
science”. While Merton’s work is certainly important, it does not connect knowledge claims
to scientific practice in any systematic or philosophical way. They thus offer no way of understanding the epistemic consequences of violating those norms. If philosophers are to make
credible claims about the commercialization of science—as philosophers—there needs to be
a framework connecting the economic circumstances of scientific research with epistemic
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consequences. It is this second approach that I will take.
One way this approach will be evident is in my discussion of prediction markets in chapter 5. In recent years we have seen increasingly vehement public reactions against widelyaccepted scientific claims (Kitcher 2011). Examples include that human-caused global warming is underway, that humans are the product of Darwinian evolution, that vaccines are
safe for children, and that genetically-modified organisms are safe for human consumption.
One proposal for restoring public trust in scientific claims is to create prediction markets for
science (Bell 2006). Such markets would allow scientists and others to effectively bet on predictions about the world. For example, they could wager on whether global average surface
temperature will rise at least two degrees celsius by 2050. Prediction markets have proven
to be successful in other domains, especially in predicting the results of political elections.
For science, these markets would attach financial rewards to predictive accuracy. This could
counter allegations that scientists often hide or misrepresent the results of their research.
They could also reveal the true state of scientific opinion, avoiding incessant debates over
the what is or is not consensus scientific opinion.7 As I will discuss, these markets have potentially profound implications for the conduct of scientific research. Systems-oriented social
epistemology is a way of thinking about the potential benefits and risks of prediction markets
for the overall practice of science. The methodological argument of this chapter is that when
considering adopting these markets into scientific practice, we cannot do so without considering the operation of science as an epistemic system. Social epistemology science is relevant
to economics to the extent that it can inform debates about the epistemic consequences of
using prediction markets for scientific research.
My most substantial contribution to the economics of science is contained in the final
chapter (chapter 6) of this dissertation. In this chapter I consider the rise of “intellectual
property” in science. Science has always been organized around property-like institutions,
such as the scientific paper. However, in recent decades the types of intellectual property have
proliferated (patents, databases, and “material transfer agreements”, for example). Some of
these, like patents, directly tie science to the wider economy while others, such as many
7. As has been pointed out to me, prediction markets could also introduce a entirely new set of potential
conflicts of interest.
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scientific databases, just make science more like the market. In all of these cases, however,
the organizational structure of science (especially sciences like biotechnology) is inarguably
changing. It isn’t tenable to argue that these are merely surface-level changes that leave untouched the central epistemic functions of science. Instead, epistemologists need to consider
these recent developments in their account of science. This final chapter is intended to be
a start in that direction. In turn, it should offer insights to economists and sociologists of
science seeking to understand how the changes they observe to scientific practice will affect
its role in society as a producer of reliable claims about the world.

1.4

Argumentative Strategy of the Dissertation

As mentioned at the beginning of the introduction, this dissertation is concerned with the
question of whether there in an invisible hand at work in science that causes it to produce
significant knowledge. Can economic methods and analogies ground our trust in scientific
claims? To varying degrees, this is the claim of philosophers such as M. Polanyi (2000),
Kitcher (1990) and, Walstad (2002) who have invoked economic arguments about science.
This is a profound claim, as it suggests that in justifying scientific claims epistemologists
need not look to traditional concerns such as the logical relationship between evidence and
theory, but could instead look to the institutional features of science such as the citation and
credit system. Economic analysis could potentially replace traditional individualist epistemology as the normative standard for science. To be clear, this would not mean that scientists
themselves were freed from making evidence-based arguments, but rather that examining
the details of those arguments as Reichenbach suggested would be unnecessary. This dissertation argues that these attempts fail in their attempts to ground our trust in scientific
knowledge through economic methods and analogies, and consequently a replacement of
traditional epistemological methods by economics is unrealistic.
With the exception of chapter 2, each chapter will follow a common pattern. First, I will
point to an economic metaphor or analogy that has been used to describe science. Then I
will investigate the economic theory behind that metaphor or analogy. Finally, based on that
investigation I will evaluate the original metaphor or analogy. In general, I will argue that
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such close investigation reveals serious problems for the attempted description of or argument about science. Nevertheless, I will attempt to identify ways in which close examination
of economic theory does reveal useful insights into the operation of science, and sometimes
even suggests ways that scientific practice might be improved.
A basic assumption of all economic analysis is that people respond to incentives. In
some sense, this assumes no more than that people act for reasons: they have aims and act
to achieve those aims based upon their beliefs. Incentives merely make some courses of
action more preferable for achieving people’s aims by increasing the potential rewards of
a particular course of action. Of course people often lack sufficient information to pursue
their aims in the best possible way, or incorrectly evaluate the information they do have, but
nevertheless it seems safe to assume that people, on average, make choices that help them
to achieve their goals. This dissertation will make that modest assumption. Economists, and
philosophers of science who employ economic methods, often take this assumption much
further. For example, they might assume that people have access to all relevant information
for making their decisions and always take the course of action that will maximize their
chances of achieving their aims. This is a step that I will not take. Rather, a premise of my
analysis will be that any attempt to move beyond a modest account of incentives requires an
account of how real scientists in real situations can be expected to behave.
An ideal I will frequently invoke is “efficiency.” Efficiency is a tricky concept, perhaps
especially in economics. In general, it evokes ideas of minimizing waste, or maximizing
the amount of useful work done for a given amount of energy. In economics there are at
least three distinct, though related, concepts of efficiency. First, there is the sense of waste
reduction most closely related to thermodynamic efficiency. This is the concept alluded to
when private firms are claimed to be more efficient than public firms. Because of the profit
motive, the argument goes, private firms have an incentive to eliminate wasteful spending
and are thus more efficient than public firms that lack such incentives. Second, there is
“Pareto Efficiency”, which is concerned with the distribution of resources. A distribution of
resources is said to be Pareto efficient if there is no other distribution of resources that would
make a member of the group under consideration subjectively better off without making
another member subjectively worse off. This sense still evokes the idea of waste reduction:
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in a Pareto inefficient state there must be some amount of resources going to waste because
those resources could be transferred to another individual without making the original possessor worse off, and therefore those resources must be of no subjective importance to their
owner—they are going to waste.8 A third concept of efficiency is alluded to in the “Efficient
Market Hypothesis”—a theory in economics about the operation of capital markets. This
theory states that prices in markets such as the stock market or markets for commodities
such as oil accurately reflect all available information about those commodities (Fama 1965).
If the efficient market hypothesis is true, there are no opportunities for market participants
to make abnormal expected profit. The market is thus fully exploiting all available profit
opportunities—no opportunities have gone to waste.
Analysts of science have frequently used “efficiency” as a metric. Bernal (1939), M.
Polanyi (2000), Wible (2005), and Walstad (2002) all discuss efficiency in science directly,
and Kitcher (1990) invokes the closely related concept of “optimality.” Bernal was primarily
concerned with maximizing the social good resulting from scientific research, but also with
reducing wasteful effort in science more generally. M. Polanyi (2000) was mainly concerned
with the efficient allocation of resources, such as funding, to competing research projects and
scientists. Walstad (2002) discusses communication between scientists in terms of efficiency.
Kitcher (1990) argues that self-interested scientists can spontaneously organize themselves
to quickly arrive at reliable consensus. Rather than attempt to define a general notion of
efficiency in science, I will consider versions of efficiency appropriate to the subject of each
chapter. In each case, to the extent that science operates efficiently we should have reason
to trust scientific claims and to the extent that it does not we should have reason to doubt
them. Often the best that can be done is to defeat arguments claiming that science necessarily
operates efficiently, not show that science operates inefficiently. However, in some cases, such
as with climate modelling, I will argue that we can identify ways in which science fails to
operate efficiently.
A central argument of this dissertation is methodological: it is fruitful to analyze science
from an economic perspective and by making comparisons between science and the market8. This is perhaps a controversial interpretation, but I think it captures the normative force of Pareto efficiency
for those who view it as a valuable measure of economic performance.
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place. That does not mean that I think science is a market or that I think that science ought to
be like the market. Although I argue that science, and in particular disciplines such as climate
science, have many illuminating similarities to the market, there are also crucial differences,
as I argue especially in chapter 4. And although I argue that economic institutions such
as prediction markets and economic practices such as commodification could be useful for
science, I also argue that each comes with significant, perhaps insurmountable, difficulties.
This dissertation should also not be taken to be arguing that markets really do have the
powers attributed to them by their most fervent advocates, such as Adam Smith, Friedrich
Hayek, or Eugene Fama. I do agree that markets have great epistemological power, and the
mechanisms behind this power are worth exploring, but markets are also capable of great
irrationality and injustice. When these issues are important to my discussion of science I
address some of these issues, but I do not dwell on them—many before me have done a fine
job of that. That does not mean, however, I don’t agree that markets have significant problems
and that economic theories of markets do as well. When I make comparisons between the
operation of science and the operation of markets, therefore, these comparisons should be
taken to be asking whether science works like the market to the extent that markets do work
as claimed by economists. This is the relevant standard to judge science against, as it is to
the operation of this idealized economy that philosophers implicitly appeal when they make
economic analogies.

1.5
1.5.1

Chapter Summaries
Polanyi and Bernal on the Organization of Science

Chapter two examines a debate between chemist and philosopher Michael Polanyi and physicist, socialist, and Porto-sociologist of science JD Bernal in 1930s–40s Britain. Their primary
argument was over whether science is organized to efficiently address social problems. It
is meant to frame the discussion of the dissertation as well as to show the potential policy
implications of such debates. Bernal argued that science evolved historically in a way that
led to inefficiencies (wasted scientific effort, chaotic publications), while Polanyi described
it as a spontaneously organized system that allocates resources efficiently due to scientists’
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overlapping competencies. I argue that Polanyi’s model of science fails internally—even if
we accept his simplifications as representative of science he is wrong about the ability of
overlapping competency to ensure consistent scientific standards. On the other hand, was
overly pessimistic about the ability of scientific institutions to adapt to new circumstances.
Regular peer review of journal submissions, for instance, gradually emerged over the twentieth century as a way of dealing with the glut of publications Bernal observed (Spier 2002),
and recent technological developments such as searchable online journals have made keeping up with an expanding literature base much more realistic. Nevertheless, the evolution of
scientific institutions should be viewed as a path dependent process that can become locked
in to inefficient states.

1.5.2

Equilibrium of Efficiency in Markets and Science

Chapter 3 compares Philip Kitcher’s model of the “division of cognitive labour” to the
Arrow-Debreu general equilibrium model. Kitcher’s model is emblematic of several models of science proposed by social epistemologists such as Goldman and Shaked (1991), Brock
and Durlauf (1999), Muldoon and Weisberg (2010), and Zollman (2007). The Arrow-Debreu
model, in turn, is emblematic of neoclassical models of the economy, which conceive of people as self-interested perfectly rational actors with full knowledge of the consequences of
their actions in a situation of static equilibrium. Kitcher’s model shares all of the problems
of the Arrow-Debreu model: people aren’t really perfectly rational, they don’t really have
full knowledge of the consequences of their actions, and they are never really in a situation
of static equilibrium. Models such as Kitcher’s have even more significant problems, however: whereas the price system offers a way for neoclassical models of the economy to be
de-idealized, models of scientific communities have no such recourse. Therefore while these
models do offer some limited insights into the nature of scientific communities and collaboration, they do not offer a plausible account of the spontaneous organization of scientific
research.
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1.5.3

Walstad and the Science-Market Analogy

Kitcher’s account of spontaneous organization in science uses the methodology of neoclassical economics, but does not offer a plausible way of grounding his model in the practice
of science. Alan Walstad employs a different strategy: he claims that science is a market
and therefore science will exhibit the same properties as other markets. Specifically, Walstad
argues that science is not amenable to centralized planning or external methodological critique (that is, a general normative epistemology of science is doomed). Rather than taking
a modelling, neoclassical approach, Walstad views science through the lens of Austrian economics, primarily that of Friedrich Hayek and Ludwig von Mises. In chapter four I argue
that Walstad’s argument is best taken as an analogical argument: science is like other markets
and therefore we can draw conclusions about science based upon conclusions drawn about
those other markets. For example, Walstad argues that Hayek and von Mises demonstrated
centralized planning of markets to be infeasible, so because science is like other markets we
can conclude that the centralized planning of scientific research will also be infeasible.
To evaluate Walstad’s argument, I examine the nature of analogical arguments. I conclude
that Walstad’s analogical argument fails because Hayek’s account of markets relies crucially
on the price system. Walstad claims that the citation system of science accomplishes the
necessary functions of the price system for markets, but I show that this is not the case
and therefore Walstad’s argument fails. We cannot draw conclusions about the spontaneous
organization of science based upon analogies to traditional markets.

1.5.4

Prediction Markets and Epistemic Efficiency in Science

Markets are supposed to have epistemological powers beyond those of any individual. Eugene Fama’s Efficient Market Hypothesis is often taken to argue that it is impossible for an
individual investor to outperform the market in the long run. I begin this chapter by arguing
that market prices should be interpreted as a kind of collective belief. Social epistemologists
have argued about whether beliefs can be imputed to groups or whether only individuals
can have beliefs (Gilbert 2004; Giere 2007). I argue that the price system allows markets to
avoid many of the problems critics of the concept of collective knowing have found with it in
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contexts such as science.
Once we accept that markets can be thought of as having beliefs, it makes sense to ask
whether those beliefs are rational. I interpret the Efficient Market Hypothesis as claiming
that they do, and argue that it should be evaluated according to the demands of Bayesian
epistemology: An efficient market is one where the beliefs implied by its prices are rational by the
standards of Bayesian conditionalization on the evidence available to market participants.
Next I consider whether science can similarly be evaluated and argue, against Patrick
Maher (Maher 1993), that science lacks a crucial feature of markets for promoting epistemic
efficiency: the possibility of arbitrage.
Finally, I consider prediction markets as a way for promoting epistemic efficiency in markets. Prediction markets would allow for arbitrage in science and several limited studies have
suggested that they might be ideal for funding scientific research as well as for eliminating
bias in science (eg. Bell 2006). I conclude that such markets have potential, but there are significant worries about their predictive potential and effects on the organization of scientific
research.

1.5.5

The Commodification of Scientific Knowledge

Previous chapters consider historical episodes such as Lysenkoism, recent disciplines such
as climate modelling, and potential future institutions such as prediction markets. However,
science itself is considered as a relatively stable category. Polanyi and Bernal’s debate is
considered as relevant to science today even though their argument took place in the early
twentieth century. Kitcher’s model is not compared to any particular scientific research program, but to the practice of scientific research in general. In this chapter I consider how
science is changing, and in particular how science has, over the last 30 years, become more
like the market.
In recent years scientists have increasingly become directly exposed to market forces. This
is partly due to changes in the legal environment such as the Bayh-Dole act of 1980 and partly
due to an increased reliance on private funding by academic researchers. Some philosophers
worry about the implications of this exposure for the normative foundations of science (eg.
Resnik 2007). However, some see potential benefits (eg. Fuller 2013). In this chapter I analyze
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these changes from the perspective of the “commodification” of science: the organization of
scientific practice through the exchange of scientific commodities. As science has become more
closely involved with the market, it has become simultaneously more like the market. This
is reflected most directly by the rise of patenting the results of scientific research, but also in
the publication of scientific papers, the use of scientific databases, and the use and exchange
of scientific models. I argue that the relationship between science becoming more involved
with the market and more like the market is a complex one; there is no simple causative link
between these two processes. Neither are the consequences of these developments simple:
in many cases commodification increases the ability of scientists to cooperate towards good
epistemic ends, but in others commodification seems to encourage the corruption of scientific
research.
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Chapter 2

Polanyi and Bernal on the
Organization of Science
Many attendees of the 1931 Second International Congress of the History of Science in London were deeply impressed by the Russian delegation, and particularly by Boris Hessen’s
paper, “The Social and Economic Roots of Newton’s Principia”. Hessen argued that, rather
than a product of his singular genius and the internal development of science, Newton’s
Principia was a social product, inspired by and directed at economic and industrial problems.
Hessen’s paper has been identified as an important precursor of externalist sociology of
science, but the Russians’ more immediate impact on British science was their social planning
of science and scientific planning of society (Barber 1990, 4). This inspired the formation of
a group of scientists known as the “scientific humanists”, led by physicist John Desmond
Bernal (1901 - 1971).
Bernal and the humanists were concerned with the ongoing Depression of the 1930s and
believed that science could be steered toward the betterment of society. As working scientists, they were also conscious of the transition within science from an activity of gentlemanly
amateurs to one of working professionals, which had been ongoing since the late 19th century (Shapin 2008, 44). Science was growing, and changing, and they believed this justified
a new method of organization. Liberal scientists, in response, stood up to defend the status
quo. Chief among them was Michael Polanyi (1891 - 1976).
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Polanyi and Bernal had many things in common. They were both well-respected scientists, Polanyi a chemist and Bernal a physicist. They both researched x-ray crystallography
and corresponded over the subject (A. Brown 2007). They both visited the Soviet Union
to observe its social and economic conditions, and corresponded over that subject as well
(Nye 2011). They both volunteered to support Britain’s military effort during World War II,
though Polanyi’s offer was declined due to his Hungarian background. And they were both
very interested and vocal about the social function and organization of science.
Despite all their similarities and diverse contributions to science, Polanyi and Bernal
are best remembered for their divergent views about that last common interest: the social function and organization of science. Bernal, inspired by the Russians and already an
avowed Marxist, argued for a centrally-planned science explicitly working for the social good.
Polanyi, a self-identified liberal and aggressive critic of Soviet policies, argued that science
was, and had to remain, an autonomous and spontaneously-organized activity judged only
by internal measures of scientific merit. Both men’s positions regarding science were informed by their differing views of politics and economics, but they were rooted in a shared
view of science as an economic enterprise with limited resources.
Polanyi and Bernal disagreed about the efficiency of science—whether science spontaneously directs its resources to most effectively accomplish its goals. As Bernal observed, this
question can only be answered relative to specific goals for science, and science has many potential goals. However, Polanyi and Bernal did not differ so greatly on their goals for science.
While Polanyi was more focused on the internal advancement of scientific knowledge, he
argued that science’s ability to address social problems would be irreparably harmed by any
attempt to impose centralized planning. And while Bernal was more focused on the external
“social function” of science, he argued that science could also accomplish Polanyi’s internal
goals more effectively if centrally planned.
The chief purposes of this chapter are to frame the dissertation’s ensuing discussion of efficiency in science, and to show the potential policy implications of such debates. It will also
demonstrate the central argumentative strategy of the dissertation by framing the implicit
economic arguments of Polanyi and Bernal in explicit economic terms. This strategy will
highlight internal failings of Polanyi’s economic model of science that are not apparent in his
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presentation. Conversely, it will bolster Bernal’s argument about the anarchic nature of science by ascribing it to the development of scientific institutions as a path dependent process
rather than, as Bernal did, by ascribing it to the personalities of scientists. Viewing the evolution of scientific institutions as a path dependent process also supports Bernal’s argument
that a non-market mechanisms may be necessary to solve some of its problems. However,
history has shown science to be more institutionally adaptable than Bernal supposed, while
also demonstrating the pitfalls of centralized scientific planning.

2.1

The Social Function of Science

Bernal published The Social Function of Science in 1939, on the eve of World War II. It is
divided into two main sections: “What Science Does” and “What Science Can Do”. Both
sections are eclectic, discussing everything from the historical origins of science, to salaries
for British scientists, to journal publication practices, to scientific education, to sweeping
proposals for reform. It is clearly aimed at policymakers, with multitudes of facts and figures
along with specific proposals for reforming the organization of science in Britain. In 1945,
the University Grants Committee, for many years Britain’s primary science funding body,
enlisted the Royal Society in implementing some of Bernal’s more ambitious proposals for
planning and directing scientific research, but the Royal Society ultimately decided against
supporting such a direction (M. Polanyi 2000, 10–12).
Bernal’s argumentative strategy was to first establish that scientific practice was disorganized and inefficient. He then blamed that inefficiency on science’s “anarchic” nature, and
finally argued that its problems could best be solved through centralized planning. The following sections will first discuss Bernal’s account of efficiency in science, and then reframe
his account of science as an anarchic system in terms of institutional path dependence. The
path dependent nature of science, along with the inefficiencies Bernal observed in scientific
organization, constitute a prima facie case for government intervention in the organization of
science.
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2.1.1

Efficiency and the Aims of Science

Bernal identified three general aims of science: what he called the psychological, the rational,
and the social (Bernal 1939, 94). The psychological aim of science is the “entertainment” of
scientists; science is pursued partly to satisfy the curiosity of scientists, or for other reasons
personal to scientists. The rational aim of science, in Bernal’s account, is the understanding
of the natural world. He doesn’t equate this with a utilitarian goal for science or with the
satisfaction of personal curiosity. Rather, it is a categorial imperative to understand how the
world works. Finally, the social aim of science is to apply science to problems of human
welfare: to improve society.
If, Bernal argued, science is just a game, and its sole goal is the entertainment of scientists
(satisfying their intellectual curiosity), efficiency doesn’t matter (98). However, if the aim of
science is rational or social, then efficiency cannot be ignored (99). Once science is a group
activity, with community-level goals, either directly or indirectly serving the public good,
and funded at least in part by the public rather than by individual scientists satisfying their
own interests, efficiency becomes important. We want, he argued, science to produce the
most results for the fewest resources.
Efficiency is a central concept in economics. José Manuel de Cózar observes that efficiency
is a “dominant” value not just in economics, but in society at large (Cozar 2000, 87). And yet,
he argues, there is no unified concept of efficiency and no clear way to translate it from an
abstract concept into actionable goals. De Cózar traces the origins of efficiency as a technical
concept to thermodynamics, where the efficiency “of a thermal engine was defined as a ratio
of the useful work obtained to the energy (heat) used” (89). Thus efficiency can be thought
of as “a ratio of results. . . to resources” (89).
There are two chief strengths of thermodynamic efficiency as a root concept. First, it is
easily measurable and therefore has the allure of objectivity. Second, it is almost analytically
good. All things being equal, why would anyone want a less efficient engine? If the myriad
invocations of efficiency in society and economics have anything in common, it is that they
seek to imply these virtues by association. Economists do not need to argue that efficiency is
objective; this is supposed to be obvious. And Economists do not need to argue that efficiency
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is good; this is supposed to be even more obvious.
Yet, as de Cózar argues, the objective and virtuous nature of efficiency becomes much
less obvious as we move away from the simple thermodynamic case.1 The complexity of
the economic and social world makes both specifying and measuring results and resources a
potentially intractable problem. Any such attempt will inevitably involve value judgements,
both in terms of what is worth measuring and in terms of what is desired. De Cózar imagines
a scenario where an engineer solves a toxic waste program by converting the waste into
mud and dumping it into the environment. This is an extremely efficient solution from
one point of view: from the point of view where the resources are investor dollars and the
results are profits. But it may not seem so efficient from the perspective of those forced to
deal with the consequences of such practices, who potentially face great cost (in terms of
health or environmental degradation) for no benefit. Such costs and benefits may not even
be measurable at all from the perspective of efficiency, as there may be no satisfactory way of
quantifying harms in a way that makes them comparable to monetary profits. Efficiency is a
matter of perspective (whose costs? whose benefits?), but it is also a matter of measurability:
it is easy to measure profits and losses, while not so easy to measure environmental impact.
There are several conceptions of efficiency in economics. Often economists will compare
the efficiency of public institutions to private enterprises. This is perhaps the closest use of
efficiency in economics to that in thermodynamics. When economists claim that private enterprises are more efficient than public, they mean that private enterprises accomplish their
goals using fewer resources (measured in total taxpayer dollars) than their public counterparts pursuing the same goals.
Less clearly connected to thermodynamic efficiency is the concept of Pareto efficiency. A
transfer of resources is said to be a Pareto improvement if it makes at least one individual
(subjectively) better off while making no individuals (subjectively) worse off. Conversely, a
distribution of resources is said to be Pareto efficient, or Pareto optimal, if no such transfer is
possible. Pareto efficiency makes no attempt to measure the total satisfaction of individuals
against the resources consumed by those individuals, as one might expect. This is not an
1. And even for engines one might wonder whether efficiency is unproblematically good. Would it be wrong
to prefer a less efficient engine that has lower emissions, for instance?
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available option for economists who consider wellbeing to be entirely subjective and impossible to compare between individuals.
While a Pareto efficient transfer of resources intuitively seems like it would also increase
any other kind efficiency as well, there are many Pareto optimal distributions of resources that
nearly everyone would judge as enormously inefficient, or at least undesirable. For instance, a
distribution of resources where one extremely greedy individual controlled all the resources
while every other individual controlled none would be considered Pareto efficient, yet what
outside observer would contend that this is a desirable state of affairs? Lopsided distributions
of wealth also seem very inefficient, as they depend upon high levels of production to increase
the material wellbeing of poor individuals. This production comes at the cost of not just
human effort but also in terms of natural resources. It would seem much more efficient to
simply redistribute the wealth of the very rich.2 As Zajac (1996) observes, Pareto efficiency is
“at best only a necessary or minimum condition for justice” (13).3
Finally, there is market efficiency, even further removed from its thermodynamic roots.
The standard definition of an efficient market is one “in which prices always ‘fully reflect’
available information” (Fama 1970, 383). As prices are used as information by firms seeking
to maximize profits, and acting on incorrect information could hinder such efforts, we can see
a connection from efficient markets to the first sense of economic efficiency discussed above.
However this hardly seems a tight connection, and it is difficult to see in it any sense of a
ratio between inputs and outputs.
All of this is not to claim that efficiency is useless as a concept in economics or merely
ideological propaganda. Despite all of their problems, markets do display remarkable features of spontaneous organization. The dramatic increase in the material wellbeing of large
segments of society over the last several centuries owes a great deal to the ability of markets
to incentivize and direct technological progress. And the economic metaphor of efficiency
is certainly useful for understanding these processes. But we should nevertheless be aware
of the potential difficulties with the concept of efficiency and the ideological baggage that is
2. As Adam Smith (1759) pointed out, the rich often do not possess material goods so far in excess of the
poor as their relative wealths might imply. Nevertheless, the high levels of food waste produced by rich nations
compared to poor nations suggests that wasteful excess is a genuine phenomenon.
3. Zajac (1996) chapter two, “The Concept of Economic Efficiency” contains a very useful introduction to the
concept of efficiency as employed by neoclassical economists.
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inevitably attached to it. Over the course of this dissertation I will return to the latter two
conceptions of economic activity in an attempt to give an account of efficiency as a measure
of scientific performance.
Returning to Bernal’s account, the first definition probably captures his intent the best:
efficiency is a measure of social improvement to scientific resources. Because Bernal was
chiefly concerned with the practical benefits of science, it is plausible that he could have a
measurable conception of efficiency in science. It could be the increase in GDP due to science
relative to taxpayer investment, for example. Or his result of concern could be life expectancy,
or some mixture of social indicators.
Though this strategy has the virtue of being potentially tractable, implementing it would
both involve a host of controversial value judgments. Bernal’s social concerns might also be
difficult or impossible to measure. Perhaps the most persistent worry about such attempts
is that they conflate measurability with desirability; those concerns that are amenable to
economic measurement can end up valued by economists and policymakers ahead of those
that are not (Hausman and McPherson 2006).
Measuring efficiency in terms of social benefits has problems, but is at least conceivably
possible. However, Bernal also invoked efficiency as an important measure of the “rational”
aim of science—the aim to understand the natural world. In this sense it is difficult to see
how efficiency can even begin to be measured. The productivity of individual scientists is
often measured in terms of publications or citations. This may itself be problematic (Lindsey
1989), but it seems absurd as a measure of overall scientific productivity. Surely the overall
goal of science isn’t to publish as many papers as possible with as many citations as possible.
It also seems unlikely that any other quantitative measure of scientific knowledge is possible.
Philip Kitcher’s notion of “significant truth”, whereby scientists seek to answer not just any
questions but questions of particular social or scientific interest (Kitcher 1993), is perhaps a
step in the right direction but still offers no potential mechanism for measurement.
Rather than attempt any such measure, Bernal instead focused on perceived inefficiencies
in science. Among the inefficiencies he identified were disorganized and underfunded laboratories, the neglect of unpopular avenues of research, overlapping research projects due to
“lack of consultation”, a lack of communication of relevant results between related branches
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of science such as chemistry and physics, and a proliferation of academic publications that
made it impossible to keep up with developments even in one’s own field. In total, Bernal estimated that somewhere between 50 and 90 percent of the money spent on scientific research
at the time was wasted (Bernal 1939, 120).
Instead of attempting to specify goals for science and measure the achievement of those
goals relative to scientific funding, Bernal instead attempted to identify scientific practices
that would be considered wasteful under a wide range of possible goals. His lower bound on
waste—50 percent—would mean that no matter what (rational or social) goals were agreed
upon for science, science could be no more than 50% efficient. From a logical standpoint this
is a doomed strategy—no matter how science operates it will always be possible to construct
some set of goals that will find science to be perfectly efficient. After all, perhaps what we
really want from science is to maximize the number of publications that go unread. Nevertheless, it is reasonable to suppose that members of society have enough consensus about the
aims of science to make the logical worry a minor concern. So given the practical impossibility of making any positive judgment about the efficiency of science, Bernal’s strategy of
identifying practices that would be widely agreed upon as unproductive is reasonable.

2.1.2

Science as a Chaotic, Path Dependent System

Bernal attributed the problems he observed in science to two main causes: a lack of funding for scientific research and inefficient organization within science. He saw these as due
to the “spontaneous” (99) or “anarchic” (262) growth of scientific activity. Science at this
time was in a state of flux, between an older tradition of science carried out largely by gentlemen of independent means and an emerging “big”, group-level science that would be
fully realized during World War II (Shapin 2008; De Solla Price 1986). Bernal argued that
many features of scientific activity, such as the production of journals (Bernal 1939, 113), the
distribution of research activities among different universities (114), and the operation of laboratories (103–4) were historical legacies of that earlier time of gentlemanly science that had
become entrenched and needed to be reformed. Scientific journals, for instance, were originally intended to make communication between small, voluntary associations of amateurs
more efficient, replacing private correspondence (113). In Bernal’s time, though, journals had
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proliferated to the extent that it was almost impossible to keep up with the publications in
one’s own field, let alone with the progress of science in general (Bernal 1939, 117). In retrospect, we can see Bernal as existing in a transitional phase between an age where scientists
could be productive generalists and an age of ever-increasing specialization.
Bernal’s argument can be interpreted as an argument about the path dependent nature
of science. Path dependence was originally a thesis about the historical development of
technology, propounded most famously by William Brian Arthur (Arthur 1994) and Paul
David (David 1975). However, it has been extended to explain a wide variety of social processes, including politics (Pierson 2000) and science (Peacock 2009). One of the most well
known purported instances of path dependence in technological development is the QWERTY keyboard layout (David 1985).
The first key feature of path dependent processes is that they are historically contingent.
The QWERTY layout was designed primarily to solve a technical problem with early mechanical typewriters. When a key was depressed, type bars (mechanical levers) swung to imprint
a character on the paper. On early devices, if certain levers were swung in rapid succession
they would become jammed without the typist’s knowledge, resulting in a number of characters being struck in the same location on the page. This was even more of a problem because
the printing could not be seen while in progress, so the jam could only be discovered when
the typist paused to inspect the page. The QWERTY keyboard was designed, through a long
process of trial-and-error, to minimize such jams. Modern computers do not share this problem, and so the QWERTY layout is, in relation to their function, arbitrary. Nothing about the
design of modern computers determines that they must use a QWERTY keyboard. Rather,
it is a legacy of a historical accident regarding the design of early mechanical typewriters. If
the first mechanical typewriter had used a different method of imprinting characters on the
page, there would have been no need to design the key layout to avoid jams, and keyboards
today would probably have a different layout.
Many aspects of society, from fashion to language, bear the marks of their historical
legacies. What distinguishes path dependence arguments is the claim that these historical
legacies can lead to undesirable, or inefficient, outcomes. This is the second key feature of
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path dependent processes.4 David, for instance, offers several reasons for why the QWERTY
layout is not merely an interesting historical remnant, but an undesirable and inefficient
outcome. Typists using the rival Dvorak layout “have long held most of the world’s records
for speed typing”, during the 1940s the US Navy concluded that it would be economically
efficient to retrain new typists to use Dvorak, and Apple computer claimed in the 1980s
that the Dvorak keyboard layout allows users to type 20%–40% faster (David 1985, 332). If,
somehow, all keyboards could be transformed to Dvorak without cost, and everyone could
be instantly and without cost retrained to use Dvorak keyboards, everyone would be better
off. All other things being equal, the world where everyone uses Dvorak is better than the
world where everyone uses QWERTY.
The third key feature of path dependence processes is that they are unplanned. Although
the QWERTY keyboard was itself designed, “the larger system of production was nobody’s
design” (334). All of the agents involved in such processes might choose rationally at the
individual level, but they make those choices without concern for how they could affect the
outcome of the process (David 2000, 14). Typewriter manufacturers, typists, and corporations employing and training typists may have all acted in their own best interests, but none
of them considered the effects their choices may have on which keyboard layout would become socially entrenched. It was the complex interactions of all these groups that led to the
dominance of QWERTY.
Finally, path dependent processes can converge or “lock-in” on multiple final equilibria (Arthur 1989, 116). Early in the history of the typewriter there were many competing
designs with differing keyboard layouts. There were type bar designs where the print point
was visible and thus jamming was less of an issue, and there were several designs, such as
Thomas Edison’s print-wheel device that had no jamming problem at all (David 1985, 334).
However, once QWERTY became dominant, as typists were trained in its use and corporations had invested in typewriters with that layout, it became nearly impossible for any other
layout to gain widespread adoption. If all computer manufacturers agreed to change their
keyboard layouts in coordination, everyone might be better off, but if any single manufac4. David (2000, 8) points out that processes need not lead to inefficient outcomes to be path dependent.
Nevertheless, those that do are the ones that are generally of most interest to economists.
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turer switches layouts, nobody will buy their machines given alternatives that don’t require
them to relearn how to type.
It is useful to think of path dependence in science occurring at two distinct levels. The
first level, as detailed by Peacock (2009), occurs at the level of everyday scientific practice and
scientific knowledge. It is a commonplace within philosophy of science that for any finite
set of observations there is an infinite set of theories compatible with those observations. Put
slightly differently, there are an infinite number of ways to represent the universe we observe.
Peacock argues that contingent events in science’s history can affect which of those representations are accepted by scientists (106). For example, Peacock relates Pickering (1999)’s story
of the “November Revolution” in particle physics. In November 1974, physicists announced
the discovery of a new fundamental particle, the “J-psi”. There were multiple theories proposed to explain the existence and properties of this particle, though none of them was clearly
empirically superior to all of the others (263). The “Charmonium Model”, which explained
the J-psi as the result of a new “charm” property of quarks quickly came to be accepted as
the consensus view (Peacock 2009, 100).
The Charmonium Model succeeded, according to Peacock, not because it was empirically
superior to its competitors, but because it was more compatible with existing theory and
practice. Specifically, it was expressed in the mathematical and conceptual language of gauge
theory, which was familiar to a large body of particle physicists:
Where, with whom and what these scientists studied and to which theoretical
resources they were exposed during their training can all be seen as personal
“historical accidents” on the path to their becoming supporters of charm, which,
as a result of their training, they automatically saw as the correct account of the
J-psi, as the way the world was (112).
In this account, physicists accepted the Charmonium Model not through a careful weighing
of the empirical evidence and long-term theoretical consequences of accepting a particular
model, but automatically and unreflectively, because of their past training.
Notably, neither Peacock nor Pickering argue that the Charmonium Model is wrong, or
in the long term a worse or less efficient model than its former competitors. However, they
do argue that empirical success and theoretical implications were not significant factors in
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the Charmonium Model’s acceptance. There is no causal connection between its correctness
relative to its competitors or its long term efficiency as a representation to its acceptance, so
if it does turn out to be superior in these ways, it is an accident, not a necessary consequence
of the organization of science.
The Charmonium Model’s success was due to the individual, undirected actions of a
large groups of physicists. It was not a deliberated, planned choice by a single authority
or central group. In the same way that the QWERTY keyboard’s designers did not plan
for its dominance, because they lacked that kind of dictatorial power, the proponents of the
Charmonium Model did not plan for its dominance, because they had no control over the
choices of other scientists. Its acceptance was emergent and undirected.
Bernal’s path dependence occurs at a higher level: the level of scientific institutions. He
was concerned with inefficiencies resulting from the organization of laboratories, the lack of
coordination of research efforts, and the proliferation of independent journals. Like Peacock,
Bernal attributed these institutional features to historical accidents, such as the formation of
gentlemanly societies, that became entrenched. Unlike Peacock, Bernal did claim that the
result was inefficient, estimating that between 50 and 90 percent of money spent on scientific
research at the time was wasted (Bernal 1939, 120).
Neither Peacock nor Bernal explicitly conceive of scientists as economic actors in their
explanations. Bernal attributed continuing inefficiencies to the reluctance of scientists to
take time from their research to fix organizational problems (100). Peacock argues that the
particle physicists were psychologically conditioned by their training to see the world in a
way that automatically led them to see the Charmonium Model as correct. However, Peacock
acknowledges that one could argue that it would have been costly, in terms of re-training, for
physicists to support any of the other models, in much the same way as it would be costly for
QWERTY-trained typists to learn a competing keyboard layout (Peacock 2009, 114). Similarly,
Bernal’s scientists could be considered as facing a problem of rational apathy. It did not make
economic sense for any individual scientist to take time away from their own research to
solve the inefficiencies of science as a whole, though surely they would benefit if somebody
else did. Scientists were in a Prisoner’s Dilemma situation where if everyone cooperated
to fix the institutional structure of science all would be better off, but from each individual
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scientist’s perspective it would always be better to “defect” and pursue individual research
and career advancement rather than devote time to changing the structure of science. So in
both these cases, we can consider scientists to be acting according to economic considerations
even if they never conceived of their situations in these terms. Consciously or unconsciously,
scientists acted to maximize their own success regardless of community-level consequences.
Bernal’s solution to this perceived problem of institutional path dependence was central
planning. To solve the problem of wasted research effort due to specialists being scattered
in different locations (Bernal 1939, 263), Bernal proposed a system of research institutes directed by academics that would both bring together researchers concentrated on specific areas
of study and serve as intermediaries between science and industry. Industry would communicate its needs to the institutes, and they would either offer solutions when available or
direct basic research to those ends when no ready solutions were apparent (280–4).
To solve the problem of proliferating scientific journals, Bernal proposed to replace journals with a scientific information “distribution service” (295). This service would produce a
limited distribution of detailed accounts, wider distribution of summaries and abstracts, and
produce frequent reports covering recent advancements in a given field (293). Publication
standards would be enforced by a board of academic editors (299).
Bernal’s proposals are the sorts of remedies justified by inefficient outcomes due to path
dependent processes. Path dependent processes are undirected, but once locked-in to inefficient outcomes require external, non-market, solutions. If Bernal was right that science
suffered from the problems he observed, he was also justified in proposing government intervention. Scientists could not be expected to solve the problems Bernal observed on their
own, so some external actor needed to step in. To counter Bernal’s proposals for reform
and centralized control, Polanyi therefore had to produce an explanation for why Bernal’s
perceived anarchy was actually spontaneous order.

2.2

A Republic of Science?

After being forced to flee Berlin in 1933 as the National Socialist Party came to power, Polanyi
took up a position as the head of the physical chemistry laboratory at Manchester University
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in England (Nye 2011). Although Polanyi’s major works on the organization of science were
published after his relocation to England, his interest in economics began during his time
in Germany. In 1928, along with other scientists including John von Neumann, he started
to attend economics seminars, and in 1930 he organized a study group aimed at connecting
scientists with economists ().
Polanyi’s interest in economics wasn’t just in relation to science policy. In 1935, he wrote
a paper for the Manchester School of Economic and Social Studies criticizing Soviet economics
and central planning in general (M. Polanyi 1936), and in 1938 he produced a silent film
explaining Keynesian economics, funded by the Rockefeller Foundation (Nye 2011). Polanyi
also authored a short book on social and economic conditions in the U.S.S.R. (M. Polanyi
1936). Polanyi’s writing on the organization of science should thus be seen as part of a
larger campaign against Soviet-style central planning and social control, a point alluded to
by Polanyi himself: “The position of science in society is,” he argued, “merely a special
feature of the position of thought in society” (M. Polanyi 1939, 182).
Much of the latter part of Polanyi’s career was devoted, in one way or another, to countering Bernal’s arguments in particular and Soviet-inspired centralized planning in general.
Throughout, Polanyi defended two central propositions with regards to science. First, that
science is a spontaneously organized activity that cannot be directed by any centralized authority (M. Polanyi 2000). Second, that science must operate autonomously from social control and be devoted exclusively toward the pursuit of truth—science must be autonomous
and pure (M. Polanyi 1974). Both of these are in opposition to Bernal’s central claims in The
Social Function of Science: that science’s inefficiencies are due to its anarchic and unorganized
nature, and that science ought to be directed towards social needs.
Polanyi’s first proposition, that science spontaneously organizes, supports his second, that
science must remain autonomous and free from social control. That is, Polanyi argued that
science must be autonomous and pure because of its spontaneous organization. Any assault
on its autonomous and pure nature will destroy its ability to spontaneously organize.
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2.2.1

Spontaneous Order and Overlapping Competencies

Although Friedrich Hayek often gets credit for the concept of “spontaneous orders”, it is
Polanyi who first coined the term (Jacobs 1999, 117). He contended that both science and
the market spontaneously organize themselves through “coordination by mutual adjustment” (M. Polanyi 2000, 4). Adam Smith famously argued that individuals pursuing their
own welfare would unintentionally, as if guided by an invisible hand, “advance the interest
of society, and afford means to the multiplication of the species” (Adam Smith 1759, Part IV,
Ch. 1, Para. 10). Present day economists generally interpret Smith’s argument as one about
the ability of competitive markets to achieve optimal distributions of resources (Aydinonat
2008, 82), but it can be taken far more broadly. Polanyi argued that self-interested scientists,
combined with universal standards of scientific merit and the connected nature of science,
lead to the spontaneous organization of scientific research.
Polanyi’s main goal was to explain how scientists could administer “university premises,
academic appointments, research grants, scientific journals and the awarding of academic
degrees” without centralized control (M. Polanyi 1958, 216). That is, his goal was to explain
how the material resources of science could be distributed efficiently and spontaneously.
His account rests on an emergent conception of scientific opinion, where the relative merits
of scientific research, and scientists, can be compared across disciplinary boundaries. This
emergent scientific opinion can be used to channel resources to the researchers and projects
that would most benefit even though no single person could possibly know enough to direct
those resources appropriately.
Therefore Polanyi needed to explain how scientists, as a collective, can rank scientific
merit while no single person could accomplish the same task. He saw emergent scientific
opinion as resulting from scientists’ overlapping competencies (M. Polanyi 2000, 7). According to Polanyi,
[E]ach member of the community can judge at first hand only a small number
of his fellow members, and yet eventually a number of others by who he is recognized as such in return, and these relations form chains which transmit these
mutual recognitions at second hand throughout the whole community (M. Polanyi
1958, 163).
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Although scientists in widely separated fields (eg. particle physics and biochemistry)
might not have the ability to judge each other’s work, scientists in closely related fields do
have that ability:
Suppose now that work done on the speciality of B can be reliably judged by A
and C; that of C by B and D; that of D by C and E; and so on. If then each of
these groups of neighbours agrees in respect to their standards, then the standards
on which A, B and C agree will be the same on which B, C and D agree, and on
which also C, D and E agree, and so on, throughout the whole realm of science (M.
Polanyi 1958, 217).
Overlapping competencies keep scientific standards uniform “much as a marching column is kept in step by each man’s keeping in step with those next to him” (217). In turn, this
ensures that “the distinction of scientific work above this minimal level [of acceptance], and
right up to the highest degrees of excellence, is measured by equivalent standards throughout
the various branches of science” (218). Finally, these uniform standards guide the “distribution of men and subsidies between different lines of study” (218).
In the language of graph theory, Polanyi was claiming that science is connected. His
schematic description above is of a simple chain of competence from A to E, but can be
expanded to a more complex picture:
Figure 2.1 is one way of depicting Polanyi’s vision of science. Nodes represent subdisciplines of science or individual scientists. Edges represent the ability of those in a subdiscipline to judge the work of the connected sub-discipline, or the ability of a scientist to
judge another’s work. For simplicity, we can imagine that such an ability is symmetric—if
one scientist or sub-discipline can judge another’s work, the other can also offer judgment
in return. Polanyi’s first contention was that science is connected — it is possible to reach
any node from any other node by following a path of connections. If, for example, node
A represents particle physics and node E represents biochemistry, it is possible to get from
physics to biochemistry through a series of intermediary sub-disciplines: B, C, and D. This
means that, in Polanyi’s account, there is a chain of overlapping competence ensuring that
the same standards of merit are applied to physicists as to biochemists.
The connected nature of science was supposed by Polanyi to allow for the effective distribution of material resources within science. He claimed that resources should be channeled
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Figure 2.1: Science as a connected graph.
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to “growing points of science, where increased financial means may be expected to produce
a work of higher scientific value” (M. Polanyi 2000, 8). How can resources be channeled to
scientific projects that will yield the best marginal return on investment?
In Polanyi’s scheme, scientists judge the merit of the work in their and the surrounding
sub-fields. In effect, they assign an abstract value to research projects. The connectedness of
science ensures that the relative merit of research projects can be compared across disciplines:
Each link in these chains and networks will establish agreement between the valuations made by scientists overlooking the same overlapping fields, and so, from
one overlapping neighbourhood to the other, agreement will be established on the
valuation of scientific merit throughout all the domains of science (7).
Science, in Polanyi’s account, is similar to a barter economy. In such an economy, we could
compare the value of caviar and rice, even if nobody ever traded caviar for rice, so long
as there was a chain of exchanges between them. If we could trade caviar for salt, salt for
grain, and grain for rice, then we could compare the value of caviar and rice, but if there
was no such path of possible exchanges between the two we could not. It has been argued
that science is not connected in this way (Ziman 2000a), but even if it were, this analogy
would not work. This is because there is a crucial difference between a barter economy and
Polanyi’s account of science: in a barter economy a specific quantity of caviar is exchange
for salt, and this quantity is publicly known, whereas in Polanyi’s science the only publicly
visible comparison is ordinal. Polanyi’s scientists can verify that they agree on how to rank
the merit of work, but not on how much more merit should be assigned to one instance or
another. In a barter economy we could observe that 100 grams of caviar exchanged for 1
kilogram of salt and 100 grams of salt exchanged for 1 kilogram of grain, and conclude that
100 grams of caviar would exchange for 10 kilograms of grain, even if such an exchange
was never performed. A monetary economy makes such comparisons even easier, as each
commodity is given an explicit price. Polanyi’s scientists cannot do this, and as a result his
account of how resources are distributed according to merit fails.
Imagine there is a chunk of money and a list of prospective research projects that span
many scientific disciplines competing for that money. The task is to determine which of
those projects has the most merit, and should thus receive the funding. If there was an
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explicit algorithm for evaluating scientific merit, that algorithm could easily accomplish the
task, but Polanyi did not believe such an algorithm could exist. If it did, then a centralized
body could simply run the algorithm and distribute resources accordingly, without the need
for scientists at all. Overlapping competencies are supposed to solve the problem, but how?
Referring back to Figure 2.1, imagine scientists are comparing the merits of a research
project in particle physics (A) with one in biochemistry (E). Scientists in particle physics,
as well as surrounding disciplines (dark grey), are competent to evaluate the merits of the
first project, but not the second. Scientists in biochemistry, as well as surround disciplines
(light grey) are competent to evaluate the second, but not the first. Although they cannot
articulate exactly why, all of the scientists evaluating each project agree on their merits. What
is supposed to ensure that the merits of the projects can be compared is the connectedness
of science. In this example, some scientists evaluating the first project and some scientists
evaluating the second are able to jointly evaluate, and agree upon, the merits of a project
in node C, say structural chemistry. Because they agree on the merits of that third project,
and because they are using the same internalized standards to evaluate that project as the
others, the same standards must be being used to evaluate the first two projects, and thus
their merits must be comparable.
But this does not work. As Wittgenstein (1999) argued, agreeing on any finite pattern does
not guarantee agreement on how to continue that pattern. A scientist evaluating the project
in node A might agree with a scientist evaluating the project in E about the merits of projects
in C, while in reality following an entirely different, and ultimately incompatible, set of rules.
This is true even if they agree on those rules to the extent that they can be articulated, because
Polanyi agreed that at least some part of those rules cannot be articulated.5 Because each
scientist can only observe whether her ranking in each field matches the ranking of others
for the finite set of projects being evaluated, she cannot be sure that her ranking would agree
on further projects—most importantly, projects in other fields that she has competency in but
5. As Mirowski (2004c, 62) has observed, Polanyi never refers to his account of tacit knowledge in “The Republic of Science.” Neither does he do so in his pre-war writings about scientific autonomy. Indeed, his account
of tacit knowledge as found in M. Polanyi (1958) and M. Polanyi (2009) and his defebse of autonomy of scientific
research found in M. Polanyi (1939) and M. Polanyi (2000) can seem like ships passing in the night. However,
Polanyi’s thoughts on tacit knowledge can be dated to very early in his career. In 1936 he wrote a letter to Philosophy of Science arguing for “the value of the inexact” in chemistry Nye (2011, L2145). It seems safe to assume
that this is an idea that pervaded Polanyi’s thinking about science throughout his life.
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her colleagues do not.
A challenge based on Wittgenstein might seem merely logical, as people often do appear
to internalize the same rules to continue patterns, even if logically they need not. Has anyone
ever, sincerely, began a sequence counting by two up to 1,000 and then began counting by
four, claiming they were always following the rule “Add 2 up to 1000, 4 up to 2000, 6 up to
3000, and so on” (Wittgenstein 1999, 185; p.75)? The practical significance of this problem
for Polanyi, however, is illustrated by his own example: that of a marching column, which
Polanyi claims is “kept in step by each man’s keeping in step with those next to him” (M.
Polanyi 1958, 217). In reality, marching columns are kept in step by drummers or chants:
“Left, Left, Left, Right, Left”. These centralized controls are necessary because small failures
of coordination on the microlevel would otherwise soon multiply at the macro level so that
the marching was no longer in lock-step. Similar reasoning applies to conductors of large
orchestras. Coordination by mutual adjustment might work for a small band, but not for a
hundred-person orchestra.
A concrete example of how Polanyi envisioned resources being directed spontaneously
is his response to proposals for Britain’s University Grants Committee (UGC) to take control
of academic hiring in the 1940s. The UGC was instituted in 1919 to channel funds from the
government to universities (Shattock and Berdahl 1984, 471). Its original mission was to act
as a buffer, protecting university autonomy, but after World War II, amid calls for a major
expansion of the university system and an increased role for universities in driving the national economy, people began to call for the Committee to take a more active role in directing
universities (Price 1978). One part of this role was to be directing the universities in filling
research positions. In 1945 the question of how to best do this was referred by the University Grants Committee to the Royal Society, where one contingent argued “that a satisfactory
condition in each science would come about naturally, provided each university always chose
the most distinguished leaders for its posts” and another argued that “a balance would be
best secured by encouraging special subjects in certain places, regarding the universities of
the country as a whole” (365). The latter contingent proposed that the Royal Society would
direct universities in establishing this balance by conducting periodic surveys of gaps and
redundancies in science research (M. Polanyi 2000, 10). The former contingent took Polanyi’s
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position.
Polanyi’s contention was that universities will always hire the best candidate they can
afford and that this will result in efficiently distributing resources (M. Polanyi 2000, 12).
Areas of scientific research that are not being given enough attention are those that have the
most distinguished researchers that cannot find work, and thus are willing to take a position
for less salary than they otherwise might. Areas of scientific research that are being given
too many resources will, conversely, have researchers who demand higher salaries than they
otherwise would. University hiring committees will naturally then choose the candidates
from neglected subjects, acting to restore balance. This is, of course, exactly how markets are
supposed to achieve a balance between supply and demand, where in this case the supply is
scientists and the demand is for scientific research in specific areas.
Figure 2.2 depicts Polanyi’s model of how universities can efficiently address gaps and
redundancies in the scientific workforce without central coordination. This model depends on
science’s ability to rank scientists by merit, across all of science. For Polanyi’s argument that
universities will spontaneously restore balance to research priorities to succeed, it is essential
that scientists can be ranked by merit across all of science. In Figure 2.2 scientists in each
discipline rank the researchers they are competent to evaluate—those in their discipline and
the disciplines they are connected to. With respect to researchers that are ranked by adjacent
disciplines, there are no conflicts: researchers from discipline A are ranked equivalently
by scientists in discipline A and discipline B. Nevertheless, a complete ranking of all the
researchers cannot be constructed from these rankings. We cannot tell, for instance, whether
a1 or e1 should be ranked higher. So a complete ordinal ranking of merit across science
requires a complete cardinal ranking. Beyond being able to just know that researcher a1 is
superior to researcher a2 , scientists need to be able to assign quantified merit values to each.
Further, these abstract values cannot just live in individual scientists heads, but need to be
observable by university hiring committees.
So although Polanyi’s explanation seems initially plausible, largely because we’re familiar
with an analogous process in the marketplace, upon closer inspection it is not clear how
his model is supposed to work, or whether science possesses the requisite mechanisms to
spontaneously achieve the balance Polanyi claimed it does. Therefore, Polanyi’s account fails
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Figure 2.2: Ranking scientists by merit.
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to establish that science spontaneously organizes.

2.3

Conclusion

Polanyi and Bernal both saw science as an economic enterprise and they both projected their
views of economics in the traditional sphere onto science. Bernal, a Marxist, saw science as
anarchic, with inefficient, path-dependent institutions. His solution, just as for the problems
he saw in the traditional economy, was centralized planning. Polanyi, a liberal, saw science
as a spontaneously organized discipline that could not function at all if centrally planned.
While Polanyi and Bernal did disagree on the proper aims of science, their most important
arguments were independent of this issue, and based on an agreement that science ought to
direct its resources in order to most efficiently produce scientific knowledge. The crux of
their disagreement was not over what science ought to do, but how it ought to accomplish it.
For them, efficiency could be seen as a ratio of material inputs to epistemic outputs. This is
a problematic metric, but Bernal’s strategy of attempting to identify practices that would be
considered inefficient given a wide range of goals for science is at least reasonable.
Polanyi’s argument against Bernal’s proposal for the centralization of scientific control
by arguing that science exhibits spontaneous order that efficiently directs material resources
to the most deserving projects and candidates according to universal scientific criteria. He
appealed to overlapping scientific competencies as the mechanism for ensuring this universality. Polanyi’s argument fails. Overlapping competency, besides having dubious descriptive
accuracy, cannot ensure the kind of universal standards of merit that his system requires.
It is also worth noting, however, that the anarchic science that Bernal saw as incapable of
solving its own problems has devised a number of mechanisms for ameliorating the problems
he observed. For instance, the peer review system, absent as a consistent institutional mechanism when Bernal wrote The Social Function of Science in 1939, evolved largely as a way for
editors to deal with an increasing barrage of increasingly specialized submissions (Burnham
1990). It has since evolved from a pragmatic measure by overworked editors to perhaps the
defining marker of scientific credibility. So while Bernal’s argument for the path dependent
nature of science finds theoretical support from economics, the subsequent evolution of sci-
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entific practice suggests that he may have been too quick to assume that centralized control
is the only way to increase scientific efficiency. Bernal also underestimated the dangers of
centralized control, as demonstrated by Polanyi’s perennial case study of the Stalinist control
of biological research in the mid-twentieth century, which resulted in the denouncement of
Darwinian evolutionary theory and the persecution of thousands of scientists (Krementsov
1997).
In conclusion, neither Bernal’s nor Polanyi’s arguments should be seen as decisive, either
on theoretical grounds or from the perspective of history. This is unsurprising, as the debate
between Polanyi and Bernal over the organization of science has continually recurred since.
The following two chapters will consider two such instances. Chapter two will consider Philip
Kitcher’s contention that science’s spontaneous order and epistemic authority can be traced
to the self-interest of scientists, while chapter three will consider Alan Walstad’s invocation of
Friedrich Hayek to defend science as an unquestionable and unassailable epistemic system.
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Chapter 3

Equilibrium and Efficiency in Markets
and Science
As discussed in chapter 2, Michael Polanyi and John Desmond Bernal both conceptualized
science as a market-like process, but drew differing conclusions about its operation. Bernal
saw inefficiency and waste: duplicated research effort and proliferating scientific journals.
Polanyi saw efficient spontaneous organization, based on the knowledge of individual scientists, that would be ruined by any of Bernal’s proposals for centralized control. This disagreement is based on an unstated agreement: that efficient organization is important for science.
Polanyi and Bernal did not agree about what science ought to aim for, but they agreed that,
whatever it does aim for, it should do it efficiently.
This chapter compares a standard neoclassical model of markets, the general equilibrium model of Walras, Arrow, and Debreu, to a model of science due to Philip Kitcher.
Kitcher’s model has been described as “so dependent on the idiom of modern (neoclassical) economics that it could easily be called neoclassically naturalized epistemology [emphasis
in original]” (Hands 1995, 614–615). Kitcher has been criticized for assuming that such dependence is unproblematic (Mirowski 2004c), both because neoclassical economics is itself
problematic and because science lacks features of the traditional marketplace (such as a price
system) that are invoked to explain how the real economy might approximate or approach
the equilibrium states of neoclassical models.
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While successors to Kitcher have improved upon his economic methods, this chapter
will argue that they do not solve the fundamental difficulties identified by Kitcher’s critics.
Therefore an informative account of spontaneous organization within science must be sought
elsewhere.

3.1

The Arrow-Debreu Model of Equilibrium

Models of science such as Kitcher’s are often accused of being “neoclassical” (eg. Mirowski
2004a; Hands 1995). In order to understand why this might be a problem, it is first necessary to understand how neoclassical models of the traditional economy are constructed and
what they are meant to show. This section will examine a paradigmatic model of neoclassical
economics: the Walras-Arrow-Debreu general equilibrium model. This model demonstrates
both the methodology of mainstream microeconomics as well as many of its foundational
assumptions. Although it has many dissimilarities with so-called neoclassical models of science, it has enough common features to allow for productive comparison. By understanding
this model, and how economists connect it to the real economy, similar models of science can
also be understood and analyzed.
The modern neoclassical account of equilibrium and efficiency rests most heavily on the
work of economists Kenneth Arrow (b. 1921) and Gérard Debreu (1921 - 2004). Arrow
received a Nobel prize for his work in 1972, and Debreu for his in 1983. In their seminal
paper, “Existence of an Equilibrium for a Competitive Economy”(1954) , they show that,
given many assumptions, markets will achieve Pareto efficient distributions of resources.
The Arrow-Debreu model is based on Léon Walras’s (1834 - 1910) model of general equilibrium. General equilibrium models attempt to model an entire economy, that contains
many different products (commodities), producers, and consumers. The aim of such models
is to demonstrate how prices form in such markets, and in particular to demonstrate how
such markets might find efficient prices without any centralized direction. As each individual consumer tries to maximize their satisfaction and each individual producer attempts to
maximize their profits, a Pareto efficient equilibrium is reached. No commodity is left unconsumed and no consumer is left wanting, given the price they are willing to pay. No further
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exchange would make any consumer or producer subjectively better off without making another subjectively worse off.
Walras demonstrated that he could produce a system with an equal number of linear
equations and unknowns to solve for the equilibrium prices of each commodity. However,
this did not prove that a solution necessarily existed in all situations, or that there would
always be a solution that made economic sense (for example, that all prices would be positive). Arrow and Debreu’s achievement was to show what assumptions were sufficient to
guarantee that such a solution existed. The explicit assumptions of their model include that
there are non-increasing returns to scale for producers, that both consumers and producers
are price-takers, that consumers are never satisfied, that consumers have complete consumption plans, and that producers have complete production plans. Implicit in their model is the
assumption that each individual consumer and producer is aware of the consumption and
production plans of each other consumer and producer. If the explicit assumptions are met
then a set of equilibrium prices will exist, and if the implicit assumption is also met those
prices will be realized.
The Walras-Arrow-Debreu general equilibrium model represents what N. Emrah Aydinonat calls the “end-state” interpretation of the invisible hand (Aydinonat 2008, 81). Under
this interpretation, Adam Smith’s invisible hand, in which beneficial social consequences are
the unintended consequence of individuals pursuing their own interest, is realized by general equilibrium through the first and second theorems of welfare economics. These state that
“the allocation of resources in a competitive equilibrium is optimal in the sense of Pareto”
and that “every Pareto-optimal allocation of resources can be realized by a competitive equilibrium” (Arrow and Debreu 1954, 265). To the extent that Pareto optimal allocations of
resources are deemed socially-desirable, general equilibriums can in turn be judged desirable. As the consumers and producers in the general equilibrium model are only seeking to
maximize their own satisfactions or profits, the Pareto optimal distributions can be deemed
unintended consequences of individual actions. Therefore general equilibrium models can
be interpreted as satisfying the criteria of Smith’s invisible hand.
However, as Aydinonat’s terminology implies, this is a static interpretation of the invisible
hand. Although Arrow & Debreu’s model appears dynamic—consumers are providing labor
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to producers and producers are manufacturing products for consumers—there is no sense of
time in their account. Commodities have no persistence through time: a sack of flour today is
an entirely different commodity than a sack of flour tomorrow. Consumers have completely
independent utility functions for each sack of flour and producers have completely separate
production plans. Further, all exchanges are made at the beginning of time. So while it is
possible to interpret an instance of the model as displaying successive exchanges of labor
for commodities, the model itself has no sense of succession or of progressing time. All
of the choices of all of the individuals are made at the beginning of time and thereafter
no adjustments may be made. The universe of general equilibrium is a deterministic block
universe where choice is an illusion.
Finally, this end-state equilibrium makes no claims as to how equilibrium may be approached from a non-equilibrium state, and makes no claims about what would result from
the violation of any of its assumptions. Walras understood the first problem and proposed his
method of tâtonnement (“groping”), where an auctioneer iteratively proposes sets of prices,
producers and consumers submit production and consumption plans, and the auctioneer adjusts prices until equilibrium is reached. This proposal has the obvious defect that no such
auctioneer exists for the vast majority of markets which concern economists. However, since
Walras’s time, neoclassical economics has failed to offer any improvement on his proposal.
Perhaps the best dynamic account comes instead from Austrian economist Friedrich Hayek,
which will be discussed next chapter.
The second problem is that the assumptions of Arrow & Debreu’s model are impossible to
fulfil for any real collection of humans. One could argue that the individuals of their model
are recognizable idealizations of real individuals—they have properties that are reminiscent
of real people—but no real person or group of people could realize those assumptions exactly. And since their model makes no claims regarding equilibrium when their assumptions
are almost fulfilled, it is difficult to see how their model can be applied to understanding the
properties of real markets. Friedman (1994) famously argued that economic models should
not be criticized based on the unrealism of their assumptions. His argument, though popular among economists, has been heavily criticized by philosophers of economics (Hausman
1994). Friedman argued that instead of economic theory being judged based on its assump56

tions, it should be judged based on the accuracy of its predictions. As many have observed,
however, it is at best extremely difficult to verify the predictions of models such as the general
equilibrium model. Indeed, it seems highly unlikely that the economy at a whole is anywhere
near an equilibrium state or ever has been. Therefore unrealistic assumptions must be considered a significant problem for general equilibrium models as models of real economies.
These problems are shared by Kitcher’s models of science.

3.2

Kitcher’s Model of Equilibrium in Science

This section will examine a model of science from Philip Kitcher’s paper “The Division of
Cognitive Labour” (1990) . It is similar in aim and structure to many models in chapter 8
of The Advancement of Science (Kitcher 1993), several models by other philosophers of science,
as discussed in section 3.3. These models consider a scenario where a group of scientists
pursue the answer to a scientific question or problem and must choose between competing
methods for solving that problem or between competing theories answering that question.
Kitcher’s favoured example of the former—choosing between methods—is of choosing between using x-ray crystallography or tinker-toy model building to discover the structure of
a “very important molecule” (ie. DNA). Examples of the latter include whether to defend
the continental drift or permanentist theories in geology, or the Darwinian or neo-Lamarkian
theories in evolutionary biology.
All three models are similar in their construction. Each modelled scientist must make
a choice from a set of competing theories or from a set of competing approaches. The resulting distribution of “cognitive labour” is then compared with a “community optimum”
distribution. Kitcher has two main arguments: One, that scientists making epistemically rational choices without consideration of their peers will often lead to suboptimal distributions
from the community perspective. Two, that communities of “ruthless egoists” pursuing the
material rewards for scientific success may outperform communities of epistemically rational
altruists. In the first case, Kitcher is arguing against claims from philosophers of science that
the rationality of science depends on the rationality of scientists. In the second case, he is
arguing against implications from the sociology of science that motives of individual scien-
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tists “often dismissed as beyond the pale of scientific decision-making” (Kitcher 1993, 387)
should undermine our trust in science as a whole. That is, he is arguing that scientists who
behave just like ordinary people might nevertheless cooperate to produce reliable scientific
knowledge.
Kitcher offers two ways of conceiving of the community optimum distribution. First, it
can be considered as the distribution that a “philosopher-monarch” would choose given that
the philosopher-monarch had particular epistemic goals and perfect judgment. Second, it
can be considered as the distribution that scientists themselves would choose were they to be
exclusively concerned with community, rather than individual, epistemic success. That is, if
their primary concern was not forming correct beliefs of their own or following a successful
approach themselves, but rather their concern was solely for the community to arrive at a
correct consensus or successfully solve the problem.
The first model of the three (Kitcher 1990, 11–18) considers scientists distributed between
two different approaches to discovering the structure of a “very important molecule”. In this
model, once the correct structure is discovered, everyone is assumed to recognize that it is
the correct structure. This corresponds to the historical story of Watson and Crick’s discovery
of DNA, in which it was immediately obvious both to them and all of their peers when they
had arrived at the correct structure (Watson 1969).
In this model, each method has an associated function measuring the probability of success in relation to the number of scientists pursuing it. Using Kitcher’s notation, pi (n) is the
probability that approach i will be successful given the assignment of n scientists. Assuming
that both methods cannot be successful, the community optimum distribution maximizes

p1 ( n ) + p2 ( N − n )

(3.1)

where N is the total number of scientists available. That is, it maximizes the probability that
at least one approach will succeed.
Although it seems that the probability of a given method succeeding to achieve a given
goal must be an objective quantity, there is no obvious way to quantify the probability that
building tinker-toy models will successfully discover the structure of DNA. Therefore Kitcher
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considers p-functions with intuitively-appealing features. Specifically, the functions must
sum to less than one, they must be zero when n is zero, and there ought to be a range of
circumstances where the community optimum involves some division of labour. For example,
one of the functions Kitcher considers is

pi (n) = pi (1 − e−kn )

(3.2)

where k is some measure of the strength of the method. This function is intuitively appealing
because each additional scientist assigned to an approach increases the probability that it
will succeed, but there are diminishing returns: each scientist increases that probability less
than the previous scientist did. It is also possible to imagine such a function with thresholds:
a method cannot succeed without a certain minimum number of contributors and after a
certain point additional contributors add nothing to the probability of success. Regardless,
the exact form of this function isn’t important to Kitcher’s overall argument.
Given these probability functions, it is possible to find the value of n that maximizes Equation 3.1. Kitcher then considers ways in which scientists might self-organize. One alternative
is for scientists to pick the method that maximizes Equation 3.1 assuming he or she is the
only scientist pursuing the problem (she will pursue the method with the highest probability
of success for her). Another is for scientists to pick the method that maximizes the chance
of success for the whole community. So given n of N scientists already pursuing the first
method, a scientist entering the field would pursue the first method when:

p1 ( n + 1) > p2 ( N − n + 1)

(3.3)

Kitcher argues that the first alternative is “epistemically rational” while the second is
not. An epistemically rational agent, in Kitcher’s account, is an agent who pursues methods
most likely to result in him or her forming correct beliefs. If, for example, James Watson
believed that he would be more likely to learn the correct structure of DNA using x-ray
crystallography rather than through building tinker-toy models, it would be, according to
Kitcher, epistemically irrational for him to spend time building tinker-toy models. However,
it might have been more likely that the community as a whole would discover the structure
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of DNA if Watson decided to build models.
Kitcher argues that scientists who make the “epistemically rational” choice of research
methods will not organize effectively to further overall scientific understanding. If one approach to a problem was clearly more promising than another, all epistemically rational scientists would pursue that method. Everyone would be doing crystallography and nobody
would be building tinker toy models. Collectively, Kitcher argues, scientists would be more
epistemically successful if instead of making the epistemically rational choice of method,
they instead made the personally rational choice: the choice that maximizes their chance of
accruing rewards. Such rewards could include the acclaim of their peers, citations of their
publications, tenure and its associated benefits, or even cash prizes.
Given some material rewards for being the first to solve a problem, and assuming that all
scientists who adopt the same method of solving the problem have an equal chance of success,
scientists who believe that one method has greater epistemic potential might nevertheless
pursue another method that has greater chances of success relative to the number of scientists
already pursuing it. Even if a method seems to have a very low chance of succeeding, it
might make sense for a personally rational scientist to pursue that method if few or no other
scientists are also pursuing it. If that method does succeed, the scientist will be highly likely
to be the person who succeeds with it, and thus the one who is likely to accrue the accolades
and rewards that come with success. Conversely, if the scientist pursues a more promising
method that many other scientists are already pursing, even if the method succeeds she
might not be rewarded. Following this logic, a scientist entering the field will pursue the first
approach when
p1 ( n + 1)
p2 ( N − n + 1)
>
n+1
N−n+1

(3.4)

Previously, community-minded scientists who chose methods based on Equation 3.3
would automatically distribute themselves according to the community optimum Equation 3.1.
Now, however, there is no such assurance, and so Kitcher has to make a more modest claim:
that scientists choosing between methods according to Equation 3.4 will often have “a probability of success that is close to that given by the [community optimum] distribution” (Kitcher
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1990, 16). Because “epistemically rational” scientists will completely neglect unlikely-tosucceed approaches regardless of community structure, Kitcher is able to argue that these
personally rational “ruthless egoists” will often perform better than their pure truth-seeking
peers. Epistemically rational scientists might put all their eggs in one basket, while personally rational scientists will pursue a wider diversity of options, and thus be more likely to
collectively hit upon the method that works or the theory that is correct.
Kitcher’s aim in this model is to demonstrate that self-interested scientists will spontaneously organize themselves in epistemically desirable ways. Thus he considers how, for
some probability distribution over a set of competing theories, his model scientists would
distribute their research effort. It should be noted, however, that such reasoning could be run
in reverse. Given a distribution of research effort, and assuming scientists choose research
projects as Kitcher describes, one could solve for the probability of a theory being true (in
the scientists’ view). Even with a very low degree of precision, this line of reasoning could
justify such claims as that if 99% of scientists endorse a particular claim, there is a high probability that it is correct. That is, most claims that 99% of scientists endorse will end up being
confirmed by future observations. Surveys of scientific opinion are often used as evidence
in debates over issues such as climate change, evolution, or economic policy, and Kitcher’s
models back such inferences. In contrast, individualistic epistemology offers no resources
for justifying them because individualistic epistemology considers justification in terms of
a relationship between evidence and conclusions. Kitcher’s argument thus offers a way to
ground such arguments that epistemologists would otherwise lack.

3.2.1

Comparing Kitcher’s Models to the General Equilibrium Model

Kitcher’s models are similar to the general equilibrium model both in their general approach
and in their specific assumptions. Before delving into critiques of Kitcher’s approach, it will
be useful to examine his models from a comparative perspective. This will allow for a more
fine-grained evaluation of their merits and difficulties.
In terms of approach, the general equilibrium model and Kitcher’s models are essentially
identical. They are mathematical models with self-interested agents represented by utility or
production functions. These agents arrange themselves according to an equilibrium that max61

imizes each individual’s utility subject to their constraints. Then this resulting equilibrium
is observed to have some socially-desirable features. In the case of the general equilibrium
model, it is that every equilibrium is a Pareto-optimum. In the case of Kitcher’s models, it
is that these equilibriums are “close to” a proposed community optimum. Thus the general
equilibrium model and Kitcher’s models are meant to demonstrate some sort of invisible
hand at work; self-interest leads to social good.
Many of the foundational assumptions of the general equilibrium model can also be found
in Kitcher’s models. Producers and consumers in the general equilibrium model, and scientists in Kitcher’s models, are able to correctly assess their expected profits or utilities in every
scenario, and they choose to maximize those quantities. In each case, individuals’ utility
functions are restricted to material satisfaction; they have no community-level goals.1 Individuals are automatically aware of the choices of every other consumer, producer, or scientist.
Finally, both the general equilibrium model and Kitcher’s models are static in two respects;
all choices are made at the begging of time and there is no sense of evolution or learning.
As discussed above, all transactions in the general equilibrium model are fixed at the
beginning of time and commodities have no temporal persistence, but instead are time indexed. Thus time is an illusion in the general equilibrium model. Time is similarly illusory in Kitcher’s models. Figure 3.1 depicts the successive stages of his model of theory
choice (Kitcher 1993):
Theory
Choice

Consensus
Reached

Research

Result
Evaluated

Figure 3.1: Stages of Kitcher’s model of theory choice in science.
In this model, scientists first choose a theory to support then enter a research stage. This
stage continues until consensus is reached, and once it has the consensus belief is evaluated
according to an external standard. This looks like a model where time flows, but it isn’t,
because all choices are made before time begins—just as with the general equilibrium model.
1. Although in one of Kitcher’s models he introduces a parameter, τ that can be interpreted as corresponding
to a scientist’s level of altruism.
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Scientists are thereafter locked in to their choices. Nothing they “learn” in the research stage
can cause them to change approaches or theoretical allegiances. In reality, there is no learning
at all.
There are also notable differences between the general equilibrium model and Kitcher’s
models. Whereas the general equilibrium model has two types of individuals—producers
and consumers—Kitcher’s models only have one: scientists. Kitcher’s models have no commodities and thus no exchange. Whereas the general equilibrium model is neutral with
respect to which preference individuals ought to have, Kitcher’s scientists act solely to maximize their expected reward, which is a definite quantity. Finally, whereas the social benefits
or Pareto optimality accrue entirely to individuals within the model, the community optimum of Kitcher’s models does not directly benefit the individual scientists, but rather a
“philosopher-monarch” or outside society. This last difference bears further explication.
As discussed above, the perceived virtue of general equilibrium results from its connection to Pareto optimality through the first and second welfare theorems. According to
Geanakoplos (1998),
The most striking feature of general equilibrium is the juxtaposition of the great
diversity in goals and resources it allows, together with the supreme coordination
it requires. Every desire of each consumer, no matter how whimsical, is met
precisely by the voluntary supply of some producer (119).
A significant allure of markets, to the extent that they work as represented by equilibrium
models, is this ability to adjust according to the needs and desires of their participants. Every
equilibrium is Pareto optimal and every Pareto optimal distribution can be realized as a
competitive equilibrium. The normative appeal of Pareto optimality rests on the appeal of
normative individualism: the view that moral value is ultimately founded on the wellbeing of
individuals (Schubert 2005; Hausman and McPherson 2006). There are problems with Pareto
optimality as an ethical standard, but it seems reasonable to claim that, all other things being
equal, Pareto optimal distributions are better than non-Pareto-optimal distributions. A nonPareto-optimal distribution is one where some exchanges of resources could take place such
that every individual is made subjectively better off without making any individual worse
off. Assuming an individualist ethical standard and assuming that there are no externalities
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resulting from redistribution, then Pareto optimality seems reasonable as a necessary, though
not sufficient, criteria for desirability. That is, any “best” distribution of resources will be
Pareto optimal, though not all Pareto optimal distributions ought to be counted as “best”.
Pareto optimality is attractive to economists from a methodological standpoint because it
does not require the interpersonal comparison of utility. As economists have generally concluded that there is no objective way of of ranking desires between individuals (Hammond
1991), Pareto optimality allows them to attribute some ethical value to markets. However, as
Kitcher’s scientists all have the same desire—to maximize their chances at rewards—he is
beset by no such difficulty. Instead, it straightforwardly follows from each scientist maximizing his or her expected utility that aggregate expected utility will be maximized; aggregate
expected utility is simply the sum of individual expected utilities. As each scientist has the
same utility function, it is possible to sum utilities, and aggregate expected utility is simply
the sum of individual expected utilities. This sort of summation is exactly what models
of the traditional economy cannot do, and that is why they must instead appeal to Pareto
optimality.
However, maximizing aggregated utility—according to Kitcher’s “personal rationality”—
is not what he is concerned to demonstrate. So while the general equilibrium model and
Kitcher’s models appear to follow a similar pattern of demonstrating social benefits that arise
from individual self-interest, they are actually concerned with quite different kinds of social
benefits. Kitcher is attempting to show that scientists who maximize aggregate expected utility also approximate the epistemic benefits of a “community optimum” distribution. While
it is the former measure—aggregate expected utility—that most closely maps to Pareto optimality, it is the latter which is of ethical concern for Kitcher.
This divergence from the general equilibrium model makes a good deal of sense. In the
case of general equilibrium, the audience of Walras, Arrow, and Debreu—those who read
and contemplate the implications of their models—can imagine themselves as producers and
consumers. Pareto optimality is ethically relevant because we, as readers, have analogues of
ourselves within the model, and so if something about the model benefits those individuals,
we can imagine how a similar situation—real life markets—might benefit us. However, the
primary audience for Kitcher’s models are not just scientists. Kitcher is not trying to teach
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scientists how to maximize their expected rewards. Instead, the audience is the epistemic
consumers of science: those who hope to learn about the world through the results of science.
Yes, scientists are consumers of the results of science, but they are not the only consumers of
the results of science. Thus the apparent benefits of Kitcher’s models are not restricted in the
same way as the benefits of the general equilibrium model are.
However, this extra level of ethical concern causes problems for Kitcher’s models. In
the Walras-Arrow-Debreu model there is a tight connection between Pareto optimality and
equilibrium. Every equilibrium is Pareto optimal and every Pareto optimal distribution is
achievable by an equilibrium. This is not an approximate correspondence—it is a guarantee.
The connection between Kitcher’s equilibriums and his community optimum distributions is
much more tenuous. Given the particular community optima he proposes and the particular
forms of the p-functions he chose, there is an approximate resemblance between the equilibrium distribution and the community optimum. But some other choice of p-function or
some other account of a community optimum could have less resemblance. Further, there is
no theory behind why Equation 3.1 must describe the probability of a method succeeding. It
has intuitively appealing features, but that is all. Thus Kitcher’s invisible hand is much less
impressive than that of general equilibrium.

3.2.2

Criticisms of Kitcher

Although Kitcher’s specific models are not commonly cited, the economic intuition behind
them is pervasive. In response to conspiracy-theory type attacks on areas of research such as
climate science, commentators often argue that if climate scientists really were collectively biased or outright deluded, there would be an enormous incentive for a clear-minded, unbiased
researcher to demonstrate their errors. This line of argument implicitly relies on Kitcher’s account of science. It assumes that scientists make decisions about what research to pursue and
what lines of argument to take based on a (perhaps unconscious and certainly imprecise) calculation of the expected rewards of doing so. The absence of active dissent is taken to imply
that there is no incentive to dissent, and therefore that the consensus position is epistemically justified. It is therefore important to keep in mind that the criticisms aimed at Kitcher’s
model have implications for any attempt to infer conclusions about scientific knowledge from
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the distribution of scientific opinion and research. The details behind Kitcher’s models may
be idiosyncratic, but the economic intuition is not.
The vast majority of critiques of Kitcher’s modelling practice are aimed at the similarity
of his models to those from neoclassical economics.
Similarly to Kitcher, Miriam Solomon judges the “division of cognitive labour” (how
scientists are assigned to pursue different theories or approaches) according to an external
standard. Indeed, Solomon describes her approach as a development of Kitcher’s (Solomon
2001, 38). Like Kitcher, she argues that science may operate well even if individual scientists
make choices based on ideology or self-interest. However, she is much less confident than
Kitcher about the likelihood of scientists spontaneously arriving at an optimal division of
labour.
Solomon’s main criticism of Kitcher is that he relies on an unrealistic model of the rational
scientist. Although Kitcher does acknowledge that scientists make decisions for a variety of
reasons, his models do not take account of this possibility. Solomon argues that those other
other reasons cannot be neglected; it is quite possible that they will have a significant impact
on how scientists arrange themselves. While a very large number of competing motivations
might cancel each other out resulting in economic rationality dominating, she argues that
we cannot rely on this being the case. Therefore, she argues that there is a case for actively
regulating scientific effort. Her normative stance towards science is similar to that of Bernal.
D. Wade Hands criticizes Kitcher for not coming to grips with the methodological individualism inherent in neoclassical economics and Kitcher’s own approach.2 Hands observes
that “economists do not have any notion of ‘the social’ other than summing individual agents.
Since the social is merely the sum of individuals, economists cannot accommodate any concept of the social that is qualitatively different from that which is possessed by individual
economic agents” (Hands 1997). This follows from the point made above: Pareto optimality,
as a measure of social good, only considers the wellbeing of individuals. However, Hands
argues that the social product of science, knowledge, is qualitatively different from individual
belief. As neoclassical economics has no concept of the social apart from the aggregation of
individuals, it does not offer the resources necessary for explaining the emergence of scientific
2. This is a criticism also forwarded by Steven Shapin (Kitcher 1993, 303, n.1) and Ian Hacking (Hacking 1994).
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knowledge.
Kitcher has two potential replies to Hands. He might claim that he does have a concept of
the social qualitatively different than individual self-interest, and that concept is embodied by
his philosopher-king who judges the distribution of scientific effort according to an external
standard. Indeed this is his most significant departure from the neoclassical idiom and as I
have argued above one of the most attractive features of his model.3 However, this runs into
the difficulty I have already highlighted: his invisible hand account now appears quite weak,
as there is no guarantee that Kitcher’s scientists will approximate an optimal division of labor.
Alternatively, Kitcher might deny that he is interested in demonstrating any qualitatively
different emergent properties. Rather, he is merely demonstrating that self-interest does not
necessarily conflict with the social goals of science. Hands grants this possibility. However, as
with Kitcher’s first possible reply, this makes his invisible hand seem much less impressive.
Mere logical compatibility isn’t a solid foundation upon which to build a social epistemology.
Philip Mirowski is perhaps the most persistent critic of Kitcher’s social epistemology.
He charges Kitcher with a variety of sins stemming from his use of neoclassical methods (Mirowski 2004a). Two related points bear special mention. First, Mirowski observes
that Kitcher’s models, as with all models from neoclassical economics, are static. While
Kitcher specifies equilibrium conditions, he offers no account of how equilibrium might be
achieved. Worse, Mirowski notes that Kitcher’s models have no analogue to prices, and thus
his scientific economy has no price system (see also Durlauf 1997). As the price system is
what neoclassical economists typically gesture at when asked to explain how equilibrium
might be achieved (Hayek 1937), having no such mechanism to appeal to puts Kitcher in an
even worse position than his economist counterparts.
Mirowski also criticizes Kitcher for his use of representative actors. Although Kitcher’s
models purport to describe situations where their is cognitive diversity—where scientists
have differing beliefs and motivations—Mirowski observes that they contain no true diversity.
Rather, every scientist has the same probability assessments as every other scientist, and every
scientist has the same goals as every other scientist. In effect, Kitcher’s models are populated
3. However, the external standard is exactly the feature of Kitcher’s model that Alan Walstad attacks, as
discussed in chapter 4.
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by replicated copies of a single idealized individual.
Finally, Steve Fuller argues that, while economists have some empirical observations of
the real economy with which to tie their models, Kitcher has no such recourse (Fuller 2001).
Even if economists have no theoretical resources with which to de-idealize their models, they
can appeal to empirical results from econometrics to claim that the results of their models
at least resemble the performance of the actual market (ie. supply and demand do tend to
equilibrate). Kitcher does not make similar comparisons to the actual organization of science.4
Some of these criticisms Kitcher could fairly brush aside as, while perhaps serious, not
fatal to his approach. His models are static, but there is no a priori reason that static models
cannot be useful. Although in many respects his models are individualistic, he does have a
distinct community standard that does not reduce to the wellbeing of individual scientists.
However, Solomon’s and Mirowski’s challenges are much more serious. Regarding Solomon,
it might be reasonable for economists to assume effectively infinite numbers of producers
and consumers in their models, but it does not make sense to assume the same of scientific
disciplines, and as Solomon argues, this makes it unreasonable to assume that idiosyncratic
reasons for theory choice will cancel themselves out, leaving pecuniary interest and informed
belief as the only causes left standing.
Mirowski makes several arguments against Kitcher, but the most damaging is his point
that Kitcher offers no mechanism for how real scientists might arrange themselves as Kitcher’s
models suggest. Polanyi did offer a mechanism, overlapping competency, though it ultimately
failed. Kitcher makes no such attempt, and instead seems to rely on an implicit similarity between his models and models of the marketplace, which can appeal to the price system. For
Kitcher’s models of scientific organization to be justified, he would have to offer an account
of how the institutional structure of science replicates the functions of the price system, but
he does not. Walstad (2002), Barnes (1985) and others point to the citation system in science
as fulfilling the role of the price system, but Kitcher does not, and as I will argue in chapter 4,
citations are unable to replicate the necessary functions of money.
4. It seems the field of scientometrics ought to offer such a possibility, but I am not aware of any work that has
tried to connect economic models of science such as Kitcher’s to scientometric studies.
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3.3

Developments of Kitcher’s Approach

Given the wide range of criticisms of Kitcher’s methodology, it is tempting to see it as a
philosophical dead-end. However, philosophers and economists have continued to build
upon his approach, and, if anything, “formal” social epistemology is gaining popularity (eg.
Mayo-Wilson, Zollman, and Danks 2011). This could mean that the perceived problems with
Kitcher’s models are not as significant as they seem, or it could mean that the significant
problems with his models can be addressed while maintaining the same general approach,
or it could be that his successors have simply ignored Kitcher’s critics and their models are
just as open to doubt as his. The preceding discussion rules out the first option; there are
genuine and significant problems with Kitcher’s approach. This section will argue that, while
successors to Kitcher have solved some of the problems of his models, significant problems
still remain, and these problems are not addressable within the neoclassical approach. Thus,
neoclassical economics is of limited use for understanding the spontaneous organization of
scientists.
Perhaps the most direct successor to Kitcher’s modelling approach is William A. Brock
and Steven N. Durlauf’s “A Formal Model of Theory Choice in Science”(1999) . Brock and
Durlauf model a group of scientists choosing between two competing theories based on their
scientific merits as well as the opinions of others. Their aim is to explore the circumstances
where social or scientific matters will dominate in the formation of consensus.
Scientists in their model, as in Kitcher’s, choose between theories by maximizing a utility
function (Brock and Durlauf 1999, 116):

Vi,t (ωi,t ) = ui,t − Ei,t ∑ Ji,j,t (ωi,t − ω j,t )2 + ϵ(ωi,t )

(3.5)

j ̸ =i

Here the first term represents “deterministic private utility”, which roughly maps on to
Kitcher’s expected utility. The second term represents a conformity effect—the effect of scientist j’s belief on scientist i. The third term represents “random private utility”—a probabilistic
quantity that is independent between individuals. In emendations to this model, Brock and
Durlauf also incorporate “dynamism” by making the utility of each scientist at time t partly
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based on the opinions of other scientists at t − 1 (Brock and Durlauf 1999, 121), and having
the evidence available to scientists evolve through time (127).
Brock and Durlauf’s model appears to address a significant portion of the criticisms
discussed above. The random component to utility could address Solomon’s concern that
scientists have a variety of idiosyncratic motivations beyond material rewards as well as
Mirowski’s criticism that Kitcher’s apparent diversity is illusory. Their time-indexed emendations potentially address the problem of stasis. Finally, their “conformity” term suggests
an alternative mechanism for coordination than the price system.
Brock and Durlauf’s model follows an approach called “interactions-based modelling”.
Durlauf argues that,
While efforts have been made to argue that scientists compete for citations, funds,
prestige, power, etc., none of these desiderata act in ways which are analogous
to those objects which are sought or which adjudicate market behaviour. To put
it most simply, there does not exist, as far as I know, any well-defined model in
which the demand and supply of scientific knowledge are equilibrated via any
mechanism which resembles price (Durlauf 1997, 4).
Durlauf thus agrees with those such as Mirowski (2004c) and Wible (2005) that, while science is an economic activity, it is not a market activity. Therefore, he argues, a different
framework is necessary for analyzing its organization. This framework dispenses with the
price mechanism for transmitting information and facilitating coordination and instead directly models the interactions of individuals. While the model in Brock and Durlauf (1999)
restricts interactions to conformity, other kinds of influence, such as contrarianism, could be
modelled.
More localized interactions could also be modelled. For instance Muldoon and Weisberg
(2010) models scientists as spatially arranged on the surface of a torus where each scientist
can only observe the beliefs of neighbours up to a certain distance. When each scientist
can observe every other scientist their model replicates Kitcher’s results. However, when
scientists can only observe their nearest neighbours, the division of cognitive labour is far
from optimal. Further, they find that optimality only occurs when scientists are able to
observe nearly all of their peers. Based on these observations they conclude that Kitcher’s
optimality results are unlikely to reflect the real world.
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Successors of Kitcher’s approach such as Brock and Durlauf (1999) and Muldoon and
Weisberg (2010) appear to solve many of its problems and therefore suggest a promising research program in the economic analysis of scientific organization. However, many problems
are left unaddressed and some of the solutions are merely apparent. For instance, the “random private utility” term employed by Brock and Durlauf does not address Solomon’s worry
that such influences will not be distributed randomly, but are likely to contain significant biases. Further and perhaps most significantly, the dynamism of Brock and Durlauf (1999) is
better thought of as a series of static equilibria. Describing interactions-based models in general, Durlauf observes, “When individuals are rational in the (economists’) standard sense,
their beliefs will correspond to the equilibrium conditional expectation of the behaviour of
others given available information” (Durlauf 1997, 6). Individuals in these models are, just as
in Kitcher’s model, expected to maximize utility in a rational manner and arrange themselves
into an equilibrium state. Each increment of t merely denotes another equilibrium that has
all the problems associated with Kitcher’s model. If anything, the calculations required of
Brock and Durlauf’s scientists are even more difficult than those required of Kitcher’s, and
therefore even harder to accept as realistic models of scientific decision making.
The simulation approach of Muldoon and Weisberg (2010) does solve the perfect knowledge problem and has a more plausible dynamism, but their results do not support Kitcher’s
optimistic conclusions about the organization of science. Rather, they argue that Kitcher’s
conclusions are not robust and the encouraging results of his models disappear under more
realistic circumstances. Rather than seek to make further modifications to Kitcher’s approach,
they “propose the development of a new framework for studying the division of cognitive
labor that makes fewer epistemic assumptions about scientists from the outset” (13).

3.4

Conclusion

Philip Kitcher and several other philosophers and economists of science have employed economic models of science in an attempt to demonstrate an invisible hand at work in science.
This invisible hand is purported to channel the self-interest of scientists towards epistemically
desirable ends. Kitcher’s model, for instance, is meant to demonstrate that self-interested sci-
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entists will often achieve a “division of cognitive labour” that is more efficient from the
perspective of society (or a benevolent dictator) than the arrangement that “epistemically
pure”, altruistic scientists might be expected to.
These models are constructed using assumptions and methods derived from neoclassical
economics. However, there are significant differences between these “neoclassical” models
of science and neoclassical models of the economy. Neoclassical models such as those of
Walras, Arrow, and Debreu, rely on the price system to create an equilibrium between supply
and demand that satisfies the standard of Pareto optimality. While neoclassical models of
science are also equilibrium models, they cannot appeal to the price system as an explanatory
resource, and cannot be evaluated in terms of Pareto optimality.
Further, neoclassical models—both traditional and of science—are static models. They
have no account of how individuals might achieve equilibrium from a non-equilibrium state,
and no account of how individuals might react to changing epistemic circumstances.
Given these problems, it is apparent that neoclassical models of science do not offer sufficient resources for understanding the spontaneous organization of scientists. Some models,
particularly those of Brock and Durlauf (1999), might be useful analytic tools for understanding the role of social factors in the formation of consensus. They at least seem to suggest a
possible research program of mapping networks of influence among scientists in an effort to
assess the importance of community structure for science (see also Zollman 2010). Nevertheless, they fail to address the central problem of this dissertation: how scientists spontaneously
and dynamically organize themselves to solve scientific problems.
In the next chapter I will discuss an alternative approach to understanding the spontaneous organization of scientists: Alan Walstad’s account of science based on the economic
ideas of Austrian economists such as Friedrich Hayek. Hayek stressed the importance of
understanding how real individuals with imperfect and localized knowledge are able to cooperate in ways similar to that suggested by the equilibrium models of Walras, which impute
perfect knowledge to producers and consumers. It is the price system, Hayek argued, that is
responsible for the organization of the economy and the transmission of economically relevant knowledge between individuals. This approach is more promising than Kitcher’s, but
ultimately fails as well.
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Chapter 4

Walstad and the Science-Market
Analogy
The previous chapters have explored different notions of efficiency. In chapter 2, Polanyi
and Bernal clashed over the most efficient way of distributing resources to scientists. Efficiency was thus a ratio between material inputs and social outputs. In chapter 3, neoclassical
economists conceived of efficiency in terms of the subjective wellbeing of individuals—a
distribution is Pareto efficient if no individual can be made better off through redistribution without making another worse off. In this chapter, following the Austrian economist
Friedrich Hayek, I will consider efficiency in terms of cooperation. According to Hayek, the
economy is working efficiently if everyone’s plans are mutually coherent. While Hayek’s
account of efficient equilibrium is compatible with the standard definition, Hayek’s main
divergence is his focus on how the market works to move economies towards equilibrium;
Hayek’s account is dynamic rather than static.
The main question of this chapter is whether the economy can be thought to operate in
a way analogous to Hayek’s account of the market—whether the institutional structure of
science causes scientists to cooperate without any centralized direction.
In chapter 2, Michael Polanyi argued that science operates much like the market, and proposed a model of scientific organization based on overlapping competencies to argue against
centralized control of science, specifically against having a centralized agency decide how to
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allocate resources to different research projects. In this chapter, I will consider Alan Walstad’s
argument that science is a kind of market and therefore is not amenable to centralized control or external critique (Walstad 2002). Walstad’s conclusions are similar to Polanyi’s, but
his argument uses a different strategy, which I will argue is best construed as an argument
by analogy: science is analogous to the market in important ways, and therefore conclusions
about the market (in Walstad’s case conclusions generated by Austrian economists such as
Mises and Hayek) can be applied to science as well.
I take Walstad as an exemplar of a particular type of argument about science: an argument
that starts from observed similarities between science and the traditional economy and uses
those similarities to argue that science and the economy have other, unobserved, similarities.
This type of argument—argument by analogy—is pervasive in philosophy and in science.
The performance of a model aircraft in a wind tunnel, for instance, might be used to draw
conclusions about real airplanes in flight. Analogical systems are never identical; otherwise
the analogies would serve no purpose. So critics of analogical arguments can always point to
a difference between the two systems and claim that difference to be crucial to the argument.
Conversely, defenders can always claim a difference to be irrelevant. One of the principle aims
of the chapter is to discuss how to decide which similarities and differences are relevant for
drawing which conclusions. The size of the model aircraft, for example, might be irrelevant
for some conclusions, but relevant for others—perhaps for conclusions that depend on the
details of turbulent flow, which do not always scale smoothly.
This chapter is particularly concerned with one alleged similarity between science and
the market: the similarity between money and citations. Whether money and citations serve
analogous functions in the economy and science is a question that has divided many commentators. Barnes (1985) claims, for instance, that “recognition is quite literally the currency
of the reward system of the academic scientific community” (46). Here, citations are “quite
literally” money. On the other hand, McQuade (2007) argues that, “to call the publication—
citation sequence an ‘exchange’ is to take great liberties with the meaning of the word. . . the
major form of interaction in science does not involve property, does not involve exchange,
and does not involve economic calculation” (54). How is it possible to decide between such
diametrically opposed views? It cannot be done merely by enumerating similarities and dif74

ferences between science and the market, but instead an understanding of how the relevant
components of each are related to each other is required.
In this chapter, I will first examine Walstad’s account of science in detail and argue that
it is best construed as an argument by analogy. I will then explicate Hayek’s account of equilibrium and the role of the price system in the traditional marketplace. Then I will explore
ways in which science fulfills some of the functions of the price system. Finally I will apply
these analyses to a case study drawn from Mikaela Sundberg’s study of parameterizations in
climate science (Sundberg 2007). I will conclude that Walstad’s argument, and similar arguments that rely on an analogy between money and citations, fail because essential features
of the price system are not replicated by science, and cases such as Sundberg’s demonstrate
that the lack of these features has real consequences for cooperation among scientists.1 This
is not to say that science is necessarily disorganized, however, or to say that citations fulfill
none of the functions of money. Rather, Walstad’s analogy fails to demonstrate that science
is self-organizing to a degree that obviates the need for oversight and intervention.

4.1

Walstad’s Marketplace of Science

Allan Walstad’s “Science as a Market Process” (2002) follows in the footsteps of Polanyi,
Bernal, Kitcher, and many others in attempting to employ economic methods and ideas in
the analysis of science. What distinguishes Walstad from his predecessors is his explicitly
Austrian economic perspective. Walstad leverages this perspective to argue for for a radically
laissez-faire account of science that denies the possibility of any general methodological critique of scientific practice or even the articulation of any group-level goals for science (such
as the search for truth). Instead, Walstad argues that scientific knowledge is dispersed and
often tacit, that the only genuine goals in science are the goals of individual scientists, and
that trust in science must derive from the success of technology.
Walstad argues that science is not just like a market, but that it is a market. He argues “that
1. In this chapter, I take “money” to refer to currency and “prices” to indicate quantities of money. Thus
citations in science are analogous to money in the traditional economy. This implies that the correct analogy of
“citation system” should be “money system,” but Hayek described it instead as a “price system.” This might
occasionally lead to confusion about the distinction between prices and money, and indeed Walstad sometimes
uses “price” where I would prefer to use “money,” but overall I believe it would be more confusing to depart
from Hayek’s convention.
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scientific inquiry is characterized by a market (the ‘scientific market’) that is distinct from the
market of traditional economics (the ‘traditional market’)” (Walstad 2002, 9). This positions
Walstad beyond Polanyi, who characterized the operation of science as similar to that of the
market (2000) , and directly in opposition to Wible, who argued that, because there is no
price system in science it is not a market (2005) . To support this conclusion, Walstad argues
for extending the definition of markets beyond the traditional sphere of exchange mediated
by money to any process of non-coercive exchange. Here he appeals to Ludwig von Mises’
account of the market:
The market process is the adjustment of the individual actions of the various
members of the market society to the requirements of mutual cooperation. The
market prices tell the producers what to produce, how to produce, and in what
quantity. The market is the focal point to which the activities of the individuals
converge. It is the centre from which the activities of the individuals radiate
(Mises, Human Action (1949), quoted in9).
Whereas the central exchange relationship in traditional markets is one of buying and
selling, Walstad argues that the central exchange relationship in science is that of citation.
That puts him in agreement with many of his predecessors (for instance, Barnes 1985; Hull
1988). However, Walstad is clear that citations are not money, and that the exchange relationship in science is not one of buying and selling property. He notes that while some citations
may be more valuable than others (for example, a citation from a Nobel laureate compared
with a citation from a junior scholar), scientists have no option of “holding out”—denying
others the use of their work. Thus citation cannot be considered akin to purchasing and the
scientific knowledge contained within publications cannot be considered property.2
These caveats aside, Walstad identifies many similarities between science and traditional
markets. For instance, both spheres, Walstad argues, rely on entrepreneurship for progress;
profit-seeking inventors drive technological progress in the traditional economy and scientists
seeking recognition expand scientific knowledge. Further, both spheres reduce transaction
costs, by creating firms in the case of the traditional market and research groups in the case
of science.
2. That scientific knowledge cannot be considered a commodity is a claim I challenge in chapter 6.
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An especially important similarity between the traditional economy and science, in Walstad’s account, is that both spheres reward specialization; since Smith and Ricardo, economists
have extolled the virtues of specialization mediated by market exchange, and Walstad argues
that in science too specialization is necessary for success. While in the age of Galileo, Newton, and Lavoisier it might have been possible to be a productive generalist, this is clearly no
longer the case. According to Walstad,
it is often said that no one knows how to make even a common lead pencil. That
is, “no single person . . . knows how to mine the graphite, grow the wood, produce the rubber, process the metal, and handle all the financial complications of
running a successful business”. . . . Similarly, it may be that no individual scientist knows how to make a successful scientific model. A stellar astrophysicist, for
example, devises a mathematical simulation of a supernova explosion. Can he
reconstruct from scratch the body of nuclear and atomic theory; the experimental
measurements of nuclear reaction rates and photon absorption cross sections; the
astronomical observations involving photometry, spectroscopy, and astrometry;
and all the other ingredients that go into such a model? Perhaps, but certainly not
quickly enough to obtain results that will achieve recognition. (Walstad 2002, 15)
A further similarity between science and the traditional market, in Walstad’s account,
is their “structures of production”. The traditional economy has a “vertical” structure of
production, in which raw materials are gradually converted into final goods and sold to consumers. Materials may work their way up through several stages of production before being
delivered to the consumer as a product. While sometimes one (“vertically integrated”) firm
may control this entire process, more often there is a division of labour between firms, each
one specializing in one stage of the process. Walstad claims that a similar division of labour
operates in science: “Observational and experimental data are the raw materials that science
acquires and transforms—through a process utilizing specialized instruments, techniques of
analysis, and preexisting theory—into new or improved theory and tools for learning still
more” (16). While characterizing observational and experimental data as “raw materials”
may run afoul of accounts such as Popper’s of the theory-ladenness of observation, it is nevertheless clear that scientific data routinely goes through a number of stages of production
on its way to appearing in a scientific paper. In Laboratory Life, for instance, Latour and Woolgar track the path of a substance initially extracted from rats through a “prolonged series of
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transformations” into a “final diagram or curve” (Latour and Woolgar 1986, 50–51). So in this
respect, Walstad’s analogy holds.
Given that he rests his claim that science is a market on it, the most important similarity
between science and the traditional market in Walstad’s account is that they are both centred around exchange relationships. Walstad bases his account on Hull’s (1988) claim that,
through citation, scientists exchange credit for support. Therefore, according to Walstad, “we
have a system of publicly offering, choosing from what is offered, and paying for what is
used: in short, we have a market for exchange, and scientific inquiry is therefore properly
viewed as a market process” (Walstad 2002, 15). In the traditional market, exchange allows
for division of labour and is facilitated by the price system. Prices, Walstad observes, “convey
essential information regarding the availability of and demand for various factors of production” (22). Citations, in Walstad’s account, play a similar role:
The citation record provides a set of formal reputations for researchers and their
work. The most reliable and relevant work in a field or on a problem tends to be
cited frequently by the most reputable researchers working in that field or on that
problem. The most reputable researchers, by and large, are those who generate
the most reliable and relevant work. It is very difficult for a scientist to make rapid
progress in an established field without this sort of information. (22)
Walstad leverages his account of science as a market into a defence of laissez-faire science
policy very reminiscent of Polanyi’s defence of scientific autonomy (see chapter 2). Walstad
observes that much philosophical effort is devoted to making normative judgements of scientific activity: “What are the processes by which theories are to be tested and the criteria
by which they are to be evaluated? How do we know when a theory has become well established, disproved, or superseded? How much confidence are we to place in a scientific
inference? What constitutes a valid scientific explanation?” (26). These are core questions in
the philosophy of science, and the sorts of questions that Reichenbach argued epistemologists
ought to be asking in their advisory role. Walstad argues that rather than prescribing correct
rules or judgments, however, “the market takes advantage of differing judgments” and these
judgements generate “settled knowledge that is not. . . much amenable to further challenge
on methodological grounds” (26). That is, market knowledge, of which scientific knowledge
is a variety, in Walstad’s account is an emergent property of market processes. Once this
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knowledge is “settled”, there is little prospect of revision based on philosophers’ prescriptions. If this is the case, then all anyone can do, epistemologically, is to trust that settled
scientific claims are correct, based on faith in the market. There is no need for philosophers
in the context of justification. This runs parallel to Hayek’s claim that the organization of
the economy, in all interesting cases, is not amenable to external evaluation. Indeed, Hayek
himself argued that this immunity holds for science:
The curious fact that the merits of competition cannot be empirically verified in
precisely those cases in which it is of interest is also shared by the discovery
procedures of science in general. The advantages of established scientific procedures cannot themselves be scientifically demonstrated; they are recognized only
because they have actually provided better results than alternative procedures.
(Hayek 2002, 10)
Walstad is especially critical of Kitcher’s plans to “optimize” the division of scientific
labour, discussed in chapter 3. Walstad argues that Kitcher’s proposals amount to “central
economic planning, an idea that received devastating theoretical criticism from Mises and
Hayek in the 1920s and 1930s and failed in practice everywhere it was tried” (Walstad 2002,
13). Mises and Hayek criticized the economic planning of markets, and it is the economic
planning of the traditional economy—the economy of buying, selling, money, and prices—
that has (perhaps) failed in practice. Walstad is thus using his expanded definition of markets
in order to re-target the theoretical arguments of Austrian economists at science.

4.2

The Structure of Walstad’s Argument

The previous section described two related arguments from Walstad’s paper: first, that scientific knowledge is effectively immune to methodological critique, and second, that proposals
such as Kitcher’s to optimize the division of cognitive labor amount to centralized planning
and therefore are doomed to failure. In this section I analyze Walstad’s argument in detail
and argue that it is best interpreted as an argument by analogy. In the next section I will
examine that analogy using Hayek’s account of the market.
The most natural interpretation of Walstad’s argument is as a straightforward deductive
argument. At the beginning of his paper, Walstad argues that science should be considered a
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market because it is organized around exchange relationships, and being organized around
exchange relationships is the defining feature of markets. Once this premise is established,
Walstad then deduces conclusions about science from things we know about markets. Using
this interpretation, we can write Walstad’s arguments as:
P1 Science is a market.
P2 Mises and Hayek established that centralized planning of markets is infeasible.

C Centralized planning of science is infeasible.
and
P1 Science is a market.
P2 Knowledge in markets is decentralized.
P3 Decentralized knowledge is not amenable to methodological critique.

C Scientific knowledge is not amenable to methodological critique.
Although these arguments appear valid, they are not necessarily sound, due to the ambiguity of the word “market” in each premise.3 If we accept Walstad’s argument that science is
a market, then it is not clear whether von Mises and Hayek really did establish that centralized planning is infeasible for markets, or whether they merely established that centralized
planning is infeasible for “traditional” markets (granting that Mises and Hayek really did
establish that). Conversely, if we accept that Mises and Hayek did establish their claim for all
markets, it is not clear that we should accept Walstad’s claim that science is a market.
To see why this latter point is true, it is worth considering the familiar Aristotelean syllogism:
P1 All men are mortal
P2 Socrates is a man

C Socrates is mortal
When considering Socrates’s mortality, we might realize that we already know that Socrates
3. It has been pointed out to me that if the word “market” in P1 and P2 of either argument refers to different
types of markets, then these arguments would be invalid as well as unsound.
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is a man and we already know that men are mortal. Logically, therefore, Socrates must be
mortal. However, if we did not already know that Socrates was mortal, we would not be able
to know that he is a man; the second premise implies that to be a man one must be mortal. It
is only by being mortal that Socrates could be a man. In order to be sure of this argument’s
soundness, we must take mortality to be definitional of being a man. A being who in all
other respects appeared to be a man, but was not mortal, would not be a man. Therefore, in
order to establish that Socrates is indeed a man, then it must first be established that Socrates
is mortal, and so we learn nothing from the argument that we did not already know.
Similarly, in order to be sure of the soundness of Walstad’s argument, we would already
have to be sure that centralized planning of science is infeasible. In order to know that von
Mises and Hayek’s arguments apply to science, therefore, we would have to independently
verify that centralized planning of science is infeasible because infeasibility is definitional of
markets, and trying to enlist Hayek or Mises in establishing that science is a market would
otherwise be circular.
Walstad’s argument is better taken as an argument by analogy. Arguments by analogy
draw conclusions about one subject based upon features of another, suitably similar, subject.
Borrowing an example from Juthe (2005), in Leviathan Thomas Hobbes draws conclusions
about the state based upon its similarity to the human body. The sovereign (ruler) and wealth
of the state correspond the soul and health of the body, sedition corresponds to sickness, and
civil war corresponds to the death of the body (8). Further, in a successful analogy functional
relationships between the parts of each subject must be such that conclusions drawn about
either can be translated into correct conclusions about the other:
Let us assume for the sake of the argument that we knew that disease would
diminish memory, which in turn would weaken the will, and in consequence
decrease the strength of the human organism. Then we could, via analogical
inference, conclude that sedition would diminish the counsellors, which in turn
would weaken the laws, and in consequence decrease the wealth of the state.
In short, we could analogically infer that sedition will decrease the wealth of a
state. (8)
Analogies are justified relative to the questions being asked of the subjects. Hobbes’
analogy might be valid for arguing about the results of regicide, but not for questions about
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geography or climate. Conversely, there is a corresponding feature for the body’s strength
(wealth), but not for skin colour. Juthe (2005, 5) defines a valid analogy from an analogue to
a target subject to be one where there is a one-to-one correspondence between elements of
the analogue which determine the relevant feature and elements of the target subject.4 For
example, Hobbes’ analogy is valid for conclusions abut the wealth of the state if there is a
one-to-one correspondence between elements of the human body which determine strength
and elements of the state. For there to be a one-to-one correspondence in this case, each
element that determines strength must have a corresponding element in the state, and those
corresponding elements must stand in the same relationship to other corresponding element
in the same way.

Body

State

Will

Law

fortifies

Sickness

saps

destroys

fortifies

Strength

Sedition

?

destroys

preserves

Health

Wealth

preserves

Concord

Figure 4.1: Schematic diagram of state-body analogy, inspired by Hobbes’ Leviathan.
To illustrate, Figure 4.1 depicts the relationship of three factors that determine strength for
4. Juthe’s account of analogies makes analogical reasoning similar to deductive reasoning. Alternatively, analogical reasoning could be considered similar to inductive reasoning, and analogies could be stronger or weaker
depending on how well each part of the analogical systems correspond. Here I take Juthe’s approach, but the
alternative account of analogies could also work. In that case, it could be concluded that Walstad’s analogy is not
“invalid,” but “weak.”
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the body. If these factors are the sole determinants of strength, each factor has a counterpart
in the state that is related to strength in the same way, and each corresponding feature is
related to the other features in the same way, then it is valid to consider the body to be an
analogy to the state with respect to strength/wealth. This analogy could be used to argue
that sedition saps the wealth of the state. Notably, both Juthe (2005) and Weitzenfeld (1984)
argue that analogical arguments are not probable or approximate arguments. If two subjects
are analogies, they are so without qualification. Although in normal speech we might speak
of analogies as admitting of degree, this is not the case for arguments by analogy in Juthe’s
or Weitzenfeld’s accounts. The uncertainty of analogical arguments enters, instead, in the
question of whether two subjects truly are valid analogies: are will, sickness, and health truly
the only determinants of strength, and are law, sedition, and concord related to each other
and wealth in the same way that the former are related to strength? If not, then the analogy
fails and no valid conclusions can be drawn about the target subject.
Walstad’s argument is best interpreted as an argument by analogy. His paper identifies
several similarities between science and the market: they are both centred around exchange,
they both reward specialization, they have similar structures of production, progress in both is
driven by entrepreneurship, they both reduce transaction costs through group collaboration,
and they both employ mechanisms of self-regulation. To the extent that these observations
are meant to support Walstad’s normative claims about science (that it is not amenable to
central planning or general methodological critique), it must be through analogy that they
do so.
When comparing citations to money, Walstad appears to explicitly repudiate an analogical
reading of his argument. He claims, “The point here is not to try to draw an analogy between
prices and citation, but only to appreciate that the great multitude of market transactions
generates evaluative information in a form readily accessible to each participant” (Walstad
2002, 22). On the contrary, however, drawing an analogy between prices (or money, rather)
and citation is exactly what Walstad is doing: he is arguing that citation fulfills the same
role in science as money does in the market. This does not mean that citation is exactly the
same as money, or even that it performs every function that money does. For Walstad’s analogy to work, citation only needs to function in the same way as money to the extent that
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money is necessary to achieve in the market the functions Walstad purports for citations in
science. In this case, that function is producing dispersed, emergent knowledge that is not
amenable to centralized planning or general methodological critique. If science has corresponding features to the features of the market responsible for its dispersed and emergent
knowledge, then that is enough for Walstad’s analogy to hold. Pointing to any dissimilarity
between citations and money is therefore not sufficient to defeat Walstad’s analogy. It must
be demonstrated that there is a dissimilarity between the two that affects their functional
relationship to emergent knowledge.
In order to judge whether this analogy does hold, therefore, we need to understand how
the market generates the features Walstad attributes to science. As Walstad’s account is
explicitly an Austrian account, the best place to look for that is in Austrian economics. In the
next section I will examine Hayek’s account of the economy with an eye towards Walstad’s
analogy with science. That analysis will show that prices are crucial to Hayek’s account,
and so Walstad’s analogy does not hold. Further, an example from climate science will offer
empirical evidence that it does not.
Before continuing, however, one last interpretation of Walstad’s argument is worth considering. Under that interpretation, Walstad is not arguing from the market to science at
all (as my first two interpretations suggested). Rather, Walstad’s invocation of the market
is merely suggestive and illustrative, while his argument stands on its own merits. In other
words, perhaps Walstad’s observations about the market are meant to draw our attention to
certain aspects of science, and help us to understand those aspects of science, but Walstad’s
argument itself does not rely on any premises about the traditional market. Some of Walstad’s statements suggest that this is the best interpretation. For instance, when discussing
methodological critique, Walstad states, “This process generates settled knowledge that is
not, as a matter of common experience, much amenable to further challenge on methodological grounds” (Walstad 2002, 26; my emphasis). So perhaps rather than arguing that scientific
knowledge is not amenable to methodological critique because science is a market and market
knowledge is not amenable to critique, Walstad is instead arguing that common experience
shows us that methodological critiques of science fail, just as they do in the market.
It is plausible that Walstad meant to use the market comparison purely for suggestive
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and illustrative purposes while basing his substantive conclusions about science only on
observations about science. However, I am leaving this interpretation aside for two reasons.
First, to the extent that this is the case it isn’t particularly interesting from the perspective
of this dissertation, which is concerned with just the sort of analogical argument that I am
interpreting Walstad as offering. Thus, even if I am misrepresenting Walstad’s argument, we
can take my discussion to be about a Walstad-like argument that is based on analogy. Second,
to the extent that this is the case Walstad’s arguments are shallow and unconvincing. Walstad
is making radical claims about science and the relevance of epistemology for evaluating the
claims of scientists, and thus would have to offer very compelling independent reasons to
accept his argument. “Common experience” doesn’t seem sufficient. Regardless of Walstad’s
intent, the strongest form of his argument is the argument by analogy. If his analogy holds,
then he has much stronger support for his claims in the arguments of Austrian economics.

4.3

Hayek’s Account of the Economy

In the previous section, I argued that Walstad’s account of science is best taken as an argument by analogy. Specifically, the organization of science is analogous to the organization
of markets and so, just like the market, science is not amenable to centralized planning or
external critique. If this argument holds, the proposals for such planning and critique, such
as those from Kitcher (1990), Solomon (2001), and Bernal (1939) are futile at best.
Walstad’s argument depends on there being a valid analogy between science and the
market with respect to centralized planning. As Walstad’s economics is explicitly Austrian,
this section will concentrate on the possible analogy between the organization of science and
Friedrich Hayek’s account of the organization of markets. This analogy will hold if each
component of the market responsible for its spontaneous organization (and unplannibility)
has a counterpart in science, and the counterparts all accomplish the same function. I will
conclude that while there are many similarities between science and the market, this analogy
is not valid because prices play an essential role in Hayek’s account of the economy and
science has no counterpart for prices.
Attacking centralized planning by invoking the spontaneous organization of markets was
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a central focus of Friedrich Hayek’s career. The trajectory of this attack progressed from
analyses of the market, narrowly construed (Hayek 1937), to attempts to articulate a general account of spontaneous social organization, including science (Hayek 1960, 1998). An
example of this latter turn is the following passage from The Constitution of Liberty:
The successful combination of knowledge and aptitude is not selected by common
deliberation, by people seeking a solution to their problems through a joint effort;
it is the product of individuals imitating those who have been more successful
and from their being guided by signs or symbols, such as prices offered for their
products or expressions of moral or aesthetic esteem for their having observed
standards of conduct—in short, of their using the results of the experiences of
others. (Hayek 1960, 28–29)
This passage demonstrates Hayek’s shift away from the narrow market context of his earlier
career to a consideration of individuals seeking solutions to problems through “joint effort”
guided by “signs or symbols”, of which prices are just one example. It might seem, therefore, that instead of evaluating Walstad’s argument based on Hayek’s (early) accounts of the
market, it would make much more sense to consult his later work directly. Unfortunately,
the focus of Hayek’s later work shifted from analyzing the mechanisms of spontaneous order to analyzing the historical development of such orders. On this point, Hayek scholar
Bruce Caldwell concludes, “I do not think that Hayek ever developed a full-fledged ‘theory
of complex phenomena.’ His contributions were to document the existence of a wide assortment of fields that studied self-organizing complex orders, to articulate some of the general
characteristics of such phenomena, and to speculate on how certain specific orders came to
be formed” (Caldwell 2005). Hayek’s later work cannot be used to evaluate Walstad’s claims
about science because Hayek himself had no general well defined model of spontaneous
order. His account of the market, however, is sufficiently detailed for comparison.
The argument against centralized planning of the market (science) consists of two claims:
(1) the market (science) is spontaneously organizing and (2) any attempt at centralized planning of the market (science) is at best futile and at worst will prevent spontaneous organization. While it is possible that (1) could be false while (2) is true, that would imply a chaotic
science not worth defending. Therefore it seems safe to take (1) as a necessary condition for
the success of Walstad’s argument. If (1) turns out to be true, (2) would also need to be es86

tablished, and indeed Walstad’s invocation of Hayek and Mises as demonstrating the futility
of centralized planning (Walstad 2002, 13) aims at exactly that. However, I will argue that
Walstad fails to establish (1), and because of that evaluating (2) is unnecessary.
In order to judge whether the market or science spontaneously organizes, it is first necessary to articulate a more precise success condition. What does it mean to say that science
spontaneously organizes? Hayek’s praise of markets is based on their (perceived) ability to
approach equilibrium, but his use of equilibrium differs from the standard equilibrium of
supply and demand that underlies models such as the General Equilibrium Model. Instead,
Hayek speaks of equilibriums of plans: a group is in equilibrium if all of the plans of all of the
individuals that compose the group are compatible——if, given what the the members of the
group believe, it is possible for every individual to carry out their plan (Hayek 1937, 38). For
a group to be in equilibrium, the fulfillment of one plan must not preclude the fulfillment of
any other plan. For example, with regards to housing construction, in equilibrium
brickmakers, plumbers and others will all be producing materials which in each
case will correspond to a certain quantity of houses for which just this quantity of
the particular material will be required. Similarly we may conceive of prospective
buyers as accumulating savings which will enable them at certain dates to buy
definite quantities of houses. If all these activities represent preparations for the
production (and acquisition) of the same amount of houses we can say that there
is equilibrium between them in the sense that all the people engaged in them may
find that they can carry out their plans. (42)
A group that is in equilibrium is, in a significant respect, unintentionally cooperating.
Hayek’s account differs from the standard account of equilibrium in one other respect: it is
dynamic rather than static. While the standard account of equilibrium of supply and demand
specifies conditions that guarantee that an equilibrium will exist, Hayek instead offers an
account of how markets might approach equilibrium. In the above example, the number
of houses that prospective buyers are accumulating savings to purchase has, according to
Hayek’s account, a tendency to approach the number of houses that builders, plumbers, and
so on are preparing to build. Further, Hayek argues that we are incapable of even knowing
whether markets are in equilibrium for any interesting (ie. real) cases (Hayek 2002, 10). We
will never know whether the buyers and builders of houses really do have compatible goals.
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Therefore, it is better to say that Hayek’s success condition is not being in equilibrium, but
progressing towards it.5 Markets are working well when, based on their observations of prices,
individuals are adjusting their plans to be more in accord with each other.
This is a condition that is readily transferable to science, as no part of Hayek’s definition
depends on any special properties of the market. As Walstad and numerous others have
observed, science is a community activity that requires cooperation; no single scientist today
could accomplish anything of significance in a single lifetime working alone. To carry out
their plans, scientists rely on the work of others. Following Hayek, it could therefore be said
that science is in equilibrium if all scientists are cooperating: they are all working in a way
that allows all of them to complete their plans. Alternatively, following Kitcher, equilibrium
could be defined in terms of scientists behaving as if directed by a benevolent dictator who
maximizes science’s epistemic success. Science would have a tendency toward equilibrium if
there was a mechanism in science encouraging individual scientists to adjust their plans to
be more compatible with the plans of others.
However, one might think that science and the market are crucially different with regards
to the role of competition in each. While competition is undoubtedly important in the market,
at equilibrium, both in Hayek’s account and the traditional account, nothing goes to waste;
products are not left unsold and demands are not left unmet.6 In contrast, it seems that in
science many “products” are left unsold: papers are either left unpublished due to lack of
significant results or, once published, are never cited. This might be true even in an “ideally”
functioning science. Science often seems to be a winner-take-all competition, rather than a
smoothly cooperating community. The epistemic success of science might depend on many
scientists not being able to complete their plans.
There are good reasons not to see this as a fatal problem for the science-market analogy.
First, the degree to which science is a winner-take-all competition is probably overstated.
5. Indeed Hayek and other Austrian economists were critical of the neoclassical account of equilibrium, and in
Hayek’s later work such as Law, Legislation and Liberty he instead prefers the term spontaneous order: “It means
that where we rely on spontaneous ordering forces we shall often not be able to foresee the particular changes by
which the necessary adaptation to altered external circumstances will be brought about, and sometimes perhaps
not even be able to conceive in what manner the restoration of a disturbed ‘equilibrium’ or ‘balance’ can be
accomplished” (Hayek 1998, 63).
6. Though of course Hayek does not claim that any real market ever reaches equilibrium, and in fact criticizes
traditional economics for making this assumption.
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While it is true that recognition in terms of citation is highly skewed towards a few individuals (Merton 1988), citations are neither a direct indicator of a scientist’s income nor of
their contributions to scientific knowledge. We know that a great deal of scientific communication is informal (Crane 1969; De Solla Price and Beaver 1966). Even in paradigm cases
of competition such as the race to find the structure of TRF(H), competing laboratories share
materials (Latour and Woolgar 1986). Second, as with Kitcher’s model discussed in chapter 3,
it can be said that even “failed” theories and research are productive in science because they
increase our confidence in accepted theories. Kitcher argues that we ought not to have much
confidence in a scientific theory or result that was never challenged, while a theory or result
that stood up to serious competition deserves much more trust (Kitcher 1993). Popperian
worries about the distinction between corroboration and confirmation aside, this seems like
an uncontroversial truth. Scientists who appear to be competing are, in this view, often working together to strengthen their epistemic claims. Each scientist depends on other competing
scientists to subject their results to scrutiny in order for their results to be credible. Even
when scientists “compete”, they are cooperating to the extent that their competition increases
the reliability of scientific beliefs. Scientists would fail to cooperate if their research was truly
redundant, or if their competition left unexamined more promising lines of inquiry.
Given a success criterion in terms of (approaching) cooperative equilibrium, the next
step is to identify Hayek’s mechanism for doing so. For Hayek, markets have two essential
functions: to transmit information and to incentivize adjustment. In Hayek’s account, that
markets approach equilibrium “can hardly mean anything but that under certain conditions
the knowledge and intentions of the different members of society are supposed to come more
and more into agreement” (Hayek 1937, 43). Prices are essential for both of these functions.
When market participants learn about the world, this knowledge is reflected, to the extent
that it is economically important, in their willingness to sell the commodities they possess or
purchase the commodities that they need. This willingness is translated into price changes
that ripple through the economy as these learning individuals buy and sell according to their
beliefs and desires. Additionally, prices create incentives for individuals to adjust their plans.
As the price of a commodity increases, the incentives to find alternatives to that commodity
increase correspondingly, and the incentives to find new supplies of that commodity increase
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simultaneously.
One of Hayek’s most well known examples of this process is the trade of tin. Hayek
explains,
If only some [market participants] know directly of the new demand [for tin], and
switch resources over to it, and if the people who are aware of the new gap thus
created in turn fill it from still other sources, the effect will rapidly spread though
out the whole economic system and influence not only all the uses of tin, but also
those of its substitutes and the substitutes of those substitutes, the supply of all
the things made of tin, and their substitutes, and so on; and all this without the
great majority of those instrumental in bringing about these substitutions knowing
anything at all about the original cause of these changes. (Hayek 1945, 525)
A key point in this account is that prices transmit only enough information for individuals
to adjust their plans and no more. In the tin example prices do not inform market participants why the demand for tin has increased, or even whether it was demand that increased or
supply that decreased. This is not information that they need to know in order to adjust appropriately. The other key feature of prices is that they carry both information and incentives.
That some people suddenly became willing to pay more for tin did not just inform producers
of tin that there was increased demand, but also gave them incentive to produce more of it
(their incomes would increase). Prices in Hayek’s account are a powerful and efficient way of
organizing social production.
Walstad identifies many corresponding features of science and the market. Markets have
entrepreneurs; science has scientists. Markets rely on specialization and division of labour
to produce goods; science relies on specialization and division of labour to produce knowledge. Markets involve exchange; so does science. All of these correspondences seem to
support his analogical argument that science can be expected to spontaneously organize in
the way that traditional markets do, and therefore is unlikely to be amenable to centralized
planning. However, the analogy breaks down when it comes to the claimed correspondence
between citations and money. Citations cannot play the same role in science as money does
in the economy because prices are essential to the functioning of the market, and there is no
corresponding feature to prices in citation. In Hayek’s account, prices have three essential
features:
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1. Prices incentivize individuals to adjust their plans to be “more in agreement” with the
plans of others.
2. Prices convey information about how individuals can adjust their plans to do so.
3. Prices convey this information in an efficient way; they convey only the information
individuals need to adjust their plans and no more.
The practice of citation, and the corresponding career rewards for being cited, do accomplish
the first function of prices. Scientists are incentivized by citations to produce work that is
useful, or of interest, to other scientists. This is Hull’s argument; a citation indicates that
the cited work was useful in some way to one’s research. The cited work need not agree
with or support the citing work to be useful; it might, for instance, be useful as a source
of anomalies or potential counterexamples that the citing work addresses or explains. But
work that is irrelevant, or is redundant by failing to offer any new evidence or analysis, or
fails to meet the standards of credible scientific research, will not get cited. Hence, to the
extent that scientists care about being cited, they are incentivized to produce work that is
relevant, does present new evidence and new analysis, and is credible. So citations do fulfill
the incentivization function of prices.
Citations accomplish the second function of prices —conveying information about how
scientists should adjust their plans to increase cooperation–to some degree. Hayek described
how an increase in the price of tin can inform the producers of tin that it is in relatively
short supply, and encourage them to devote more resources to its production. In addition
to conveying the information that tin is in short supply, prices can convey information about
how short that supply is; prices convey information about the magnitude of individuals’ need
for tin. There are some crude ways in which citations accomplish the informational function
of prices. Scientists often publish multiple papers on the same research program, and the
degree to which each paper is cited can convey information about how useful the next paper
is likely to be to other scientists. Conversely, highly cited papers indicate that further papers
on the same topic are likely to receive similar attention. Counting citations can also be a
rough indicator of the magnitude of scientific interest. However, the information available to
scientists from citation is extremely impoverished compared to the information available to
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producers from prices in the traditional market. It is fairly clear what a producer of tin ought
to do in response to a change in the price of tin: produce more or less tin. It is not so obvious
what a scientist ought to do if a paper receives more or fewer citations than a previous paper.
Should the project be abandoned if a paper is cited at a lower rate? Should the scientist start
allotting some time to alternative projects? There could be a multitude of reasons why one
paper receives more or fewer citations than another. The previous paper could have been
groundbreaking while the current paper is incremental. The previous paper might have been
cited by a well known author leading others to be more likely to read and cite that paper.
There might be some issue with the current paper that is not indicative of the promise of the
entire research projects. Differences in citation rates might even be due to random variation.
Further, while a high number of citations could indicate a promising research program, they
contain no information about how to progress the program further. For all of these reasons,
citations have an analogous informational function to prices, but only to a limited degree.
The most significant deficiency of citations compared to prices is with respect to efficiency.
Prices update continuously and at least for commodities like tin are easily observable by all
market participants. Citations, by contrast, can trickle in over years; by the time a scientist
can judge how successful a paper has been based on citation counts, she will have long
since had to have made decisions about whether and how to pursue her project further.
Additionally, papers, unlike tin, are not produced continuously, and thus a scientist will
have only intermittent indications of how useful their research is to others. For primarily
these reasons, citations are unlikely to fulfill the equilibrating role of prices, and it seems
unlikely that scientists would even attempt to use citations in this way. Rather, citation counts
serve better as an indicator of overall career trajectory (say, for hiring, granting, or tenure
committees) or to identify “classic” papers in retrospect. That citations are so informationally
inefficient also explains why informal communication is so important to scientists (Shapin
2008).
That citations accomplish some of the functions of the price system explains why there
have been such diametrically opposed claims about citations from science scholars. Those
such as Barnes (1985), Hull (1988), and Walstad (2002) who see a strong correspondence between science and the market attend to features of citations that are similar to money. Those
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such as Durlauf (1997), Mirowski (2004c), and Wible (2005) who do not see a strong correspondence attend to the features of the price system that prices lack. There is no “correct”
way to decide this dispute. The validity of analogical arguments always depends on the specific features that you wish to demonstrate in the target system. If you want to argue that
science incentivizes scientists to produce work useful to other scientists without centralized
direction, then the citation-money correspondence is probably strong enough to support your
argument. However, if you want to, as Walstad does, use the citation-money correspondence
to directly import Hayek’s and Mises’ arguments about the danger of centralized planning,
then you need to demonstrate that the citation system fulfills all of the functions of the price
system. This is necessary because such arguments depend not just on the incentivizing features of prices, but informational and efficiency features as well, and the citation system does
not succeed in replicating the features of the price system with respect to these functions.
Walstad’s analogy is not sufficient for his purposes.

4.4

Cooperation in Climate Science

Walstad’s argument by analogy fails because citations do not have all of the functions of
money. However, the requirements of argument by analogy set a very strict standard. The
organization of science has many similarities to the organization of the market, and citations
do have some analogous functions to money. These similarities explain why Walstad and others have continued to draw analogies between science and the market despite persistent and
seemingly intractable objections. Failing to meet the standards of analogy also does not preclude science from having alternative mechanisms for spontaneous organization than those
that operate in the market. Given that science is, in large part, a decentralized endeavour that
does rely on cooperation between widely dispersed individuals, it would be extremely surprising if science hadn’t evolved mechanisms to facilitate cooperation. It seems unlikely that
anyone would deny this. The problem, therefore, is to find an account of science that falls
between two untenable poles: one, which claims that science is self-organizing just like the
market, and the other, which claims that, to the extent that it is unplanned, science is merely
chaotic and not self-organizing at all. At the first untenable pole lie Walstad and Polanyi,
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while at the other lies Bernal.
One of the essential features of the price system, according to Hayek, is that it conveys
information between individuals in an efficient way; prices tell individuals just enough for
them to know how they ought to adjust their plans to bring them more into alignment with
the plans of others, and tell them no more. In this section I will examine Mikaela Sundberg’s
account of boundary objects in climate science. This examination argues for two conclusions.
First, it demonstrates that scientists coordinate in fundamentally different ways than market participants. This shows that Walstad’s argument fails by more than mere technicality;
the operation of science actually is qualitatively different from the operation of the market.
Second, it demonstrates that science nevertheless does possess institutions for facilitating
cooperation. This does not mean, however, that science necessarily has the same sort of tendency towards equilibrium that Hayek attributed to the market. Rather, Sundberg’s case is a
case of failure of cooperation; it is a case where there does not appear to be a clear tendency
towards cooperative equilibrium. Further, Sundberg’s example is not an isolated example.
Rather, there are good indications that the challenges she identifies are typical of scientific
collaboration.
Historian Paul Edwards, echoing nineteenth-century climatologist John Ruskin, describes
climate science as “a vast machine: a sociotechnical system that collects data, models physical
processes, tests theories, and ultimately generates a widely shared understanding of climate
and climate change” (Edwards 2010, 8). It is a curious sort of machine, though: one that
has no unified purpose and no centralized control. Although organizations such as the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) synthesize the results of climate research,
they do not directly control research projects, and the IPCC does not provide funding for
climate research. This lack of centralized control manifests itself in often surprising ways.
For instance, Edwards describes how difficult it was to get data collection centres in different
countries to conform to the same standards post-World War II:
The idea of a standardized system of gridpoints (to create uniform data files for
exchange between forecast centers) ran instantly aground on two objections: that
“the number of grid systems in use . . . [is] nearly equal to the number of centres
producing numerical analyses and prognoses” and that “new grid or coordinate
systems will certainly be introduced with new numerical models.” (237)
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One of the reasons that standardization of this data was difficult was that the data were
used by many different actors for many different purposes. Computer models needed data
with regular gridpoints over a large area, but local meteorological services did not. Even
though climate scientists had the infrastructure to allow for cooperation, incentives for cooperation were often weak, forcing those climate scientists who required standardized data to
find creative solutions, including creating “reanalysis” models whose purpose was to transform heterogeneous, often unreliable, data into reliable standardized data. This and processes
like it are what Edwards calls “making data global”—transforming localized data sets into a
form useable by a wide variety of actors.
The area of climate science where cross-discipline collaboration is most apparent is the
construction of climate models.

Climate models range in complexity from simple one-

dimensional models that consider the Earth to be a partially absorptive point mass with a
single temperature to those that attempt to model the full range of natural and human-driven
processes that influence our climate. Those most complex models, alternatively referred to
as global climate models or general circulation models, attempt to model as many processes
as possible directly from physical theory (thermodynamics, fluid dynamics, etc.), but it is
impossible for them to model all processes in this way. It would be too computationally intensive to do so, and in some cases the physics of the situation is either too complex or not
well enough understood to model even given ample computer power. In these circumstances
scientists are forced to rely on “parameterizations”—numerical approximations. As much as
possible, scientists attempt to make their parameterizations accord with empirical observations. For example, parameterizations of cloud cover should match empirical observations of
cloud cover for particular temperature, humidity, and altitude levels.
Sociologist Mikaela Sundberg describes how parameterizations serve as boundary objects
for climate scientists, allowing simulation modellers and experimentalists to coordinate their
activities without either group understanding the complexities of the others’ work. The
boundary object
is an analytic concept of those scientific objects which both inhabit several intersecting social worlds. . . and satisfy the informational requirements of each of
them. Boundary objects are objects which are both plastic enough to adapt to
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local needs and the constraints of the several parties employing them, yet robust
enough to maintain a common identity across sites. (Star and Griesemer 1989,
393)
Boundary objects facilitate “vertical” cooperation in science.7 That is, they make cooperation between groups of actors with different skill sets and different languages possible. They
allow for a division of labour in science between scientists of different specialities or between
scientists and other individuals (engineers or amateurs, for instance).
Sundberg describes how parameterizations serve as boundary objects for climate scientists, allowing simulation modellers and experimentalists to coordinate their activities without either group understanding the complexities of the others’ work. Experimentalists, for
example, can encapsulate their knowledge of cloud dynamics in a parameterization, and climate modellers can incorporate that parameterization into their models without a detailed
understanding of the physics of cloud formation.
Sundberg relates one researcher’s description of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC) as a “a communication surface between the ones who do research and the
ones who have money” (Sundberg 2007, 479). The IPCC thus functions as a kind of trading zone (Galison 1997), connecting funders with researchers. By relating their projects to
knowledge gaps identified by the IPCC, researchers can convince potential funders of the
importance of their work. Since the predictions of climate models are so central to the IPCC
reports, and model uncertainty due to parameterizations is one of the areas seen as most in
need of improvement, parameterizations are the most promising targets for experimentalists
seeking funding in this way.
Modellers need improved parameterizations based on experimental data to produce better
model predictions, and experimentalists have the ability to produce such parameterizations
without fully understanding the models in which they will be incorporated. They also have
an incentive to produce such parameterizations, as doing so allows them to link their work to
one of the IPCC’s core projects (predicting future climate scenarios) and thus be more likely
to attract funding. However, Sundberg found that the cooperation between experimentalists
and modellers is not as smooth as this account suggests:
7. “Vertical” cooperation takes place between scientists in separate specialities while “horizontal” cooperation
refers to cooperation between scientists in the same speciality.
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One modeller stated that the data produced in line with such motivations is rarely
used, primarily because the experimentalists fail to extract the necessary information to build a parameterization. . . . Consequently, there is a gap between where
experimentalists consider their work to end and where modellers can begin to use
it. (Sundberg 2007, 482)
This might seem unremarkable. It is an academic trope that grant applications pay lip service to practical applications such as those demanded by the IPCC, but in practice researchers
pursue their own, internal, ends. The National Science Foundation, for example, has only recently began succeeding in pushing applicants and peer reviewers to take “broader impacts”
criteria seriously (Holbrook 2005). Scientists have traditionally been unwilling to close the
gap between their research results and economic or social applications, despite claiming such
links in grant proposals. However, there is not just a gap in this case between the desires of
funding agencies and the desires of scientists; there is a gap between the needs of one group
of scientists and the results of another. The seemingly cynical game of overstating practical
applications of one’s research might be seen as a way of protecting science from disruptive
external influence. Political realities require scientists to identify potential applications of
their research so that the public continues to authorize policymakers to fund them, but policymakers and scientists might tacitly agree that such claims are mere stories and that the
tangible benefits of scientific research are unpredictable and far more distant than suggested.
But this failure of coordination within science goes against this account—science does not
seem to be working (in this case) as Polanyi or Walstad envisioned. There is a failure of
spontaneous organization.
This is not an isolated problem. A lack of cross-discipline collaboration is a frequently
discussed issue in science (Wray 2011, Ch. 7). Another example of coordination failure within
climate science is described by Randall et al. (2003). As with Sundberg’s case study, Randall
et al. describe an attempt to facilitate the production of cloud parameterizations for use by
climate modellers. To encourage cooperation, climate scientists at the Global Energy and
Water Cycle Experiment developed what they call the “GCSS process”.8
The GCSS process attempts to bring together three groups of climate scientists: field
8. GCSS is a double acronym, where GEWEX is the acronym for the Global Energy and Water Cycle Experiment
and GCSS stands for the GEWEX Cloud System Study.
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data collection scientists, cloud system modelling (CSRM) scientists, and general circulation
modelling (GCM) scientists. The “Mark 1” version of the process was linear: first data were
collected and used to validate cloud models, and then those models were used to develop
cloud parameterizations for use in general circulation models. However, the process failed to
work smoothly. In particular, it failed to attract much interest from GCM scientists. Randall
et al. (2003) report
The GCSS Process Mark 1. . . portrays the CSRM community as the primary producers of ideas in the form of parameterizations, and the GCM/SCM [general
circulation model /single column model] community as relatively passive consumers of these ideas. Experience shows that this is unrealistic, for two reasons.
First, the CSRM [cloud system resolving model] community does not necessarily
know what the GCM/SCM community wants or needs. Second, to the extent
that the GCM/SCM community is viewed as playing a relatively passive role, it
becomes difficult to involve them in the GCSS WG [working group] activities as
fully as they need to be in order for the WGs to succeed. (465)
This passage is interesting not just because it shows a similar coordination problem to
Sundberg’s case, but because it diagnoses the problem as a problem of information, and
because it invokes a specifically economic analogy and then rejects it as inadequate.
Regarding information, Randall et al. (2003) observed that the cloud parameterizations
provided to GCM scientists were often not useful: “Climate modellers want neat, gridded,
averaged, and in short ‘ready-to-eat’ geophysical variables presented as data products” (464).
Just as with Sundberg’s climate scientists, there was a gap between what GCM scientists
needed for their models and what the cloud parameterizations were offering. In response,
the GCSS process developed an additional component, the “Data Integration for Model Evaluation” activity, which filled the gap (464). Additionally, they revised their process to create
specific avenues for information to flow back from GCM scientists to cloud modellers and
data collection scientists (463).
Regarding the economic analogy, the original GCSS process appears to have assumed that
if a mechanism for creating and transmitting data was produced, that data would automatically be produced and consumed. As markets connect producers and consumers without
having to direct any specific interaction, the GCSS process was expected to connect its groups
of scientists without actively soliciting the participation of any specific scientist. The process
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had particular trouble engaging with GCM scientists, and now the revised version of the process invites members of the GCM community to present at its meetings (Randall et al. 2003,
465). In economic terms, this is the equivalent of replacing a market system with centralized
planning.
These case studies from Sundberg (2007) and Randall et al. (2003) demonstrate clearly that
the citation system is inadequate for facilitating cooperation in the way that the price system
does for markets. This does not mean that scientists do not cooperate, but rather it shows
that scientists are often forced to develop mechanisms for cooperation beyond the citation
system. While solutions such as the GCSS process are in some sense endogenous—they are
developed by scientists themselves rather than imposed by some outside authority—they
are by no means automatic or spontaneous, as the GCSS process demonstrated. Therefore,
Walstad’s analogy doesn’t just fail on technical grounds; science is organized in qualitatively
different ways than the market.

4.5

Conclusion

Drawing comparisons between science and the market is easy. They are both decentralized
systems that require cooperation amongst widely dispersed individuals, who in pursuing
their own ends further community-level goals. Given these numerous similarities, it is tempting to import ideological commitments from one to the other. If you believe that the market
works best when left to its own devices and attempts at centralized planning are doomed to
fail, it is tempting to infer that the same is probably true of science. Conversely, for those
skeptical about the power of markets to self-organize for the common good, it is natural to
conclude that science, too, ought to be regulated and planned for the common good. Such
analogical reasoning is not without merit; scientists and philosophers routinely draw conclusions about one system by learning about another. There is no reason in principle why this
should not apply to science as well.
In chapter 2, I explored a clear instance of beliefs about the organization of the economy
being transferred to beliefs about the organization of science. Polanyi, a critic of Soviet economic policies, argued for a “free market” of science. Bernal, a Marxist, argued for centralized
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planning of science. Walstad is in many ways following in this tradition. However, Polanyi
and Bernal, while clearly influenced by their economic ideologies, attempted to generate arguments about science independently of arguments about the economy. Rather than drawing
conclusions about science based on its alleged similarities to the market, Polanyi attempted
to argue for an spontaneously organizing science based on his account of overlapping competency, and Bernal attempted to argue for the planning of science based upon observations
of inefficiencies in the operation of science, such as the proliferation of scientific journals and
the duplication of research. Walstad’s argument is different, as his major conclusions about
science are founded upon science’s claimed similarities to the market; Walstad is making an
argument by analogy.
Walstad’s argument fails because the citation system in science lacks crucial features of
the monetary system. In particular, the citation system lacks prices. This means that, while
citations fulfill some of the functions of money, they do not fulfill all of the functions of
money. Citations seem closest to money in terms of money’s incentivizing role: the prospect
of citation encourages scientists to publish research that will be useful to other scientists, just
as the prospect of monetary profit encourages entrepreneurs to produce useful commodities.
Even in this respect, however, citations lack money’s ability to scale. There is no “citation
price” that must be paid to cite a paper; deciding whether or not to cite is a binary decision.
Citations fare even worse with respect to the price system’s informational role. The practice
of citation does convey some information, but not nearly as much information as prices. The
challenges of climate scientists to coordinate their activities, described by Sundberg (2007)
and Randall et al. (2003) make these challenges clear.
This chapter has shown that, while Walstad’s argument fails Juthe’s (strict) standard for
analogical arguments, it cannot be said that citations are nothing like money anymore than it
can be said that citations are just like money. This explains why science commentators remain
so divided on the issue. I have attempted to clarify the ways in which money and citations
are similar and different, but it is impossible to precisely specify the role citations play in
organizing scientific activity. Citations, like money, have both incentivizing and informational
functions. Both of these functions are weaker for citations than money. These weaknesses
block Walstad’s argument. However, it is not possible to quantify just how much weaker
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they are; I can only offer case studies such as those from climate science to suggest that they
are significantly weaker.
Faced with this disanalogy between science and the market, and faced with continuing challenges in coordinating scientific research, there are two possible paths. First, those
seeking to improve the design of science as an epistemic system may do so completely independently of accounts of market based organization. Contra Walstad, science and the market
are distinctly different kinds of systems, and thus the best ways of organizing science could
be entirely independent from the best ways of organizing markets. Alternatively, they might
seek to make science more like the market. If science is not like the market, perhaps the organization of science could be improved by importing institutional structures from the market
to solve science’s coordination problems. In the final two chapters of this dissertation I will
examine two possible ways of following this second path. In chapter 5 I will consider the
possibility of using prediction markets to organize scientific research, and in chapter 6 I will
consider the ongoing practice of “commodifying” science.
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Chapter 5

Prediction Markets
Hayek and Polanyi were concerned with spontaneous order—Hayek for the economy and
Polanyi for science. A system displays spontaneous order if the components of that system
appear to behave as if they are directed according to a central plan, but in fact receive no such
direction. According to Hayek, markets display spontaneous order in virtue of the price system’s ability to transmit relevant information between individuals efficiently. According to
Polanyi, science displays spontaneous order in virtue of its institutional structure, and particularly the overlapping competencies of scientists that ensures consistent standards between
scientific disciplines.
In the second chapter I argued that Polanyi was incorrect in assuming that overlapping
competency will ensure consistent standards throughout science. This is because scientists
in nearby disciplines may have internalized different and ultimately incompatible standards
while appearing to agree about any finite set of scientific products within their overlapping
domains. Therefore, there may be significant drift in how scientists evaluate each other between distant scientific fields. Additionally, there is reason to believe that scientific disciplines
are not fully connected in the way required by Polanyi (Ziman 2000b). In the previous chapter I argued that Alan Walstad is incorrect to assume that the exchange relation of citation is
sufficiently powerful to achieve the same sort of coordination attributed by Hayek to markets.
Hayek’s account of markets does not make any explicit claims about how well any particular market is organized, only that there are mechanisms at work that encourage spontaneous
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organization. Nevertheless, Hayek and similarly minded economists clearly believe that markets work quite well in that respect. Eugene Fama’s “Efficient Market Hypothesis” makes
this commitment explicit. Fama defines an efficient market as “a market where, given the
available information, actual prices at every point in time represent very good estimates of
intrinsic values” (Fama 1965, 90). The first thing to note about this definition is that it is epistemic; it is about information. The second is that in an efficient market prices are accurate
at every point in time. This means that prices will instantaneously react to new information.
Finally, in efficient markets prices are “very good estimates of intrinsic values”. That is,
prices offer an accurate and objective measure of value. Value is a slippery concept, especially when speaking of objectivity, but a reasonable approximation of “value” is “expected
returns”: stock prices in efficient markets are very good estimates of the future returns of
their associated firms.1
The main argument of this chapter is that science is not epistemically efficient, but it could
be made more efficient by incorporating prediction markets (markets buying and selling
contracts based on predictions of future events) into its practice. In claiming that science is
not epistemically efficient, I mean that the aggregate beliefs of scientists cannot be expected
to adjust rationally to new information. The argument will proceed in several stages.
Firstly, I will consider the Efficient Market Hypothesis as a hypothesis about rational
adjustment to evidence. Economists often talk as though markets believe things about the
world, and the EMH claims that these beliefs are in some sense correct. However, neither of
the definitions of the EMH Fama has offered make this notion clear. I propose an alternative
definition of the EMH that captures the intent of Fama’s definitions, but make it clear that
the EMH is a hypothesis about rational belief. This redefinition will be used as a standard
for judging the epistemic efficiency of markets and science.
Secondly, I will examine what mechanisms could be responsible for making markets
epistemically efficient. The two main mechanisms that economists cite are the “wisdom
of crowds” (emergent knowledge from a large group of individuals) and arbitrage. There are
1. The Capital Asset Pricing Model, which is the most widely accepted baseline pricing model for financial
assets, including stocks, considers market prices as functions of their riskiness and expected returns (Sharpe
1964). Expected returns are simply the (time discounted) future income that can be expected in virtue of holding
an asset. For stocks, often this income will come in the form of dividends.
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many reasons to believe that these mechanisms are not sufficient to make the stock market
efficient, but prediction markets have fared much better (Wolfers and Zitzewitz 2004). It is
also much easier to infer market belief from prices for prediction markets.
Thirdly, I will consider whether the mechanisms for promoting epistemic efficiency in
markets might also operate within science. Scientific disciplines lack sufficient numbers of
scientists for the “wisdom of crowds” to operate, so that leaves arbitrage as a possible mechanism for promoting epistemic efficiency in science. Although Patrick Maher argues that
scientists do “bet on theories”, I argue that they do not do so in a way that allows for arbitrage. There is also empirical evidence against epistemic efficiency in science. I discuss two
examples: one from the precision measurement of physical constants and one from medical
research.
Fourthly, I will argue that prediction markets trading in scientific predictions could increase its epistemic efficiency by allowing scientists (and others) to make arbitrage profits.
Prediction markets could also have two other major benefits for science. First, they would
provide a transparent indicator of aggregated scientific belief. Currently consensus measures
are the chief way to gauge aggregate scientific opinion, but consensus is at best a very imprecise indicator. Meta-analyses, which aggregate and analyze the results of many studies, are
more precise, but might not capture the full range of applicable studies because meta-analyses
offer no way to objectively aggregate data (Stegenga 2011). Prediction markets offer to provide numerical probability estimates for scientific predictions that incorporate the dispersed
knowledge of scientists in an objective way. Second, to the extent that scientific prediction
markets perform as well as other prediction markets, they would give us reliable estimates of
those probabilities. Prediction market probabilities could be interpreted as group knowledge
in the same way that stock market prices can be.
Finally, I will consider epistemic and non-epistemic reasons to be cautious about adopting
prediction markets into scientific practice. The primary epistemic worry is that prediction
markets may not perform well for long term predictions. The primary non-epistemic worry
is that prediction markets could subvert other scientific institutions, including the public
funding of scientific research. Nevertheless, I will conclude that the potential benefits of
prediction markets for increasing the epistemic efficiency of science are great enough to justify
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adopting them into scientific practice.

5.1

The Efficient Market Hypothesis

Eugene Fama is the chief proponent of the Efficient Market Hypothesis (EMH). One the surface, the EMH is a hypothesis about the adjustment of market prices to new information.
However, I will argue in this section that it is better viewed as a hypothesis about the rationality of market beliefs. Fama has offered two definitions of the hypothesis. The first
is:
a market where, given the available information, actual prices at every point in
time represent very good estimates of intrinsic values. (Fama 1965, 90)
The second is:
a market in which prices always “fully reflect” available information. . . . (Fama
1970, 383)
From these definitions it is clear that the EMH is a hypothesis about the relationship
between market prices and information. In the first definition, prices estimate values relative
to available information. In the second definition, prices “fully reflect” available information.
The first is easier to understand upon first inspection, because it explicitly states what prices
are supposed to indicate: intrinsic value. The second definition eschews mention of value,
and substitutes for it the confusing concept of “fully reflecting”. What it means for prices to
“fully reflect” available information is not made clear. However, I suspect that Fama moved
to the second definition because value, though an intuitively appealing concept, is a difficult
notion for neoclassical economics to define. While classical economists such as Adam Smith,
David Ricardo, and Karl Marx subscribed to substance theories of value, where value was
a property of commodities with explanatory force, neoclassical economics has emptied the
term of meaning. Value, according to neoclassical economics, is whatever people take it to be;
it is entirely subjective. Therefore the first definition is either empty, as there is nothing real to
be estimated, or tautological, as prices by definition represent individuals’ valuations. Prices
could be incorrect relative to value in classical economics, but it is difficult to understand
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what this would mean in neoclassical economics. Therefore Fama was wise to prefer the
second definition of the Efficient Market Hypothesis to the first.
What, then, does it mean for prices to “‘fully reflect’ available information”? Regarding
“information”, individuals trade on the market based on belief, and so in some sense price
is a function of individual belief. However, the EMH would lose its most significant claim
if it were to be reformulated as “prices always ‘fully reflect’ traders’ beliefs”. This reformulation would be a hypothesis about how quickly markets adjust to the changing beliefs
of individuals—how quickly they regain equilibrium when disturbed. Speed is part of the
EMH’s concern, but at least as important is correctness. In Fama’s original definition prices
were hypothesized to be “good estimates of intrinsic values”. This implies a kind of objectivity: market prices do not merely reflect the subjective beliefs of traders, but are (nearly)
correct. Markets are supposed to distill objective judgement from subjective belief. Hence,
“information”: information, unlike belief, is objective. Information is true.2 Market prices are
not based on the beliefs of individuals, but their true beliefs.
Prices could “fully reflect” information in any number of ways. To give an absurd example, prices could monotonically increase as new information is discovered. Price would
then be a measure of how much is known about an asset. This is clearly not what Fama had
in mind, though. Rather, market prices are supposed to “fully reflect” information correctly.
In his 1965 definition, he defined efficiency in terms of making “very good estimates”, and
although that condition was dropped in his 1970 definition, the same intuition remains.
The best way to understand Fama’s updated definition is to think of “the market” as a
collective entity with beliefs about the world that are implied by prices.3 Bruno de Finetti
referred to the “obvious idea that the degree of probability attributed to a given event is revealed by the conditions under which he would be disposed to bet on that event” (De Finetti
1964, 101). In other words, the price an individual is willing to pay for a gamble reveals
what that individual believes about the event linked to that gamble. Similarly, the price an
individual is willing to pay for a security on the stock market can serve as an indicator of
2. Fama does not explicitly state what he means by “information”, but this interpretation seems to capture his
intent.
3. I explore the idea of the market as a collective entity capable of beliefs in much more detail in a forthcoming
paper tentatively entitled “Market Epistemology.”
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that individual’s beliefs about the expected returns of that security—how much income he or
she expects to earn from holding that security. Market prices, in turn, represent what an abstract individual—“the market”—is willing to pay and therefore what “the market” believes.
Fama’s hypothesis is that this abstract individual incorporates all available information into
that belief, and further, that its beliefs are in some way correct.
The best way to interpret “correctly” is as “rationally.” Fama is claiming that the market
adjusts its beliefs rationally as it encounters new information. The account of rationality that
is best suited to evaluating these market beliefs is Bayesian. Bayesian epistemology rests on
Thomas Bayes’ formula for inverting conditional probability:

p( H | E) =

p( E| H ) p( H )
p( E)

(5.1)

Here p( H | E) denotes the posterior or conditionalized probability of a hypothesis H given
evidence E; p( E| H ) denotes the probability of observing that evidence if the hypothesis is
true; p( H ) is the prior or initial probability of the hypothesis being true; and p( E) is the
overall probability of observing the evidence (Howson and Urbach 2006, 20). In philosophy
of science, Bayesian confirmation is most commonly applied to adjusting justified beliefs
about the truth or falsity of theories, but it can be extended to conditionalizing non-binary
beliefs. Following Howson and Urbach (2006), it is possible to compute the expected value
of a quantity by taking a probability weighted average of its possible values (32–33):

E(q) =

n

∑ qi ai

(5.2)

i =1

where q is the quantity being estimated, qi ...qn are the possible values of that quantity, each
with a probability of ai . New information would adjust this estimate based on its effect on
the probability of each ai . In relation to markets, q would represent a price and each qi would
represent a possible price that would be realized in a future with probability ai .
One of the main criticisms of Bayesian conditionalization as a standard of rational belief
is its infeasibility as a guide to actual human reasoning (Kyburg 1983; Maher 1993). Real
people are unlikely to be able to perform even basic Bayesian conditionalization, let alone the
computationally intensive procedure for estimating quantities described above. Therefore
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it seems problematic as a standard for human belief. However, this is not a problem for
evaluating the rationality of market belief, as superhuman capability is exactly what the
EMH attributes to markets.
Bayesian confirmation theory is a theory about the adjustment of belief, so it is normally
taken to offer a constraint on rational subjective belief rather than an account of rational objective belief. This seems in conflict with my claim above that the EMH is an objective theory of
market prices. It is commonly observed that any posterior beliefs can be justified by Bayesian
conditionalization from some set of prior beliefs. However, even given very divergent priors,
conditionalization on the same set of evidence should cause beliefs to converge (Howson and
Urbach 2006, 241).4 Further, it seems correct to claim that there is no single correct prior
value for a security’s price; there is no default value that a security can be objectively assigned given no or very little information about that security. With no information it seems
obvious that no price can be judged better than any other; there is no objective prior belief
about a security’s future returns. It is difficult to see how one piece of information could be
supposed to generate a single best estimate of a security’s true value. Therefore the Bayesian
account corresponds to how we ought to evaluate the price of securities.
This discussion suggests a reformulation of the EMH as follows:
An efficient market is one where the beliefs implied by its prices are rational by the standards of Bayesian conditionalization on the evidence available to market participants.
This definition does not capture Fama’s claim, in his first definition, that prices are “very
good estimates” of value. His claim implies that beyond adjusting correctly to new evidence,
the beliefs implied by prices are close to correct. However, this idea should simply be discarded from the EMH. Bayesian confirmation theory implies that probabilities are inevitably
subjective. Posterior beliefs result from the adjustment of subjective prior beliefs, and though
individuals with a wide range of priors may converge upon common posterior estimates
given access to the same information, this does not imply that their common beliefs are in
any way correct, or close to correct, or objective in any way. Therefore, the EMH should be
4. This would not hold for dogmatic prior probabilities (probabilities of 0 or 1) or in all situations. However, Howson and Urbach demonstrate that for many cases important for science and investing—especially the
estimation of numerical quantities—convergence can be expected to be rapid.
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taken as a hypothesis about the adjustment of beliefs.
Many attempted tests of the EMH, which focus on how prices adjust to new information,
support my interpretation. For instance, economists have studied how stock prices react to
news events, earnings announcements, and changes in government policy. All of these studies investigate whether and how stock prices adjust to new information, and thus are compatible with a Bayesian interpretation of the Efficient Market Hypothesis. However, others
support a frequentist interpretation. For instance, the “small firm effect” suggests that firms
with small market capitalizations have higher returns than larger firms (Fama and French
1995), which is taken as a possible refutation of the efficient market hypothesis. The small
firm effect is not a problem of how prices adjust through time, but a problem of how a particular category of securities is priced on average. Therefore it is hard to square this apparent
anomaly with a Bayesian interpretation of the EMH. Additionally, many tests of prediction
markets (as discussed below) compare market prices with actual results over many iterations.
Again, this is not a test of how prediction markets adjust to new evidence, but a comparison
of predictions with actual results in the long run, which is better understood according to a
frequentist interpretation.
However, a frequentist interpretation of the EMH fails to capture the central role of information in Fama’s account. Fama partitioned the EMH into “strong”, “semi-strong”, and
“weak” forms, relative to the information set to be tested against.5 Frequentist tests, which
simply compare predictions with results, have no way to make such distinctions. Therefore
frequentist tests are better thought of as “best-case-scenario” tests. A Bayesian reasoner with
non-dogmatic priors and clear, relevant evidence should often quickly converge upon an accurate estimation for a quantity (Howson and Urbach 2006, 238). Thus frequentist tests of the
EMH should be seen as testing a conjunction of two hypotheses: (1) Market prices adjust to
information according to Bayesian conditionalization, and (2) Conditions of the market are
such that a Bayesian reasoner will often converge upon accurate predictions future returns.
The advantage of this Bayesian redefinition is that it clarifies the epistemic nature of the
Efficient Market Hypothesis. It avoids the problematic reliance on objective value of Fama’s
5. According to Fama (1970), the “weak” form of the EMH considers only information about the price histories
of securities, the “semi-strong” form considers all information that is publicly available, and the “strong” form
considers all information possessed by any person whatsoever.
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first definition and the problematic notion of “fully reflecting” available information of his
second. Further, it makes explicit the normative standard that market beliefs should be held
to: Bayesian conditionalization. When I describe markets as “epistemically efficient”, I mean
that they meet the criteria of this Bayesian redefinition of the EMH.
An excellent example of the EMH working as advertised is the stock market’s reaction to
the Challenger disaster of 1986 (Maloney and Mulherin 2003). On a cold January morning,
the space shuttle Challenger launched from the Kennedy Space Center in Florida only to
explode moments later. While it took nearly two weeks for defective rubber “o-rings” in
the shuttle’s solid rocket boosters to be publicly identified as the culprit, and four months
more for that diagnosis to be judged definitive, the markets “knew” what went wrong almost
immediately.
In what sense did the markets “know” this? Manufacture of the shuttle had been contracted out by NASA to publicly-traded corporations. Martin Marietta produced the external
fuel tank, Rockwell International produced the orbiter and the main engines, Morton Thiokol
produced the solid rocket boosters, and Lockheed managed ground operations. Because
these corporations were publicly traded, the Efficient Market Hypothesis predicts that their
prices should have reacted quickly and correctly to the new information of the Challenger
disaster. Maloney and Mulherin (2003) find that this is exactly what they did. While all
four of these companies stocks dropped immediately after the crash, three of them recovered
nearly all of their value within hours. Only one, Morton Thiokol, did not. Thus, the markets
“knew” that Morton Thiokol, and thus the shuttle’s solid rocket boosters, were responsible.
This account infers several beliefs from stock market prices on the day of the Challenger
disaster. Most directly, it infers beliefs about the future profits of each company that might
have been involved in the crash. Further, it infers that those beliefs must be based upon
beliefs about the cause of the crash. Those beliefs must in turn be due to evidence about the
crash and those companies possessed by a variety of individuals, but not all possessed by a
single individual.
Maloney and Mulherin (2003) suspect that two broad groups were responsible for accurately pricing Morton Thiokol on the day of the crash. First, insiders were likely responsible
for identifying Thiokol as the culprit. Prior to the launch engineers at Thiokol had expressed
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worry that the o-rings would not perform well under low temperatures such as those leading
up to the launch. Many individuals at NASA and Thiokol would likely have known of these
worries. Maloney and Mulherin (2003) found no evidence of insider trading, but claim this
is the most likely explanation. This first group, they speculate, was likely responsible for
the initial selloff and drop in price of Thiokol. A wider group then took this price drop as
evidence of culpability and proceeded to trade based on that assumption. This wider group
possessed information about Thiokol’s industry position and legal standing, and arrived at
an estimate of its future earnings. While a single individual may have justifiably suspected
that defective o-rings were responsible for the crash, probably no individual knew the correct
way to price Thiokol based on that belief. It took the aggregating abilities of the market to
make that evaluation.
Further, the market was crucial for establishing Thiokol’s culpability as knowledge. There
were individuals at Thiokol who knew of the o-ring problem, but presumably they did not
know, prior to the disaster, that they would fail in these circumstances. They had reason to
believe that they might fail, but they must have believed that there was a relatively small
probability that they would. Otherwise they would have halted the launch. Once the disaster occurred, they would have had much more reason to believe the o-rings failed, but the
disaster in itself would not be sufficient to elevate this suspicion to knowledge. However,
this suspicion could be elevated to knowledge once the market identified no other likely culprit. If, for example, Rockwell International’s price had maintained similar or worse losses
than Thiokol, then Thiokol insiders might have justifiably believed that the main engine was
responsible for the crash rather than the solid rocket boosters.
While illustrative, isolated positive examples give little reason to endorse the Efficient
Market Hypothesis. There are two main theoretical arguments for accepting it.
The first is based on what James Surowiecki calls “the wisdom of crowds” (Surowiecki
2005). According to this argument, market prices are accurate due to the profit incentive for
individual traders to be correct, and the averaging effect of many individual guesses. For example, Surowiecki tells the story of fairgoers attempting to guess the number of jellybeans in
a giant jar, where the closest guess will win some prize. While the accuracy of any individual
guess is quite low, the average guess is extremely accurate. There are many such examples,
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from guessing the weight of a pig to the location of a lost submarine on the ocean floor. In
each case, the aggregate guess is almost eerily accurate. While some individuals might guess
the right number of beans in the jar, we would not say they “know” the number of beans in
the jar; they were just lucky. Given another jar of beans, we don’t expect that the people who
gave accurate guesses in the first case would be able to repeat their performances. However,
we do expect that the aggregate guess would be extremely accurate. Therefore it is fair to say
in this case that the group knows something that none of its members do. If we think that the
pricing of securities works like guessing jelly bean quantities, then there is reason to believe
that the Efficient Market Hypothesis is correct.
There are reasons to think that pricing securities does not work in that way. Many
studies have demonstrated that people, and investors, often behave in systematically biased
ways (Kahneman and Tversky 1979; Odean 1998; Shefrin and Statman 1985). This means that
the wisdom of crowds cannot be relied upon to price securities accurately. However, even if
investors on average do not price securities rationally, a smaller group of investors seeking
arbitrage profits might ensure market efficiency. In gambling, an arbitrage is a combination of
two or more wagers that are guaranteed to yield a profit. In the stock market a pure arbitrage
is two or more transactions that are guaranteed to yield a profit. Ross (1976) demonstrated
that efficient markets have no arbitrage opportunities. Given some additional assumptions,
such as zero transaction costs and the existence of perfect substitutes for every security, the
converse is also true: any market with no arbitrage opportunities will be efficient.6 Since
taking advantage of an arbitrage opportunity will eliminate that opportunity, individuals
seeking such opportunities should cause markets to be efficient as those opportunities are
eliminated. As opportunities arise, competing arbitrageurs ought to quickly eliminate them.
This is the method Fama originally cited as likely responsible for market efficiency:
We also saw that two factors that could possibly contribute toward establishing
independence are (1) the existence of many sophisticated chart readers actively
competing with each other to take advantage of any dependencies in series of
6. A perfect substitute for any commodity is another commodity that can be substituted for the former commodity and perform all of its functions. Perfect substitutes are required for pure arbitrage so that arbitrageurs
can profit from mispricing while investing no net wealth. Without this assumption potential arbitrageurs could
face budget constraints that hinder arbitrage. These assumptions are not true of any real markets, and so markets
with no arbitrage opportunities may not be efficient.
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price changes, and (2) the existence of sophisticated analysts, where sophistication
implies an ability both to predict better the occurrence of economic and political
events which have a bearing on prices and to evaluate the eventual effects of such
events on prices. (Fama 1965, 90)
Both of these “sophisticated” groups are employing a form of imperfect arbitrage. The chart
readers seek to make abnormal profits through the prediction of price movements based on
patterns of previous price movements. To the degree that these movements can be predicted
with confidence, the chart readers are assured to profit, and in competing to make these
profitable trades they eliminate the predictability of price movements. The analysts (often
called “value investors”) seek to make abnormal profits by predicting events that will have
an effect on market prices before the market as a whole has incorporated the probability of
those events into its prices. To the degree that these analysts can do so, they will be assured
to profit, and their competition to make such superior predictions will cause market prices
to reflect those previously unaccounted for probabilities.
It seems likely that some combination of these two effects—the wisdom of crowds and
arbitrage—is responsible for the efficiency of markets, to the extent that it is observed. To
what degree stock markets do display efficiency is highly disputed. The efficient market
hypothesis is a statistical hypothesis that shares the same challenges for confirmation and
falsification as other statistical hypotheses, plus the nature of market prices make it difficult
to determine exactly what the market is predicting. Finally, the efficient market hypothesis
only holds prices accountable to “available information”, and so it is not possible to test it
just by comparing inferred predictions against actual results; when the market is “wrong” it
might be because the market behaves differently than EMH proponents suggest, or it might
be that traders did not have access to sufficient evidence to make an accurate prediction, or
it might be that the market made the best possible prediction but got unlucky. Nevertheless,
there have been many studies that suggest the efficient market hypothesis is not completely
correct (Shleifer 2000; Malkiel 2003).
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5.2

Prediction Markets

Most prediction markets are double auction markets similar to the stock market. Market
participants submit bids to buy at a certain price or asks to sell at a price. The market mechanism then completes transactions by matching compatible bids and asks. However, whereas
in stock markets it is shares of corporations being traded, in prediction markets the traded
commodities are contracts promising payments based on the fulfillment of predictions.
The best known and most studied prediction markets are political markets, and especially
the Iowa Electronic Markets (IEM) run by researchers at the University of Iowa College of
Business. A typical instance of such markets is a presidential election market where contracts
pay $1 if the specified candidate is elected and $0 otherwise. If contracts priced at $0.70 pay
out $1 70% of the time, then their expected rewards are $0.70, their price. This means that
the price of a contract can be interpreted as the probability that its associated candidate will
be elected president.7
The theoretical account of prices in prediction markets is identical to that of any other
asset market, though most prediction markets have substantial advantages over traditional
markets, such as zero transaction costs. Some of the irrational behaviours observed by psychologists in traditional markets (Shiller 2003) have also been observed in prediction market
contexts. For instance, Forsythe et al. (1992) observed a systematic “assimilation contrast effect” in their study of the Iowa Presidential Stock Market in 1988. The assimilation contrast
effect is a bias in which individuals’ interpretation of evidence is biased by their preferences. Democratic party supporters were more likely to interpret the results of a debate as
favourable to the Democratic candidate than Republicans were, because Democrats wanted
the Democratic candidate to win the election, for instance. A study of Google’s internal
prediction markets also found evidence of “an overpricing of favourites, short aversion, optimism, and an underpricing of extreme outcomes” (Cowgill, Wolfers, and Zitzewitz 2009, 7).
There is every reason to expect that other psychological biases will exist in these markets as
well.
One theoretical advantage prediction markets have over stock markets is that they are less
7. For contracts with payouts other than $1, the implied probability would be scaled proportionately.
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susceptible to some of the “limits of arbitrage” described by Shleifer (Shleifer and Vishny
1997; Shleifer 2000). One of the most significant dangers for arbitrageurs is often referred
to as “noise trader risk” (Shleifer 2000, 15): the risk that mispricing of stocks might get
worse before it gets better. Noise traders are traders who trade based on “noise”: incorrect
or irrelevant information. Rational arbitrageurs are supposed to correct mispricings in the
market due noise trading, but if they have limited budgets they will have a limited ability to
affect prices. Arbitrageurs who trade on margin (who increase their market power through
borrowing) face the risk that they will have to abandon their positions before prices correct
themselves. These risks limit the power of informed traders to correct mispricings in the
stock market. Prediction markets ameliorate this problem in two ways. First, finite budgets
are less of a concern because the total trading volume in prediction markets is far less than
in the stock market. Arbitrageurs in prediction markets do not face the danger of going
broke before their arbitrages succeed. Second, prediction markets have finite time horizons.
While, in the long run, well informed and rational traders on the stock market ought to be
rewarded as the companies they invest in generate profits, mispricings can exist for arbitrarily
long periods of time. Unless a company is liquidated, there is no day of reckoning on the
stock market. Prediction markets, in contrast, have precisely defined expiration dates. For
example, presidential election markets are closed when the election is decided, and those
who hold contracts for the winner are paid accordingly. Therefore, arbitrageurs in prediction
markets face considerably less uncertainty than their counterparts on the stock market.
One disadvantage of prediction markets compared to the stock market is that prediction
markets offer fewer incentives to trade. Investors in the stock market might initiate trades
for a number of reasons—for example, hedging against otherwise costly events, adjusting
risk exposure, or funding other activities. Rational traders who believe their counterparties
are also rational must ask themselves why their counterparties are willing to trade. What
does their counterparty know that they don’t know? Sebenius and Geanakoplos (1983) have
shown that this kind of reasoning ought to prevent rational investors from trading with each
other, even if each possesses information they know the other party does not. However,
investors with different risk preferences, or different hedging needs, might still wish to trade.
Prediction markets could conceivably be used for hedging. For example, a businessperson
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worried that the election of a certain presidential candidate will be bad for their business
could hedge against that risk by buying shares of that candidate on a prediction market.
However, existing prediction markets are far too small to allow for any meaningful hedging
function.8 The small size of prediction markets compared to the stock market may also reduce
incentives for traders to devote significant effort to discovering mispricing. Grossman and
Stiglitz (1980) have argued that markets can never be perfectly efficient because information
is costly to obtain. If information costs more to obtain than it can be expected to yield in
excess returns, there will be no incentive to discover that information. Therefore small-scale
prediction markets may be less informationally efficient than the stock market, where there
are much larger potential rewards for being informed.
Prediction markets have no clear theoretical advantage over the stock market. Where they
do have a clear advantage, however, is with empirical tests.
Interpreting stock market prices, as discussed above, is rarely a straightforward process.
In some cases, such as the Challenger disaster, there is an obvious interpretation for price
changes. In other cases, such as with the small firm effect, there are multiple possible interpretations. Perhaps small firms have extra risks that cause their prices to be lower than
we would expect based on the Capital Asset Pricing Model, or perhaps small firms are incorrectly priced by investors. Perhaps Apple’s share price compared to Google’s means that
investors think Apple’s best days are behind it, or perhaps they think that Google has especially profitable years ahead of it, or perhaps investors prefer Google for less tangible or even
irrational reasons. Prediction markets avoid all of these difficulties. If the price of a contract
rises, it is because the market believes its associated outcome is more likely. Why it believes
that outcome might be unclear, but that it does is straightforward (with some caveats I will
discuss below). This makes it much easier to judge the accuracy of prediction market prices;
if at $1 payout contract is priced at $0.70, the associated event should occur 70% of the time.
The clearly defined time horizon of prediction markets makes arbitrage less risky, and
it also makes empirical testing much easier. Every prediction market has a well specified
closing date and clear criteria for judging successful predictions. The design of prediction
markets requires such specificity. Many prediction markets have binary outcomes (a contract
8. For further discussion of this problem, see Hanson (2003), and Wolfers and Zitzewitz (2007).
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upon expiration is either worth full value or zero), but these can still be judged over the long
run: 70% of prediction markets that imply a 70% chance of some event occurring should see
that even occur. Other prediction markets have continuous payouts and can be compared
directly to the outcome. A $0.70 valued contract in a vote share market, for example, predicts
a 70% vote share for its associated candidate.
Thirdly, it is difficult to perform repeatable tests of the efficiency of the stock market.
Apparent systematic violations of the EMH can often be explained as post hoc statistical
anomalies, and major apparent failures happen relatively infrequently. We can be confident
that stock markets are not entirely efficient, but how efficient they are is hard to quantify.
Prediction markets, in contrast offer many opportunities for repeatable tests. For example,
Figure 5.1 depicts the results from twelve years of prediction market results compared with
actual outcomes for the Iowa Electronic Markets. It represents data from 49 markets in 13
countries (Berg et al. 2008, 4). It compares the predicted vote share against the actual vote
share in a wide variety of elections, and shows that in most cases election prediction markets
predict actual vote share quite closely (the solid line in the chart represents perfect agreement). This sort of empirical test is impossible for the stock market, partly because inferring
stock market predictions from prices is ambiguous, but also because finding repeatable tests
is so difficult.9
Prediction markets have two further advantages over the stock market: they allow experimenters to collect more detailed information about traders and their behaviour, and they
can even allow experimenters to control the information available to traders. In an example
of the former, Cowgill, Wolfers, and Zitzewitz (2009) tracked trading behaviour on Google’s
internal prediction markets between 2005 and 2007. They were able to, for example, examine the influence of employee desk locations with trading behaviour. In an example of
the latter, Almenberg, Kittlitz, and Pfeiffer (2009) created an experimental prediction market
where participants invested in six mutually-exclusive hypotheses about a fictitious biochemical pathway. Participants were presented with information over the course of the experiment
and in different ways (information could be public, private, or private-then-public) and the
9. Inferring predictions from stock market prices is ambiguous because a change in price might be due to any
number of reasons. Examples such as the market’s reaction to the Challenger disaster, where a price change can
be unambiguously tied to an event, are relatively rare.
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Figure 5.1: Election-eve market predictions of vote-share or seat-share compared to actual
results for 1988–2000 in the Iowa Electronic Markets. Courtesy of Berg et al. (2008).
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experimenters tracked the reaction of market prices to this information. Their standard of rational adjustment was Bayesian updating. Experiments such as this therefore offer very direct
tests of the Efficient Market Hypothesis for prediction markets in a way that is impossible for
the stock market.
Empirical studies of prediction markets have found them to be remarkably accurate,
outperforming both expert predictions and opinion polls in predicting election outcomes
(Forsythe et al. 1992; Wolfers and Zitzewitz 2004; Sunstein 2006). There are exceptions to
this rule. For instance, statistician Nate Silver’s FiveThirtyEight prediction model, which incorporates a wide range of statistical data including polls and economic indicators, slightly
outperformed prediction markets in the 2008 presidential election (Rothschild 2009, 897).
However, Rothschild (2009) found that FiveThirtyEight’s advantage vanishes when correcting market prices for longshot bias.10 Election prediction markets, due to their relatively low
liquidity, can also be subject to manipulation. A notable instance of manipulation occurred
during the 2012 US presidential election, when a trader on the popular Intrade prediction
market succeeded in holding Obama at a 70% chance of victory even as other markets and
polls suggested a much greater probability of Obama winning (Rothschild and Sethi 2015,
21). This manipulation, though, cost the trader nearly seven million dollars, and was limited
to a single market.
Although prediction markets outside of the political sphere are still relatively rare and
small-scale, there is some evidence that they perform well in other realms, even when conducted for play, rather than real, money (Pennock et al. 2001). Therefore although there is
no clear theoretical advantage of prediction markets over the stock market, there are significant empirical advantages, both in their amenability to test and interpretation, and in their
predictive accuracy. This makes prediction markets a strong example to compare science
against.
10. See section 5.4 for a discussion of longshot bias in prediction markets.
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5.3

Efficiency in Science

The Efficient Market Hypothesis is grounded on the foundations of the “wisdom of crowds”
and arbitrage. In chapter 3, I discussed Miriam Solomon’s argument that the wisdom of
crowds cannot be trusted to ensure a division of cognitive labor proportionate to a theory’s
empirical support, because each individual subfield of science may only contain hundreds,
dozens, or even fewer scientists (Solomon 2001). Indeed, for some areas of research there
might be only a single researcher or a researcher and a graduate student pursuing a particular question. The same reasoning applies to epistemic efficiency. Wisdom of crowds-type
accuracy depends upon a large number of individual guesses to generate an accurate aggregate estimate, and we cannot count on there being a large number of scientific guessers for
any particular hypothesis.
This leaves arbitrage as a possible driver of epistemic efficiency in science. Arbitrage
has two basic requirements to operate effectively: the possibility for individuals to bet upon
particular outcomes and the possibility for individuals to profit from the mistakes of others.
In the normal course of science, scientists do not bet upon the truth of their theories.
However, Patrick Maher argues that scientists do effectively bet on theories (Maher 1993).
According to Maher, scientists prefer to accept theories that are true. In Maher’s (Bayesian)
view, preferences are defined in terms of willingness to bet. When a scientist accepts a theory
and acts according to that acceptance, she is placing a bet on that theory being true (91). Even
if it can never be definitively established whether or not a theory is true, Maher argues that
scientists still prefer to accept true theories and therefore are still betting on the truth of those
theories.
This is not an especially convincing argument. While it seems obvious that scientists will
prefer to accept scientific theories that are true, and it seems reasonable to suppose that these
preferences can be expressed in terms of willingness to bet, it is not clear that by accepting
scientific theories scientists are actually placing bets. Maher offers two examples of scientific
betting. In the first, biologists are asked to imagine that the truth of “the theory of evolution” could be definitively determined. He then asked whether they would prefer to choose
“$1,000 if the evolutionary hypothesis is true” or “$1,000 if it is false” (89). Maher reports
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that evolutionary biologists had no trouble understanding the bet and were confident in preferring the first bet. This is unsurprising, but Maher has added to his scenario the unrealistic
proviso that the theory of evolution could be definitively established. In the second example,
Maher considers David Hume’s arrangements to have his Dialogues Concerning Natural Religion be published after his death (Maher 1993, 90). In this instance, Maher argues, Hume was
betting that his Dialogues would be published even though he would have no way to establish
whether they had been because he would be dead by the time they were or weren’t. This
is an interesting example, and there are numerous examples of scientists and others making
such arrangements, but these must be considered an exceptional cases. Because the bettor
will never be rewarded for being correct or punished for being incorrect, there are effectively
no constraints on making such bets. A poor posthumous bettor does not have to fear being
exploited due to incoherent bets in the way that a living gambler has to.
Even accepting Maher’s argument that scientists do bet on theories by accepting them,
arbitrage also requires that individuals be able to profit off of the incorrect bets of others.
The best analogy here seems to be between purchasing a stock as an entitlement to a future
stream of payments and accepting a theory as an entitlement to a future stream of empirical
successes and resulting publications. Accepting a theory, in this account, is like investing in a
company. This relies on the potentially controversial assumption that truth causes empirical
success, but it is at least a reasonable assumption.
The immediate problem, which I have come to again and again in this dissertation, is that
there is no obvious analogy for stock price in science. Mispricing on the stock market may
be analogous to inefficient divisions of cognitive labour, but scientists have no access to a
simple, publicly available indicator of that misallocation. As discussed in chapter 4, Hayek
attributed the equilibrating power of markets to prices succinctly indicating the consumption
and production plans of a widely dispersed group of individuals. Effective arbitrage requires
a similarly succinct indicator. Potential scientific arbitrageurs need to have access to the aggregated epistemic commitments of their peers in order to judge whether those commitments
are proportionate to the expected rewards of making them. If efficiency in science rested on
the “wisdom of crowds”, scientists could chose to accept the theories that they found most
compelling. Fairgoers need not know the guesses of their fellows to guess the number of
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jellybeans in a jar, and scientists would need not know the commitments of their colleagues
in choosing which theory to accept. However, I have argued that the “wisdom of crowds”
is not sufficient to ground epistemic efficiency. Scientific arbitrageurs do not just accept the
theory that they find the most compelling; they must accept the theory that they find most
profitable relative to the commitments and efforts of other scientists. Therefore they do need
to survey their field in order to make a correct decision, and they do require an indicator
similar to prices. No such indicator is apparent.
On the other hand, scientists do have some idea of the activities of their peers and even
if they do not have access to a succinct indicator like stock price, maybe they do have access
to enough information for effective scientific arbitrage. Two empirical arguments suggest
otherwise.
The first is due to Philip Mirowski. Mirowski (2004b) examines the relationships between
fundamental physical constants. Physical constants can often be expressed as functions of
other physical constants. For example, the Josephson frequency-voltage constant can be expressed as a function of the electron charge and the Planck constant: K =

2e
h

(173). Because

many physical constants appear in the formulae for multiple other constants, you can view
these constants as a graph where nodes represent constants and edges represent mutual dependence:
An edge connecting two nodes indicates that these constants can be expressed as functions
of each other. The Josephson frequency-voltage constant, K, is connected to e, the electron
charge, and h, the Planck constant, and it can be derived from them based on the above
formula. Some constants can be derived in multiple ways. For instance, h can be derived
from K and e using the above formula, but as indicated by the graph, it can also be derived
from σ and R∞. If the values of the physical constants are consistent, the value of h ought to
be the same when derived either way. However, this is not always the case.
Mirowski analogizes the values of these constants to prices in the marketplace. Consider
the case of buying a litre of gasoline in Vancouver, Canada or just across the U.S. border
in Blaine, Washington. The price of a litre of gas in Vancouver ought to be calculable by
observing the price of a litre of gas in Blaine and converting that price from U.S. to Canadian
dollars. Alternatively, the exchange rate between U.S. and Canadian dollars ought to be
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Figure 5.2: A graph depicting dependencies between physical constants. Not all dependencies are indicated. Courtesy of Mirowski (2004b, 175).
calculable by comparing the price of gas in Vancouver and Blaine. If the exchange rate
calculated in the second case is different than the exchange rate used in the first case, the
prices are inconsistent and there is an arbitrage opportunity. Some individual could make a
profit by purchasing gas in Blaine (or Vancouver) and selling it in Vancouver (or Blaine), and
then using those profits to repeat the process. In doing so, the arbitrageur ought to move
prices towards a consistent equilibrium. Transaction costs, legal barriers, and trade barriers
prevent arbitrage from making prices perfectly consistent, but prices remain at least relatively
consistent. There is no analogous automatic way to make a profit from such inconsistencies
between constants in science, although in the case of physics at least, groups such as the
Particle Data Group at Berkeley do police experimental measurements of physical constants
for consistency (Mirowski 2004b, 186). The result of this is, according to Mirowski, that
“arbitrage opportunities are always present in precision measurement; it is only a question
of their greater or lesser magnitude” (189). For instance, Mirowski notes a 1967 experiment
that resulted in changing the values of many physical constants by amounts as much as five
times greater than their previously stated standard errors (186). If arbitrage opportunities are
always present, then precision measurement is never epistemically efficient.
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A similar example comes from economics. According to official statistics, the net wealth of
the entire world is slightly negative (Piketty 2014). This is theoretically impossible, as every
debt ought to be balanced by a corresponding asset. Nevertheless, this anomaly persists
and the imbalance has been increasing. Piketty (2014) attributes this to statistical biases and
measurement errors, especially due to the hiding of financial assets. Regardless, this negative
balance assures us that estimates of the net assets of countries must be, in at least some cases,
incorrect. If scientific arbitrage was possible, this would represent an opportunity to gain
recognition and reward; there is a significant, acknowledged anomaly in economic data, and
any research that corrected that anomaly would surely be well-cited. That it has persisted
and even increased demonstrates that this kind of arbitrage does not occur.
In both of these cases, there is an important distinction between a simple opportunity
and an arbitrage opportunity. For both precision measurement and economic statistics, the
inconsistencies of accepted values certainly signal an opportunity for scientists to pursue
further research that will accrue scientific rewards. However, arbitrage opportunities are not
merely opportunities for profit. Rather, they are opportunities for costless and risk-free profit.
The power of arbitrage is that once someone identifies an inconsistency, markets offer them
a way to profit from that opportunity merely through placing bets or purchasing financial
assets. Through the forces of supply and demand, individuals seeking these opportunities
will then cause them to shrink, simultaneously making market prices or betting odds more
correct. It is this mechanism that science lacks.
Further, it is worth noting that precision measurement and economic statistics are nearly
a best-case scenarios for epistemic efficiency in science. The accepted values for physical constants, and the formulae that relate them, are public information, and so are the published
estimates of net assets. They are, like prices, simply quantities. Discovering inconsistencies
between them requires only straightforward computation using known formulae and published values. If even these aspects of science have persistent arbitrage opportunities, then it
is reasonable to expect that the rest of science does as well because arbitrage opportunities
will be even harder to identify and exploit.
The second argument against the epistemic efficiency of science is due to John Ioannidis,
a health researcher and statistician. His provocatively titled paper “Why Most Published Re124

search Findings Are False” argues that, given some reasonable assumptions, most reported
research findings in most fields are likely to be incorrect (Ioannidis 2005). Ioannidis’s argument is essentially that this is due to base rate neglect in standard statistical practice and
various biases that encourage the publication of positive research findings. Many scientists,
he claims, fail to consider the prior probability of a hypothesis and instead declare any result
significant that falls within an accepted confidence interval (often 95% or two standard deviations). This is especially dangerous in what Ioannidis calls “discovery-oriented research”,
where perhaps thousands of tests are performed searching for positive results (698).
The propensity to favour positive research findings over negative research findings is
often referred to as “publication bias”. It is a well-known problem, especially in medical
research. An often cited study from The Lancet analyzed the publication history of 285 medical
studies (Easterbrook et al. 1991). Of those, 154 (54%) had statistically significant results. 139
of 285 published studies, however, 93 (67%) had statistically significant results. This suggests
that there is a significant bias towards publishing studies with positive findings over those
with negative findings. Sismondo (2008) has found similar results, specifically with industrysponsored pharmaceutical research, and numerous studies since have demonstrated similar
results for many fields (Dwan et al. 2013).
If Ioannidis is correct, and studies such Easterbrook et al. (1991), Sismondo (2008), and
Dwan et al. (2013) suggest that he is, then there are enormous potential epistemic arbitrage
opportunities in the published scientific literature. In Maher’s interpretation, scientific acceptance is equivalent to placing a bet. Accepting published research results as true is, apparently, a bad bet, and so alert scientists ought to be able to profit off of the faulty publication
record. However, the current institutional structure of science offers no easy way for scientists
to “bet against” published results. If scientists set out to disprove a published finding, they
are hampered by the bias towards the publication of positive studies.11 Research attempting
to replicate past results might have a harder time being accepted for publication by a prestigious journal than research reporting novel results. For science to be epistemically efficient,
11. Even if scientists do succeed in publishing counter-studies, this is not as powerful of a corrective mechanism
as arbitrage. Conducting a counter-study is more akin to opening a rival business when one believes that the
first business is inefficient or overpriced. Such entrepreneurial activities might make markets more epistemically
efficient, but they are not arbitrage.
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scientists ought to be able to profit (through accruing the credit of their peers, career advancement, or otherwise) from the mistakes of others. This is the fundamental requirement
of arbitrage. Currently there is no good way for them to do so. This suggests that science
could be made more epistemically efficient by changing the institutional structure of science.
Prediction markets are one possibility for making that change.

5.4

Prediction Markets for Science

The Efficient Market Hypothesis claims that markets behave rationally. This means that the
beliefs implied by market prices ought to adjust quickly and correctly to new information.
This is supposed to be due to some combination of the “wisdom of crowds” and arbitrage
by sophisticated investors. There are many reasons, both theoretical and empirical, to doubt
that the EMH is true for the stock market. However, prediction markets appear to perform
far better. Many scientific disciplines lack sufficient numbers of independent researchers for
wisdom of crowds arguments to be convincing for science, and science lacks the institutional
mechanisms for arbitrage to be profitable. There is also empirical evidence, such as publication bias, that suggests that science is not epistemically efficient. In this section I will consider
one possibility for increasing the epistemic efficiency of science: prediction markets.
Several researchers have proposed harnessing the predictive powers of markets to answer
scientific questions. Here I concentrate on two proposals. I will first outline their possible
benefits, and then consider some potential problems with adopting such proposals.
Robin Hanson levels a series of charges at the current practice of science (Hanson 1995).
“Peer review,” he claims, “is just another popularity contest” (4). It takes too long to expose
error. Publication quantity is often valued over quality. Grants reflect “insiders”’ opinions
of past research rather than the correctness or value of future results. In debates relevant to
public policy, such as over global warming, “an honest consensus of relevant experts is often
lost from public view, as advocates on each side accuse the other of bias and self-interest” (5).
Hanson’s complaints are similar to those of Bernal (see chapter 2), though Bernal and Hanson
suggest diametrically opposed solutions.
Hanson’s solution to the problems he observes is an “idea futures” market. He proposes
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to have banks issue mutually-exclusive contract pairs for a price, say $10 per contract, that
will then be judged by an impartial party at a specified date. For instance, a contract pair
might be “it will rain tomorrow” and “it will not rain tomorrow”. Each of these contracts
would pay $10 (minus a fee) if the prediction came true. Since only one prediction could
come true, the bank would take no risk. Once an individual has purchased a contract pair,
he or she could sell one side while keeping the other, anticipating that the price of that side
will rise in the future (since the contracts are mutually exclusive, their market value should
vary inversely). More scientifically-interesting contracts could include surface temperature
measurements at specified dates, frequency of extreme weather events, and so on. In this
way, prediction markets for science could exist using existing institutions, though U.S. law
would have to change to accommodate such contracts (Arrow et al. 2008).
Shi-Ling Hsu proposes a somewhat more complicated market specifically dealing with
climate change predictions (Hsu 2011). Hsu’s proposal consists of two parts. First, he proposes a variable carbon tax indexed to an aggregation of climate indicators (temperature, sea
level, frequency and severity of climate events. . . ). Second, he proposes a market for emissions permits that would grant holders exemptions from the climate tax. These emissions
permits would be for specific years in the future, and so their price should vary according to
expectations of the carbon tax, which in turn should depend on expectations of the climate
variables used to determine the carbon tax. Therefore, the emissions permit market could be
considered a prediction market for climate outcomes.
Hsu argues prediction markets might encourage scientists to publish results free from
“ideological bias”. It is well established that there is consensus among climate scientists
that anthropogenic global warming is occurring (Oreskes 2004). However, you cannot infer
simply and straightforwardly from consensus to knowledge. Rather, as Miller (2012) argues,
we should only infer from consensus to knowledge when knowledge is the best explanation
for that consensus. If there is some other explanation for that consensus, say that all climate
scientists share a liberal, pro-regulation ideology, or that a cabal of elite climate scientists
suppresses dissent, we have reason to question the relevance of that consensus for arriving at
conclusions about the climate. Even if you believe that charges of pervasive ideological bias
against climate science are delusional, you might support prediction markets because they
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could fortify climate science against charges of bias.
In addition to Hanson’s and Hsu’s proposals, current funders of science such as the National Science Foundation (NSF) could supplement or replace their current funding procedures with subsidized prediction markets (Almenberg, Kittlitz, and Pfeiffer 2009). For example, contract pairs might be sold for $1 but pay a total of $2 upon expiration. Or there might
be some non-linear mapping from prediction market success to real-money payoff. Presumably markets like this would have to be limited to a certain group of participants to avoid
simply funding recreational gamblers or speculators, but even such limited markets should
be useful for yielding useful predictions and encouraging research. They could also help to
fund research, as scientists who trade on the market based on private information discovered
during their research should be able to profit, and those profits could be amplified by funding
agencies. In this way, scientists with the most significant research findings would reap most
of the rewards from trading and would be best able to produce further research.
A similar funding scheme has been proposed by Bollen et al. (2014). This proposal would
have funding agencies like the NSF grant each scientist a base amount of funding with the
requirement that a percentage of that funding be passed along to other researchers of that
scientist’s choice. Thus the collective opinion of other scientists would determine a particular
scientist’s overall level of funding. However, this proposal is tied to individuals rather than
research projects or predictions. This means that funding levels might be used as a proxy
measure for aggregate scientific opinion about a particular scientist’s reliability, but could
not be used to judge scientific claims and predictions directly.
These proposals are all designed to address multiple perceived problems with science.
They might encourage scientists to be more honest in their theory assessments, as their pecuniary interests outweigh their ideological commitments, or the anonymity of prediction
markets frees them from fear of academic censure. They might help to increase the efficiency
of carbon taxes. And they might help to guide funding towards epistemically fruitful research
projects. At their core, though, they all aim to increase the epistemic efficiency of science by
allowing scientists (and perhaps others) to bet on specific predictions. Scientists really would
be betting on theories. If prediction markets for science work as well as prediction markets
have so far in other domains, they have great potential for producing reliable estimates of
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the probability of scientific predictions. However, there are reasons to suspect that prediction
markets will not work as well for science as they have in domains such as election prediction.
First, scientific theories need to be operationalizable into precise and adjudicable predictions. Prediction market contracts need to specify the conditions under which each contract
will pay out, and these conditions need to be specific enough that traders can understand
them and trust that if they are correct in their predictions they will profit. While this might
be possible for disciplines such as climate science or particle physics, where numerical quantities such as the global average surface temperature or the mass of the Higgs Boson are of
central importance, it’s difficult to see how, for instance, evolutionary theory could be operationalized. Maher (1993) argued that scientists have no problem understanding bets on the
truth of evolutionary theory, but offers no hint of how those bets might be resolved—he just
asks scientists to imagine that they could.
Second, many scientific predictions have much longer time horizons than electoral prediction markets. Even with rational traders, prediction markets can be expected to have a
bias towards 50% predictions that is proportional to their duration. That is, prediction markets with further expiration dates (“Global average surface temperatures in 2050 will have
increased by 4C from 1980 measurements.”) will have prices closer to $0.50 (when a correct
prediction pays $1) than those for those with nearer dates, even if participants in both markets
have the same mean beliefs (Page and Clemen 2012). There are three reasons for this. First,
money invested in prediction markets does not normally earn interest, and so traders are
forgoing potential profit by locking their money away for an extended period of time. This
means that low-probability predictions with higher potential payoffs will be more in demand
than high probability predictions with lower payoffs, and so the price of low probability predictions will rise and the price of high probability predictions will drop. Antweiler (2012)
proposes to have prediction markets reinvest funds in order to compensate predictors for the
opportunity cost of purchasing long-term prediction contracts. However, it’s not obvious that
this would be a satisfactory solution for most investors and it might also increase transaction
costs due to trading fees. Second, traders who believe they have an edge in prediction markets in general will prefer prediction markets with shorter time horizons so they can earn
profits more quickly, and so they might even avoid long-term prediction markets offering
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expected returns above the risk-free interest rate. Third, traders who simply like to gamble
(are risk-seeking) will similarly prefer short-term markets and will avoid long-term markets
without larger expected returns, thus reducing the liquidity of long-term markets. For all
these reasons, even if scientific predictions are amenable to controversy-free resolution they
may be unsuitable for prediction markets. Some disciplines, such as climate science, might
be amenable to short term predictions, but this problem could prevent prediction markets
from being effective tools for many scientific disciplines.
The third good reason to be cautious of prediction markets is that adopting them into the
practice of science has the potential to harm other scientific institutions. Its flaws aside, it’s
hard to claim that science has been anything other than tremendously successful at expanding
human knowledge over the last few hundred years, Putnam’s (1981) pessimistic induction
notwithstanding. We should be very cautious of any changes to science that have the potential
to threaten its continued success.
The institution most immediately threatened by prediction markets is the funding of research by public granting agencies such as the National Science Foundation (NSF). Philip
Mirowski sees prediction markets as just another facet of the neoliberalization of science (Mirowski
2011, L39). While prediction markets aren’t necessarily linked to the other types of privatization Mirowski discusses (and prediction markets only garner passing reference in Sciencemart), there are both significant ideological and significant practical connections. Ideologically, prediction markets and the privitization of science movement share a common faith in
the power of markets to coordinate effort better than any centralized body possibly could.
Practically, proposals such as Hanson’s above, where scientists fund their research by having
banks issue “idea futures”, cut out agencies like the NSF from the funding process. The NSF
and similar agencies were an explicit target of the best known free market advocate of the
twentieth century, Milton Friedman:
Basic science in the United States prospered prior to large-scale government research by combining research with teaching in colleges and universities and by
soliciting grants from private individuals and foundations. . . . Given the undisputed success of private financing in the past, the burden of proof that the benefits
of government financing exceed the costs surely rests on those who support such
funding. . . I favour major cuts in NSF grants to all disciplines as a step toward
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the abolition of the NSF (Friedman 1981, quoted in Mirowski 2011, L749).
Similarly, it seems reasonable to see proposals for prediction markets to replace the NSF
peer review funding process as a first step to eliminating the NSF, and the public funding
of science, entirely. On a more reduced scale, there is also the risk that areas of science
amenable to prediction markets would become favoured over those that aren’t. So even if
scientific prediction markets would, in isolation, improve the operation of some areas of
science, we should balance this against the increased risk that they will crowd out other
means of scientific funding that could have negative consequences for science as a public
resource.
The fourth, and in my view most pressing, reason to be concerned about adopting prediction markets for science is that they could lead to incorrect conclusions and faulty policies.
To explain this concern, I am going to use a recent episode in climate science: the so-called
“hiatus” in global surface warming since 1998 (for a review, see Tollefson 2014). Since the
warm El Niño year of 1998, global temperatures apparently, ceased, or significantly slowed,
warming. Global warming skeptics have latched on to this as evidence that the whole case for
global warming as a significant problem has been overblown by scientists (eg. Northerntruthseeker 2013). Many have claimed that this “hiatus” is a statistical illusion created by skeptics
and promulgated by gullible and numerically-illiterate journalists (Mooney 2013). However,
the apparent hiatus attracted a good deal of attention from climate scientists, demonstrating
that it wasn’t just skeptic propaganda (eg. Cowtan and Way 2013; Balmaseda, Trenberth, and
Källén 2013). So given that models over the last decade have been failing to predict surface
temperature measurements, this therefore might seem to be a perfect case for prediction markets. They would have allowed the public and policymakers to have a credible estimate of
climate change between IPCC reports, and one that adjusted as new information and explanations for the anomaly were discovered and proposed by scientists. However, the actual
results could have been much different than that optimistic picture.
As I explained earlier, prediction markets perform best for easily adjudicatable predictions with short time horizons. I suggested that, while climate measurement is a complex
task, climate science is nevertheless well-suited for prediction markets compared to many
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other subjects. This is because measurements of temperature and other quantities are produced regularly, and it should be possible to produce relative uncontroversial measurement
procedures. This is true, but it masks the difficulty of inferring from an instrument reading
to a quantity like “global average surface temperature”. Prediction markets cannot be adjudicated by global average surface temperature. Rather, they would need to be adjudicated by
some procedure, specified in advance, mapping from instrument readings to some derived
quantity. The potential problems with this should be apparent once we realize that one possible explanation for the hiatus is “coverage bias” (Cowtan and Way 2013). “Coverage bias”
refers to the fact that surface temperature measurement instruments are unevenly distributed
over the globe. Cowtan and Way (2013) argue that under-coverage of some areas, such as the
poles and Africa, may be responsible for the apparent pause in surface warming. In other
words, it might be the case that warming has not slowed at all, but it is just occurring in locations that are underrepresented in the global averages.12 Since the criteria for adjudicating
prediction markets needs to be specified in advance, they could not respond appropriately to
such revelations. The criteria effectively lock-in, and reify, a certain measurement procedure
as the procedure for measurement. Prediction markets based upon instrument readings are
only as reliable as the connection between instrument readings and the phenomenon they are
trying to measure. If that connection breaks down, prediction markets will cease to predict
what they purport to. In general, whenever there is uncertainty regarding how to adjudicate between theories or models based on empirical observations, prediction markets will be
problematic.
Even if measurement techniques are not an issue, time might be. While climate measurements might allow for short-term prediction markets, what we are primarily concerned
about is not the state of the climate next year, but the state of the climate in the next 50 or
100 years. Assume there really is a hiatus in global surface temperature increase. What,
if anything does this tell us about long term global warming? Because of the center-bias
of longterm prediction markets, we cannot look to them for accurate long-term predictions,
but looking to short-term prediction markets could be deceptive if, as many scientists now
12. Indeed, more recent analyses suggest that the apparent hiatus was due to statistical artifacts and that global
average surface temperature has been steadily increasing (Karl et al. 2015).
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believe, heat is currently being sequestered in the deep oceans (Balmaseda, Trenberth, and
Källén 2013). If this is the case, surface warming could resume with a vengeance at potentially any time. There is a danger in cases like this of unjustifiably substituting what we do
know—predictions of short term measurements of the climate—for what we want to know:
what the climate is likely to be like long in the future.

5.5

Conclusion

Both chapter 3 and chapter 4 considered what Kitcher calls “the division of cognitive labour”:
how scientists can spontaneously arrange themselves to pursue a common project. Markets
are often attributed with the power to coordinate such activities. Adam Smith’s “invisible
hand” is one metaphor for this purported function of markets. However, working together
and being correct are two different things, despite Hayek’s conflation.
The Efficient Market Hypothesis claims that markets don’t merely coordinate between
individuals, but also have prices that correctly incorporate dispersed information. In section 5.1 I argued that the EMH could be redefined in terms of rational belief. According to
this definition, An efficient market is one where the beliefs implied by its prices are rational by the
standards of Bayesian conditionalization on the evidence available to market participants.
The primary mechanisms supposed responsible for the epistemic efficiency of markets are
the “wisdom of crowds” and arbitrage. There are both theoretical and empirical reasons to
doubt that these mechanisms operate with sufficient power in the stock market to put much
faith in its rationality. While prediction markets have both advantages and disadvantages
over the stock market, on balance empirical evidence has shown them to perform remarkably
well. Prediction markets also facilitate inferring predictions from prices in a much more
direct way than we can with the stock market.
Neither the “wisdom of crowds” nor arbitrage operates well within the current structure of science. The “crowds” in science are not large enough, and there is no established
mechanism for scientists to bet, figuratively or otherwise, on the truth of their theories. This
suggests that there is significant room for improving the epistemic efficiency of science, and
prediction markets are one possible way to do that.
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Prediction markets for science promise to do something remarkable for science: aggregate
information in a way consistent with the standards of rational belief as set out by Bayesian
epistemology. This would both make predictions transparently visible to scientists and nonscientists alike, and also likely improve predictions within science. However, there are several
reasons to be cautious of incorporating prediction markets into scientific practice: not all scientific theories and fields are operationalizable in the way required for prediction markets,
many scientific predictions are long-term, prediction markets may undermine existing scientific institutions, and prediction markets may encourage unjustified inferences from shortterm to long-term predictions.
Overall, though, prediction markets are a mechanism worth exploring for science. Their
dangers should not be underestimated and they should not be seen as an epistemic panacea,
but the potential to have clear indicators of scientific knowledge and to increase the epistemic efficiency of science is too great to ignore. If implemented carefully, they could be a
tremendously powerful epistemic tool.
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Chapter 6

Commodification
The previous chapters of this dissertation have examined different ways in which science may
be analogous to the market, and what those analogies can reveal about the organization of
science. In one sense, this chapter is a continuation of that strategy: I will be considering how
scientific objects such as papers and models are analogous to commodities such as wheat. In
another sense, however, this chapter is a departure from the previous chapters, because it
discusses ways in which science is actually becoming marketized; it discusses the pursuit of
profit-driven science.
There is good reason for departing from discussing the economics of science in purely
analogical terms. This chapter will discuss commodification as a process of making goods
easier to exchange and facilitating cooperation. Commodification is a means to make the
market more efficient. Efforts to commodify science, for example by collecting and distributing information in standardized databases, are also efforts to facilitate cooperation and make
science more efficient. However, commodification is not just a way of making something exchangeable; it is also a way of making something saleable. The process of making science more
like the market also makes it easier for science to be subsumed by the market; commodifying
science makes it possible to marketize science, or to commercialize science.
Recently, philosophers of science, and especially social epistemologists, have become increasingly interested in profit-driven science. By profit-driven science, I mean science not
carried out in accordance with the Mertonian norm of disinterestedness (Merton 1973b), but
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instead carried out with the aim of making monetary gain. Some notable examples of this
recent interest by philosophers include David Resnik’s The Price of Truth: How Money Affects
the Norms of Science (Resnik 2007) and The Commodification of Academic Research, edited by
Hans Radder (Radder 2010c). It is also evident in discussions within social epistemology
about values (Douglas 2009; Wilholt 2009), epistemic accountability (Winsberg, Huebner, and
Kukla 2014), and the governance of science (Fuller 2000, 2013).
That many areas of science are becoming more oriented towards monetary profit is uncontroversial (Mirowski 2011; Mirowski and Sent 2006; Stephan 2012; Baldini 2006; Tyfield
2012; Hughes 2001). Precisely how to describe this change is less clear. A variety of terms
have been used to describe it, including: “applied research”, “commercialized research”, and
“commodified research”. This chapter focuses on the latter term: “commodified research”.
The primary reason for this is that “commodification” is often taken as a synonym for “commercialization” or “profit-driven”, but in fact has a distinct meaning. This is a point made
most forcefully by Steve Fuller, who argues “in defence of the commodification rather than
the simple commercialization of knowledge” (Fuller 2013, 6). Fuller’s argument would be a
non-starter if “commodification” and “commercialization” referred to the same process. A
major aim of this chapter is to articulate exactly what that meaning is, or more precisely, to
explore the many different ways in which science might be commodified.
The importance of clearly demarcating between commercialization and commodification
is demonstrated by Hans Radder’s introduction to the 2012 volume The Commodification of
Academic Knowledge, where he defines commodification thusly:
academic commodification means that all kinds of scientific activities and their results are predominantly interpreted and assessed on the basis of economic criteria.
(Radder 2010b, 5)
With this definition, Radder is himself making a careful distinction between commercialization and commodification. Commercialization, according to Radder, is “the pursuit of
profit by academic institutions through selling the expertise of their researchers and the results of their inquiries” (4). Commercialization, in his account, is a kind of commodification,
but commodification encompasses a much wider range of practices.
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Radder sees the commodification of science as a trend toward valuing science according
to its instrumental value: how useful it is. This is what he means by science being “predominantly interpreted and assessed on the basis of economic criteria.” He might also say that
commodifying science means evaluating it in terms of costs and benefits. Radder contrasts
this with evaluating science according to “more substantive” criteria, “such as those deriving from the nature of philosophical inquiry” (Radder 2010b, 4). Radder isn’t entirely clear
about what he means by this, but presumably he means evaluating science according to such
criteria as intellectual rigour, novelty, and “pure” scientific interest.
I do not disagree with Radder’s definition. However, it is inadequate for capturing the
distinctive nature of commodification. My problems with Radder’s definition stem from the
ambiguity of “economic criteria.” Depending on how we interpret this phrase, it could either
be far too wide or far too narrow.
In the widest interpretation of “economic criteria”, where any kind of weighing of costs
and benefits is an economic calculation, science has always been primarily evaluated according to economic criteria. For instance, Peirce (1967) argued that scientists choose their
research activities based on their costs and expected returns, in terms of scientific results.
Similarly, Rescher (1989) argues that scientists decide whether to halt attempts to falsify a
theory based on the costs of continuing to subject that theory to tests. If we agree that these
accounts of science are broadly correct, and I believe we should, then scientists are constantly
assessing science on the basis of economic criteria. Because there are an unlimited number
of possible avenues of research, and because science can never achieve epistemic certainty,
scientists are bound to economize. They have no option but to economize.
The narrowest sense of “economic criteria”, on the other hand, leaves out scientific practices that should be considered commodification. In the narrow sense, “economic” is identified with monetary benefit. That is, the commodification of science, under this interpretation
of Radder’s definition, would be the evaluation and interpretation of science according to its
potential to generate monetary returns, as compared to the monetary costs of pursuing that
scientific research. This interpretation would exclude practices internal to science that have
strong resemblances to commodification in the traditional (monetary) economy. For example, Leonelli (2010) describes the commodification of bioinformatics databases by private and
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public entities. According to Leonelli, “Private sponsors see data as a means to achieve marketable commodities. . . . By contrast, public sponsors value data themselves as commodities
with great potential for multiple uses: each dataset can potentially serve the development of
a variety of ideas and products, which makes it a vital resource to whoever is involved in
research” (Leonelli 2010, 142). Leonelli does not mean by that that public sponsors necessarily value data as objects they can sell for monetary gain, or even objects that have monetary
value. Rather, she means that data can be useful in a wide variety of contexts, sometimes
for producing marketable products, but often not. Reducing “economic criteria” to monetary
criteria would preclude this possibility; while public and private sponsors of bioinformatics databases might be doing largely the same thing, their different goals would mean that
private sponsors were pursuing commodification while public sponsors were pursuing something else. Making the distinction between commodification and commercialization in this
way would obscure, rather than clarify, scientific practice.
I propose a definition of commodification that is orthogonal to Radder’s—one that starts
from scientific commodities and then moves from that to a definition of commodified science.
I define commodified science to be the organization of scientific practice through the exchange of
scientific commodities. By this definition, in fully commodified science all interaction between
scientists would be mediated through the exchange of scientific commodities and scientists
would be concerned solely with the production of these commodities. Science would be
more commodified to the more that scientists interacted through the exchange of commodities and the more that scientists were motivated by the production and exchange of those
commodities. This definition points at two parallel trends in scientific practice: an increasing
orientation toward monetary concerns, and an increasing prevalence of collaborative, decentralized research projects that exchange data and other research objects.
The former trend is the main focus of Radder’s volume. Economists of science (eg. Sent
and Mirowski 2008) and sociologists of science (eg. Tyfield 2012) have argued that science,
since the late 1980s, has entered a new regime of organization centred around the profit motive. This new regime is characterized by flattening or decreasing public funding for scientific
research while private interests have been increasing their share. It is also characterized by
the increasing prevalence of intellectual property in science, especially, but not limited to,
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patents. According to many, this funding shift has not been benign. Several studies have
found that privately sponsored research is significantly biased towards the commercial interests of the sponsors, both in terms of the research problems pursued and their results. A
meta-analysis of clinical studies funded by pharmaceutical companies, for example, found
that those studies were about four times more likely to be favourable to those companies’
products than studies with other sponsors (Lexchin et al. 2003).
Meanwhile, a combination of legislation and legal rulings have contributed to a proliferation of “intellectual property” in science. The Bayh-Dole act, passed by the United States
in 1980, allowed researchers sponsored by the federal government to patent the results of
and profit from that research (Eisenberg 2006). In the same year, the Supreme Court ruled in
Diamond v. Chakrabarty that genetically modified organisms could be granted patent protection. Following these two developments, there has been a proliferation of patenting activity,
and “patent-seekers have become ever more creative in their claiming strategies, devising
new ways of capturing the expected value that their early-stage discoveries may contribute
to future product development through patent claims that dominate potential future products” (1015).
The other trend is an increasing prevalence of collaborative research, which is often widely
dispersed and decentralized. This trend has been observed in many scientific disciplines, including physics (Knorr-Cetina 1999), climate science (Edwards 2010), and biomedicine (Winsberg, Huebner, and Kukla 2014). In this mode of research, large numbers of scientists pursue
a common research goal without any centralized control—without being told by a central
authority to pursue that goal or to cooperate in its pursuit. For example, climate scientists
across the world and funded by many different agencies are all working to understand the
dynamics of our climate and to predict the state of the climate years, decades, and centuries
in the future. These scientists share data through conventional means (conferences and published papers), but also through the sharing of raw data and models. The reasons for this
trend probably have to do both with the nature of scientific research—many present-day
research problems require many collaborators—and an increasing emphasis on publication
counts for career advancement (regarding the latter reason, see Stephan 2012, L608).
These two trends might seem independent of each other, and to a large extent they may be.
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It seems hard to imagine a common cause that would explain both the patenting of organisms
and the collaboration of hundreds of particle physicists on a single research paper. However,
they are related by their effects: both encourage the commodification of science. For-profit
science demands commodification because to be profitable science ultimately has to lead to
salable products, and there needs to be a way to incentivize and reward the creation of those
products. Scientific collaboration encourages commodification because commodification is a
means of sharing scientific objects: results, data, and models. Therefore these two seemingly
unrelated trends in the organization of science can have very similar effects. Indeed, as in
the case of biomedical databases described by Leonelli, nearly the exact same scientific object
may be created for entirely different reasons—profit in one case, and collaboration in another.
The commodification of science, in this view, is analogous to convergent evolution: a common
solution arising from (relatively) independent circumstances.
The strategy of this chapter is to describe the commodification of science by describing
scientific commodities. First, I will develop a framework for analyzing commodities based
upon Marx’s account of commodification. Next I will discuss four types of scientific commodities (scientific papers, patents, scientific databases, and scientific models) and analyze
them using that broadly Marxian framework. Finally, I will use that analysis to draw some
general conclusions about the commodification of science.
It is worth noting that the examples of scientific commodities I discuss in this chapter are
intended to be “best case scenarios” for commodification. That is, they are examples of scientific objects—papers, databases, and models—that bear the closest resemblance to traditional
commodities. Climate models, for instance, are particularly amenable to commodification in
ways that many other scientific models may not be. To what extent other classes of models
do or will exhibit the same features is a matter for speculation. Therefore it is worth being
cautious about inferring from these examples to general conclusions about science. Nevertheless, I do believe that, together, these examples demonstrate a genuine trend towards
commodification in science.
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6.1

What is a Commodity?

The aim of this section is to examine the nature of commodities in the traditional sphere
of economics in order to better understand what it might mean to commodify science. It
will turn out that there are a number of ways in which science might be commodified, and
so it is important to distinguish between those ways when discussing the consequences of
commodification.
“Commodity” is treated as a thin concept by most economists; its meaning is taken to be
obvious and self-evident. This is despite, or perhaps because of, commodities being the most
fundamental objects of economics, akin to subatomic particles in physics. Gregory Mankiw’s
Principles of Economics (Mankiw 2001), probably the most popular textbook for introductory
university economics courses, contains no definition of “commodity” in its glossary, and no
discussion of what commodities are in the text. This gap may not be particularly pernicious
for the practice of economics in the traditional sphere, but it has led to significant ambiguity
in discussions of the commodification of science, as discussed above.
The most substantial analysis of commodities is due to Karl Marx. According to Marx,
a commodity is something that satisfies human needs—it has use value—but not everything
that satisfies human needs is a commodity. To be a commodity, something must have social
use value (Marx 1990, L2174). It must be useful to other individuals in society, not merely
to the person who produced it. Further, to be a commodity it must be exchanged through
the market. The essential feature of commodities, for Marx, is that they are produced to be
sold, not to be used by their producer. Medieval peasants, says Marx, may have produced
goods for their feudal lords, but but those goods were not commodities because they were
not exchanged primarily through the marketplace. Therefore all commodities have a social
use value, which is a qualitative measure of the human needs they satisfy, and an exchange
value, which is a quantitative measure of what other commodities they may be exchanged
for in free market transactions.
The social division of labour, according to Marx, “is a necessary condition for commodity
production” (L2196). To be a commodity, an object must be produced by someone other than
the person who consumes it; it must be produced for trade. This implies that there must be a
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social division of labour: in a commodity system a preponderance of goods are produced to
satisfy the needs or wants of others, and the preponderance of material needs and wants in
society are satisfied by goods produced by others. Producers in a commodity system produce
things not because they want to consume them, but because they believe they will be able to
exchange them for the goods they do want.
One of Marx’s more profound claims about commodities is that they are “alienable” from
their producers. On the surface this is not a controversial claim: Marx merely means that
commodities are separable from the people who produce them. This is a necessary and
obvious consequence of commodities being exchanged. However, alienation refers to a more
significant separation between product and producer. Marx famously wrote, “From the taste
of wheat it is not possible to tell who produced it, a Russian serf, a French peasant, or an
English capitalist” (Marx 1859, “The Commodity”). Any particular sack of wheat is produced
by the concrete labour of particular individuals, but wheat, the commodity, is produced by
abstract labour; the commodity is disconnected from the person who made it.
For Marx, alienation was a hallmark of the capitalist system. Workers are not just alienated from the products they produce, but from their labour itself; they sell their labour for
wages and therefore no longer own even their productive effort. In their Manifesto of the
Communist Party, Marx and Engles write, “Owing to the extensive use of machinery and the
division of labour, the work of the proletarians has lost all individual character, and consequently, all charm for the workman. He becomes an appendage of the machine. . . ” (Marx
and Engles 1978, 479). From this and the rest of Marx’s writing, it is clear that he viewed
the alienation inherent to capitalism as tremendously productive, but just as tremendously
harmful to workers. His aim, as expressed in the Manifesto, was to maintain the productive
benefits of the capitalist system while abolishing alienation through the abolition of private
property.
My account of alienation diverges from Marx’s on this point. I follow Marx in taking
alienation as the separation of the worker from the product of her work, but my concern is
not the implications of this separation for the welfare of the worker but for the function of the
product in a capitalist system. From this perspective, alienation is the scrubbing away of the
context and details of a commodity’s production from its final form. Alienation is a means
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of eliminating the need for an individual to understand how a commodity was produced in
order to make use of it.
An excellent example of how commodities become separated from their producers in
this way comes from William Cronon’s economic history Nature’s Metropolis: Chicago and the
Great West (Cronon 1991). Cronon describes how railways and associated technologies such
as grain elevators led to wheat becoming increasingly commodified. In the early nineteenth
century, before the advent of the railroad, grain was transported to Chicago from surrounding
farms by river. Farmers would typically sell or trade their grain to local merchants, who
would then ship it downriver on rafts. Particular sacks of grain would be labelled with their
home farm, and potential buyers would inspect a representative sample from each farm to
assess its quality. This basic system dates back to early Greek and Roman grain trade on
the Mediterranean. Even though the grain was a commodity by Marx’s definition, it was not
fully commodified, as it still maintained a connection to its producer.
However, for efficiency’s sake railroad companies preferred to transport grain loose in
freight cars rather than in sacks. It was also more convenient for the grain to be loose for
storage in grain elevators. To solve this problem, upon arrival in Chicago grain began being
assessed and graded into categories such as “No. 1 spring” wheat or “No. 2 white winter” wheat (118). Once graded, the grain was truly separated from its producer; it became
fully commodified. It was no longer possible to determine from which producer a particular
handful of wheat originated. Commodities in this sense are evaluated by external, impersonal criteria. In Marx’s terms, they are evaluated in terms of their social use value. In the
language of economists today, commodities are “fungible”: each unit of a commodity is interchangeable with any other unit. Ultimately, these changes led to present day commodities
markets such as those for corn, oil, or gold. In all of these markets, the commodity is treated
as a homogenous and divisible quantity, measured and priced in terms of bushels, barrels or
ounces.
Commodities must be alienated from their producers in order to be exchanged, but there
are different levels of alienation and correspondingly different degrees of commodification.
When grain remained in sacks from the farm to the consumer, it was alienated from the
farmer; the consumer had the grain and the farmer no longer did. But those sacks of grain,
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in virtue of bearing the mark of the farm they came from, maintained a connection to the
farmer as they made their way through the market until they reached the final consumer.
In replacing the sack system with the grading system, grain became more alienated from the
farmer, and concurrently it became easier to transport, subdivide, and trade; it became more
useful. When I discuss science, this idea of degrees of alienation and commodification will
be important for understanding what it means for scientific knowledge to be commodified.
An alternative potential analogy for scientific commodities is Karl Polanyi’s account of
“fictitious commodities” (K. Polanyi 2001). Polanyi describes fictitious commodities as commodities that are exchanged in the marketplace—are bought and sold and have prices—but
lack other necessary features of commodities. In particular, Polanyi describes land and labour
as fictitious commodities because, while they have prices, they are not produced for sale as
true commodities are. Scientific commodities differ from land and labour in that they are
produced, not exactly for sale, but for exchange. This makes scientific commodities seem like
genuine commodities according to Polanyi’s account. However, we might claim that scientific
commodities lack other necessary features of commodities. Specifically, they are not physical
objects. Scientific papers, patents, databases, and models may be physically instantiated on
the printed page or a computer hard drive, but these physical objects are not the commodities themselves, but rather their containers. The scientific commodities themselves are not
physical objects, but notional objects: objects of our minds. In this sense, therefore, scientific
commodities might be considered fictitious commodities.
This account of scientific commodities as fictitious seems reasonable, and it may help to
discuss some problems with scientific commodities, such as their non-appropriablity (when
a scientific paper is published, the author does not lose it or the knowledge contained within
it), but it is not very useful for distinguishing between scientific commodities. While we might
try to develop an account of degrees of fictitiousness, it is not apparent how that would be
done or how it would help to articulate the different roles of scientific commodities in the
operation of science. Therefore I will set aside Polanyi’s account in favour of Marx’s.
This discussion has identified several features of commodities beyond the simple concept
of something that is exchanged in the market. Commodities must have social use values; they
must be useful to members of society other than those who produced them. A commodity
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system therefore requires a social division of labour, where producers as a group produce
products to fulfill social needs, rather than each producing to fulfill only their own needs.
Commodities also have exchange values: what quantity of other commodities they can be
exchanged for in the market. And commodities must be alienable; separable from their
producers. Fully commodified goods become entirely separated from their producers, so
that there is no evidence left of the particular concrete labour used to produce them. In the
next section I will discuss how these features of commodities can be used to understand
different ways in which science and scientific knowledge can be “commodified.”

6.2

Commodities in Science

The aim of this section is to articulate a taxonomy of scientific commodities, using Marx’s
account of commodities as socially useful objects exchanged between individuals and alienated from their producers. This account will then be used to develop an understanding of
the commodification of science.
I will analyze scientific commodities according to three main axes. First, social use: Who
are the commodities useful to and how? Some commodities may be directly useful only to
other scientists, some may be useful to only scientists in the producer’s own discipline, some
may be useful in the development of socially useful products, and some may be directly
useful to society. Second, exchange value: How are these commodities exchanged between
producers and consumers? How does the producer benefit from the exchange? Finally,
alienability: How separable are these different kinds of scientific commodities from their
producers? Are they appropriable—does the seller lose the ability to use them once the buyer
has received them? What rights does the producer retain after their commodity has been
exchanged? Does the value of the commodities depend on the identity of their producers?
Are others able to use the commodities without assistance from their producers? Answering
these questions will help to understand the different possibilities for commodifying scientific
knowledge and how the details of commodification can impact the usefulness, reliability, and
objectivity of scientific knowledge.
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6.2.1

Scientific Papers

The paradigmatic scientific commodity is the research paper.1 Although scientists certainly
produce other things—instruments, materials, organisms, and so on—most of these activities
are ultimately in service of producing publications, and in most sciences most of a scientist’s
publications will be research papers.2
Bruno Latour and Steve Woolgar have put scientists’ focus on publications the most forcefully, as illustrated by Figure 6.1. In their diagram of a biochemical laboratory, Latour and
Woolgar have indicated its inputs as energy, chemicals, animals, mail, and telephone. The
diagram identifies one output: articles. This wasn’t just the authors’ interpretation of what
went on in the lab; their subjects agreed that “the production of papers” was “the main
objective of their activity” (Latour and Woolgar 1986, 71).3
Although scientists and natural philosophers have long communicated in writing, the scientific journal did not exist prior to the seventeenth century, when, in January and March of
1665, the Journal des Sçavans in France and Philosophical Transactions in Britain began publication (Porter 1964). Philosophical Transactions appears to owe its existence to pragmatic concerns. The Royal Society, which chartered Philosophical Transactions, was inspired by Francis
Bacon’s vision of an ideal research institute in New Atlantis (Kronick 1976). The collaborative
spirit inspired by Bacon quickly led to an unmanageable quantity of personal correspondence, particularly for the Society’s first secretary, Henry Oldenberg. Thus, with the Society’s blessing, Oldenberg began “to publish monthly the matters of most importance which
the members of the society or foreign scientists communicated to him” (Ornstein 1913, 149).
The paradigmatic scientific commodity was thus born as an efficiency-generating device.
The Transactions were immediately successful, drawing contributions from eminent scientists in Britain and around Europe. They began being translated and reprinted—in Frankfurt
and Amsterdam in 1671 and Leipzig in 1674 (153). Starting in 1673, the Dutch microscopist
1. To some extent, my arguments about papers in this section also apply to other academic publications, such
as books. However, papers are the dominant form of scientific publication, and so I will leave those other citationaccruing publications aside.
2. Although this is becoming less true as more research is directed towards producing marketable products.
3. Davis Baird offers an alternative interpretation of scientific activity as focused on the production of
“things” (Baird 2004). Latour and Woolgar acknowledge that scientists produce things other than papers, but
maintain that papers are the primary product of scientific activity.
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Figure 6.1: Floor plan of a laboratory showing inputs and outputs (Latour and Woolgar 1986,
46)
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Antonie van Leeuwenhoek began submitting his observations to the Transactions, and continued throughout his career. Isaac Newton was also an early contributor, submitting a report
of his invention of the reflecting telescope in 1672, though Newton’s relationship with the
Royal Society ultimately proved to be more contentious than Leeuwenhoek’s (Ornstein 1913,
160).
One reason for the success of the Transactions was Oldenberg’s and The Royal Society’s
focus on protecting the priority claims of its contributors. According to Robert Merton and
Harriet Zuckerman, “In their capacity as producers of science, individual scientists were
concerned with having their work recognized through publication in forms valued by other
members in the emerging scientific community who were significant to them” (Zuckerman
and Merton 1971, 74). In addition to publishing reports in the Transactions, the Royal Society
kept a register recording dates when discoveries and inventions had been communicated
to it (Iliffe 1992), and allowed individuals to deposit reports of unfinished investigations in
sealed boxes (Ornstein 1913, 155 fn.). Securing priority claims was evidently very important
to inventors and natural philosophers at the time, and Philosophical Transactions catered to
their needs.
Before considering the nature of scientific papers as scientific commodities, it is worth
asking whether the papers themselves are the proper commodity to be considering. Although
Latour’s subjects agreed that most of their efforts were geared towards the production of
scientific papers, they argued that the truly important products were the facts contained
within those papers (Latour and Woolgar 1986, 75). In this view, papers are the shipping
containers of the scientific world. Millions of shipping containers are transported around
the world every day, but it is not the shipping containers themselves that are the object of
international trade; it is the commodities contained within the containers that matter. Latour
and Woolgar develop this view of facts as commodities into an account of scientists in a
struggle to manipulate statements of fact. Successful laboratories in their account are those
that are frequently able to produce statements of fact that are operated upon by other labs,
while “some groups produce almost at a loss: they talk and publish, but no one operates
on their statements” (87). In their account, publishing a paper with no statements of fact
would be akin to transporting an empty shipping container, and publishing a paper whose
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statements of fact were ignored would be akin to transporting a product that failed to be sold.
Latour and Woolgar’s view of scientific facts as commodities is amenable to Steve Fuller’s
argument for commoditizing scientific knowledge (Fuller 2010, 2013). Fuller’s argument
relies on the social use value of commodities. He argues that we should think of knowledge
not as an end in itself but as a means for achieving ends—as useful. Once we conceive of
knowledge as fulfilling a social function, we can think about other ways of fulfilling that
function; we can economize knowledge:
Let us say that everyone needs to know Plato in order to flourish as a human
being. But exactly what is it about Plato that they need to know? Do they need to
read Plato’s Dialogues—perhaps even in the original Greek? Maybe. But others
will argue that adequate access to Plato can be gained by other means, such as by
commentaries, simplifications, modernizations, etc. These people may even claim
that the “essence” of Plato could be assimilated more efficiently in these ways,
thereby allowing the space and time for other things to be included in the curriculum. They have effectively made the switch to knowledge as a commodity. (Fuller
2013, 9)
Here “knowledge of Plato” is a commodity: an abstract quantity distinct from any particular
edition or translation of Plato’s dialogues.
Conceiving of knowledge as an abstract quantity defined by social utility facilitates Fuller’s
longterm project of democratizing knowledge. Fuller has long argued that,
an epistemically just regime would in the perpetual project of preventing any form
of knowledge from becoming a vehicle of power. . . . At any given point in history,
certain forms of knowledge privilege certain sectors of society. But then the state
needs to regularly redistribute the advantage that these forms of knowledge have
accumulated over time. . . . (Fuller 2002, xviii)
Commodification, in Fuller’s account, is a way of facilitating that redistribution. While
others often see the commodification of science as part and parcel to the commercialization
of knowledge, Fuller sees it instead as a step toward the democratization of knowledge. Once
knowledge is commodified, in his view, it can be subjected to democratic control—it can be
economized and redistributed. Fuller is concerned with different ways that knowledge can
fulfill social functions, so it makes most sense to conceive of knowledge, or scientific facts, as
commodities. His account of commodification allows us to ask whether academic papers are
the best way of distributing and certifying that knowledge.
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If, following Fuller, we are primarily concerned with how knowledge is distributed in
society, it may be best to conceive of facts as commodities. However, for most purposes
it is more convenient to think of scientific papers themselves as the commodity. There is
an important difference between scientific papers and shipping containers: you can remove
commodities from shipping containers, but you cannot remove statements of fact from scientific papers. Rather, you can, but in doing so you would also remove those facts from the
symbolic economy of science, the granting of recognition and rewards through citation and
prizes. Because papers are what accrue citations, even if the citations are aimed at the facts
contained within those papers, it is better to think of the papers as the commodities, and
the statements of fact as what gives those commodities value. If our aim is to understand
the current symbolic economy of science, and not to democratize science along Fuller’s lines,
there is no need to separate statements of fact from the papers that contain them.
Fuller’s and my accounts of commodification may seem to be at-odds over the importance of alienation. In my account, alienation–the separation of commodities from their circumstances of production—is a crucial component of commodification. In Fuller’s example
“knowledge of Plato” retains its connection to its producer: Plato. My account, it might seem,
should instead refer to, for example “knowledge of justice”; the connection to Plato ought to
be removed for this knowledge to be considered a commodity. However, I believe Fuller’s
and my accounts are compatible in this respect. In my account, “commodity” is not a binary
category. Plato’s Republic began to be commodified as soon as copies were made for others’
consumption. It became more commodified when it was translated from the original Greek.
It becomes even further commodified when it is summarized in encyclopedias and SparksNotes. And to the extent that Plato’s ideas are incorporated into a more generic discussion
of justice, they would become yet more commodified. In each of these stages, Fuller would
also be able to say that knowledge of Plato had become further commodified because it had
become more democratized in virtue of being more amenable to redistribution.
In chapter 4 I discussed David Hull’s claim that the central exchange relation in science
is the exchange of credit for support (Hull 1988, 310). Similar accounts have been offered by
many other philosophers, historians, and sociologists of science (Barnes 1985; Kitcher 1993;
Ravetz 1996; Walstad 2002). Scientists use citations for a variety of reasons. For instance, a
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citation might be used negatively: to indicated disagreement with another’s claim. In this
case, the cited paper would not directly support the author’s claim, though you could argue
that it strengthens his or her argument by preempting possible objections. A negative citation
also might not seem to count as credit: does denying or criticizing a claim amount to giving
recognition? I would argue, though, that, as in politics, any publicity is good publicity.
Citation counts and derivatives such as the “h-index” are often used in tenure and hiring
decisions (Stephan 2012, 116). To the extent that such measures are used, it isn’t going to
matter to the scientist whether the citations used to generate those measures were positive or
negative; they constitute payment nonetheless. The only bad outcome for a paper, from this
perspective, is not to be cited at all.
If we accept that citations are the dominant currency of science, it makes sense to claim
that scientific papers are the basic commodities of science, because papers are what scientists “pay for” with citations.4 This was not always the case. The early Royal Society kept
ledgers of “matters of fact” and then circulated reports of those matters of fact to its members and the wider scientific community (Johns 2010). These facts were, Adrian Johns argues,
“to be epistemic foundation stones—tools for building a foundation rather than objects over
which to dispute” (L784). These facts had both reputational and monetary value, as Robert
Hooke’s many famous disputes, such as with Isaac Newton over the diffraction of light and
Christian Huygens over the spring-powered watch, demonstrate. Therefore, in the context of
eighteenth-century England, matters of fact could productively be considered commodities.
Facts, Johns tells us, were “tools” for science; they had use value. They also had exchange
value. Understanding the economy of eighteenth-century British science requires understanding the circulation of matters of fact. Today, however, it is papers that accrue credit, and
therefore papers that should be considered the basic commodities of science.
If scientific papers are commodities, though, they are, as Jerome Ravetz puts it, “rather
unusual” commodities (Ravetz 1996). One major difference from regular commodities, Ravetz
observes, is that because of the “predictive and fiduciary element in the scientist’s intellectual
4. As has been pointed out to me, citations are a strange form of payment, because the purchaser does not
lose anything in using them. Kitcher argues, however, that citing does cost an author, to the extent that a citation
indicates shared credit. If reputation is a zero sum game, then each citation really does cost an author something
in the form of increasing others’ reputation, which decreases their reputation by comparison.
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property, it is impossible to be ‘alienated’ like ordinary property, without serious damage
to the system of decision and control in science” (Ravetz 1996, 246). What Ravetz means by
“predictive” is that scientific papers are not just useful as reports on observations of nature,
but they are also useful as indicators of a scientist’s future productivity. A significant reason
why citation counts are so important for hiring decisions is that departments assume that
scientists who have produced useful research in the past will continue to do so in the future—
and this inference tends to be true (Merton 1988). If papers could be alienated (completely
separated from their originators) they would cease to have this function. The current “owner”
of the paper, in that case, might have nothing to do with its production, and so the paper
would be no indication of their potential. Conversely, the trustworthiness of the paper is tied
to the identity of the author—Ravetz’s “fiduciary” element. It is well known that scientists
put a great deal of weight on the identity of an author when they judge the paper’s claims.
This is one reason that “ghost authorship”—where scientists are paid to put their names on
papers they have not written—is a common strategy for pharmaceutical companies looking
to publish clinical trials of their products (Sismondo 2008).
In Marx’s account, commodities mediate between individuals. Individuals in the market
interact with each other through their commodities: as buyers and sellers. In Hull’s account
of credit being exchanged for support, the paper also mediates between individuals: between
the citing scientist and the cited scientist. However, the exchange relation in science and
Marx’s account of the market are substantially different. In Marx’s account the commodity
itself is exchanged. The act of exchange alienates the commodity from the seller and transfers
it to the buyer. No such transfer occurs through the act of citation. Rather than an exchange,
therefore, it is better to think of the act of citation as a payment for use, or a license fee. So
while we may talk of citation as an exchange relation in science, it is not the sort of exchange
that is related to exchange value in Marx’s sense.
This disanalogy between exchange in citation and exchange in the market leads to difficulties in analyzing the exchange value of scientific papers. Because scientific authorship
cannot be transferred, there is no direct measure of their exchange value: scientific papers
have no price. This is a way in which fine art and science differ. For the painting No. 5, 1948
and the scientific paper “The Electrodynamics of Moving Bodies”, neither Jackson Pollock’s
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nor Albert Einstein’s name will ever be dissociated from their work. When the original buyer
of No. 5, Alfonso A. Ossorio, resold the painting, though, Pollock had no claim to any of the
proceeds. Although Pollock could still accrue reputation through people admiring No. 5, he
relinquished any monetary claims. In contrast, citing “The Electrodynamics of Moving Bodies” does not entitle one to any of the credit for further citations. Scientists do not generally
receive royalties for their publications, and so their exchange value is purely symbolic and
inalienable. However, we could try to calculate a hypothetical exchange value for scientific
papers; we could try to calculate what price a scientific paper ought to sell for if it could be
sold. That is, we could ask what a fair price would be to transfer authorship of a paper, if
that transfer also transferred all the benefits of authorship: peer recognition, improved career
prospects, possible prizes, and so on. What if Georges Lemaître rather than Einstein published “The Electrodynamics of Moving Bodies”, but the prior and subsequent work of each
remained the same?5 There are a couple of ways we could go about doing this.
First, we could follow Marx and calculate the labour required to produce a scientific
paper. For instance, Latour and Woolgar calculated that the average paper produced by
their subjects cost $30,000 in 1976 (Latour and Woolgar 1986, 73). Such calculations are not
so straightforward in Marx’s account, though, because exchange value is determined not
by the quantity of labour required to produce a commodity, but by the quantity of socially
useful labour required to produce a commodity.6 According to Marx, “If a thing is useless
so is the labour contained in it; the labour does not count as labour, and therefore creates no
value” (Marx 1990, L2173). A paper that received no citations, therefore, would not count as a
commodity, and the labour that went into it would not count. Even with this caveat, however,
Marx’s account would appear to assign the same exchange value to scientific papers that
5. It is admittedly strange to think of one paper in isolation this way, as Einstein’s papers represent an evolving
and complementary thought process and it does not seem possible to assign discrete amounts of “reputation” to
individual papers. However, I believe we can perform the thought experiment of imagining how publishing one
less or one more paper might effect a scientist’s reputation. The following analysis isn’t meant to be a serious
proposal for calculating the precise exchange value of papers, but is rather presented as a way of thinking about
what papers are worth to scientists in an abstract way.
6. An additional complication of Marx’s account is that it uses “abstract” labour time to calculate value, rather
than concrete (actual) labour time. “Abstract” labour is the socially necessary, or average, amount of labour
required to produce a commodity. This allows Marx to avoid the problem of the same product produced by
labourers of different productivities having different prices, a problem that caused difficulty for earlier advocates
of the labour theory of value such as Ricardo. However, it makes any single calculation of value much more
difficult.
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required the same labour but received dramatically different numbers of citations, as long as
each received at least some citations. This makes it dubious as a good method for calculating
exchange value.
Perhaps a better method is to follow the lead of the Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM),
used to calculate fair prices for securities on the stock market (Brafield 2007, 201). As discussed in chapter 5, the CAPM is one model used to judge the efficiency of the stock market.
The CAPM predicts what prices “should” be given expected rates of return and level of risk.7
Similarly, we can imagine predicting what price a scientific paper should have if it could be
sold, as a function of the expected stream of citations it will receive. We could then either
assign it a present value in the currency of citations, or convert that to a dollar value in terms
of expected career benefits. With the former method we could say something like “a paper is
worth 10 citations today”: a scientist ought to be willing to exchange 10 of their past citations
in order to receive the future citations that paper will accrue. Presumably such a paper would
be expected to generate more than 10 citations, as 10 citations today are better than receiving 10 citations in the future.8 Alternatively, we could try to calculate how much additional
future earnings a scientist could expect to gain if they received the benefits associated with
being the author of that paper. In practice such calculations would probably be intractable,
but in principle they allow us to think of a scientific paper as having exchange value even
though actually buying and selling the rights to scientific papers in this way is not done.
Marx argued that exchange value and use value are inextricably linked.

“All com-

modities are non-use values for their owners,” he claimed, “and use-values for their nonowners” (Marx 1990, L2919). Therefore, use value is not an abstract, objective quality, but
one that is relative to the needs of the buyer. What form the exchange value takes tells us
something about for whom the commodity is useful to. In the case of scientific papers, exchange value is measured by citations, or the potential to be cited. In the seventeenth century,
contributors to journals such as Philosophical Transactions were largely amateurs (Shapin 2008,
7. I put “should” in scare quotes here because the normative force of the CAPM requires accepting a controversial kind of instrumental rationality.
8. It has been pointed out to me that citations are problematic in this regard because not every citation has
equal value. A citation from a Nobel Prize winner is likely to be far more valuable than a citation from a junior
scholar. However, some kind of recursive calculation might still be possible. Regardless, the idea of calculating
the value of a paper based on its expected citations holds even if citations have differing values.
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35). Not all contributors were “men of independent means”, but almost none (Robert Hooke
being a notable exception) made their living by performing scientific experiments. These
amateurs had no financial stake in the success or failure of their research. In that context,
we can comfortably claim that the exchange value of scientific papers was entirely in their
ability to gain peer recognition for their authors, which meant producing research that was,
broadly speaking, useful to other disinterested researchers. The picture is similar today—a
scientific paper gains exchange value by being useful to other scientists, as measured by citations. However, as we will discuss below, the picture is becoming murkier as scientific papers
gain other uses; for example, for evaluating the effectiveness of commercially available pharmaceuticals. In that instance, the paper may become useful for commercial profit-making,
and its exchange value will change accordingly.

6.2.2

Patents

The Bayh-Dole act of 1980 is often seen as a turning point in the commodification of scientific
research (Stephan 2012, L664). The act made it legal for American universities to patent
inventions resulting from federally funded research. Along with the Supreme Court decision
Diamond v. Chakrabarty allowing the patenting of biological organisms, also in 1980, the
act set off a flurry of patenting activity by universities (Tyfield 2012, 103–104). These legal
developments caused what Philip Mirowski and Esther-Mirjam sent describe as a “regime
change” in the organization of science, from the “Cold War regime” of post WWII science
characterized by massive federal funding of basic research to the “Globalized privatization
regime” (Sent and Mirowski 2008).
However, there has always been a close connection between patents and the profession
of science. The “scientist”, as a distinct profession separate from natural philosopher, was a
term coined by an early incarnation of the British Association for the Advancement of Science
(BAAS) (Johns 2010). The term was probably first used by William Whewell, an early member
of the BAAS, and was used to indicate an occupation primarily concerned with the act of
discovery, rather than to general philosophical questions. According to Adrian Johns, “this
was a major reason why the issues of patenting and the scientific practitioner arose together
and were to remain inseparable” (L3344). From this perspective, the present “globalized
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privitization regime” in some ways resembles the early practice of science more than does
the “Cold War regime” of publicly funded research.
While the professional identity of scientists may always have been closely tied to issues
of patenting, patents existed long before there was any notion of “the scientist”. During the
Middle Ages, patents were issued by rulers for many purposes, including the protection of
inventions and written works (Johns 2010, L148). Patents date to at least fifteenth-century
Venice (Biagioli 2006). Early Venetian patents differed from modern patents in two major
respects. First, they were strictly local; they granted their recipients a monopoly for exploiting
an idea or invention within a local area for a limited time. These ideas or inventions needed
not be original to the patent holder; they merely needed to not be in use within the patentee’s
locale. Second, the validity of patents was based on “reduction to use”: to be valid, within a
short time of being issued the patented invention needed to be actively used for business. For
this reason, Biagioli argues, patents in the Middle Ages are better thought of as technology
transfer tools than as intellectual property. By examining a patent letter in the Middle Ages
you would not be able to replicate the invention it protected.
Biagioli identifies the key turning point in patent law as the US Patent Act of 1790 (1138).
Instead of requiring patented inventions to be put into practice, the 1790 act required the
applicant to fully disclose the nature of the invention such that any skilled person could
replicate it. Whereas Venetian patents merely granted local monopolies, patents according to
the 1790 act contained useful, replicable knowledge. Patents became intellectual property in
this incarnation in virtue of being alienable from their producer—by transmitting knowledge
to others in a useable form. In theory, once a patent was granted, anyone would be able to
obtain the knowledge it contained without interacting in any way with the patent’s holder.
We can see an analogy here between the commodification of knowledge in patents and
the commodification of wheat described above. Before the advent of standardized grades of
grain, a merchant in Chicago selling a bushel of wheat to a consumer in New York would
have to transport the physical sack of wheat between the two cities. From production to
consumption, each kernel of grain maintained its connection to the farm on which is was
grown. Once standardized grades of grain were established, that merchant could deposit
his wheat with an elevator in Chicago and fulfill his obligation to his customer in New
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York by arranging for wheat of the same grade to be delivered from a New York elevator.
The physical grain needed never be transported. Similarly, the Patent Act of 1790 allowed
the idea of inventions to be transported rather than the actual objects. A business on the
west coast of the country could license a patent filed by an inventor on the east coast and
effectively transport the invention from east to west without any physical object crossing the
country. As Biagioli observes, “Large machines travel poorly or not at all, but printed matter
is remarkably easier to move” (Biagioli 2006, 1148).
Marx argued that all commodities have social use value. Both Venetian patents and
present-day patents require inventions to have clearly identified uses. In fifteenth-century
Venice, to be protected the patented invention needed to be in actual use. Today, an invention need not be put to actual use (or even actually be constructed), but it still must have
some specified possible use (1139). You cannot patent mere knowledge, or facts. You can
only patent knowledge that has been instantiated (perhaps virtually) in a device capable of
performing a function.
Patents differ most significantly from other scientific commodities in their exchange value,
which is entirely monetary whereas other scientific commodities have primarily symbolic
value. Patents themselves can be exchanged like any other commodity; if I sell my patent
to another party that party will gain all of the patent rights I previously held and I will lose
them. However, like scientific papers, the knowledge represented by patents is not appropriable in the same way. I can license any number of individuals to make use of my patent
while still maintaining control of it. It costs me nothing to replicate the knowledge. For most
commodities, price tends to fall towards marginal cost of production. This allows consumers
to make the most use of the commodity while allowing for the commodity to continue to be
produced. However, for patented knowledge, the marginal cost of production is zero. For
any license cost above zero, there is potentially some use this knowledge could be put to
that is not being exploited. This has led many, including Michael Polanyi (Polanyi:1944wk),
to call for the elimination of patents. Nevertheless, patents do give an exchange value to
the knowledge they represent, and therefore this knowledge does meet the third criteria for
commodification.
As discussed in subsection 6.2.1, Marx argued that use value and exchange value are
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two sides of the same coin: use value is responsible for exchange value, and exchange value
indicates use value. In the case of patents, exchange value—the cost of licensing a patent—is
denominated in money. Patented knowledge, it follows, is knowledge that is useful in the
pursuit of business. Patented knowledge is valuable to the extent that it has value in the
traditional marketplace. This is a significant difference between patents and scientific papers:
the exchange value of papers is usually symbolic, indicating that their use value is internal to
the practice of science, while the exchange value of patents is monetary, indicating that their
use value is external to science. This contrast is key to understanding the tension between
patenting and publishing in science: the incentives inherent in each pull scientific research in
potentially conflicting directions.

6.2.3

Scientific Databases

Although data have always been integral to science, databases—searchable electronic collections of data—are relatively new. The most common scientific databases are biological, and
the earliest of those date to the 1970s (Hilgartner 1995, 243). Biological databases might house
very narrow kinds of information such as protein structures or genetic sequences, or a wider
variety of biological information such as seed lines and descriptions of physical characteristics (Leonelli 2010). According to Leonelli, the data contained within databases are valued
“as commodities with great potential for multiple uses: each dataset can potentially serve the
development of a variety of ideas and products, which makes it a vital resource to whoever
is involved in research” (142).
A typical example of a biological database is GenBank, a publicly funded genetic sequence
database founded in the late 1970s. According to Stephan Hilgartner, GenBank, “essentially
an abstract service that housed sequence data, was established quickly, grew rapidly, and
soon became indispensable to many biologists” (Hilgartner 1995, 251). It’s easy to see why
GenBank was so popular. Previously, scientists searching for sequence information would
have to scour printed journal articles, and the data was displayed in idiosyncratic ways.
GenBank, in contrast, published standardized, searchable data that was accessible in a single
location. GenBank commodified sequence data: it separated data from its producers in a
form that could be easily accessed and used.
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Originally GenBank mined published papers for sequences and manually entered them
into its database along with annotations. However, as genetic sequencing took off in the 1980s,
this quickly became unmanageable (Hilgartner 1995, 252). To address this problem, GenBank
made it possible for individual researchers to upload sequence data on their own, but this in
turn raised the problem of why scientists would do this. What incentives did scientists have to
contribute to the database? GenBank solved the latter problem by convincing biomolecular
journals to require researchers to submit their sequence to a database before their articles
would be accepted for publication. Rather than creating an intrinsic incentive for scientists to
contribute their data, GenBank instead piggybacked on the incentives of article publication.
Philosophers, following Duhem (1954), T. S. Kuhn (1996), and others, often emphasize the
theory-laden nature of observation and data. According to Kuhn, for instance, scientists with
different theoretical commitments might attend to different aspects of observed phenomena
or use observation terms such as “temperature” to mean different things. However, Leonelli
argues that, when scientists share data in databases like GenBank, they take data to “speak for
themselves” (Leonelli 2010, 136). There is, she argues, “a relative independence of data from
specific theoretical or even experimental frameworks” (136). If a piece of data was always tied
to the local circumstances of its production and the theoretical commitments of its producer,
it would not be alienable. For databases such as GenBank to be useful, it is necessary for the
specific experimental and theoretical conditions of its production to disappear. If each piece of
sequence data, for example, was inseparable from its circumstances of production, it would
not be possible to make statistical comparisons of sequences across thousands of species.
Bioinformatics, as a field, depends on the ability to process massive amounts of data, and so
this data must be accepted as given, and each piece of that data must be interchangeable.
Probably the best way to reconcile philosophical arguments for the theory-ladenness
of data with the necessities of genetic databases is to claim that the biologists using these
databases have sufficient theoretical overlap and sufficient agreement over sequencing procedures to allow them to take the sequences of others as separable from their producers. If there
was a deep divide between biologists over how to sequence genomes or what the salient features of genomes were, then Kuhn’s arguments would be relevant and those scientists would
likely not be able to collaborate through databases such as GenBank. So although pieces of
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data might not be alienable from their producers in a philosophical sense, they are alienable
in a practical sense as long as there is sufficient agreement among biologists.
A possible danger of this practical separability is that it might entrench shared misconceptions or misunderstandings among biologists. If biologists all agree about the salient features
of genomes, but are wrong in some significant way, then an increasing reliance on databases
that codify this shared misunderstanding could be a major impediment to scientific progress.
Databases in this sense formalize shared paradigms, and to the extent that these databases
become vital research tools, they could make Kuhnian paradigms even more difficult to revolt against. There might therefore be a tradeoff between short term efficiency and long term
progress.9
In terms of alienability, therefore, data stored in scientific databases meet the standards
of commodification. From Leonelli’s and Hilgartner’s accounts, commodified data are also
extremely useful to scientists. Given the rise of scientific disciplines such as bioinformatics,
it seems likely that databases will become increasingly indispensable for scientific practice.
However, data lack a key aspect of commodities: exchange value. In Hilgartner’s account of
GenBank, he described how GenBank incentivized scientists to contribute data by convincing
journal publishers to make such contributions a prerequisite for publication. Data in this
system have no exchange value of their own, but instead rely on the exchange value of
scientific papers.
The lack of exchange value for scientific data has significant implications for scientific
practice. If the only incentives for sharing data are tied to publication, then data will likely
not be shared until it is ready for publication as part of a scientific paper. This could result
in significant delays in data sharing. Worse, data that never leads to publication may never
be shared. Beyond the loss of potentially valuable information, this might lead to biases in
data that correspond to biases in publication: data that does not demonstrate significant effects, for instance, might never be shared, although this data might be just as epistemically
significant as data that does demonstrate significant effects. Tying the value of data to the
value of publication also discourages specialization in data collection. If the value of data
was separated from the value of scientific papers, there could be a division of labour between
9. Thank you to Joseph Berkovitz for pointing out this line of argument to me.
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those who specialize in data creation and those who produce traditional scientific publications, and it is reasonable to expect that this would increase overall scientific productivity for
all the reasons division of labour increases productivity in industrial production, as described
by Adam Smith (Adan Smith 1776).
Scientists recognize the disconnect between the value of data and the lack of incentives
for the production and exchange of data (eg. Fecher, Friesike, and Hebing 2014; Field et al.
2009; Howe et al. 2008). Tenopir et al. (2011) report that only 46% of scientists they surveyed
across a wide range of disciplines reported sharing any of their data electronically, while 60%
agreed that lack of access to data is a significant “impediment to progress in science” (13).
Commenting on these results, Fecher, Friesike, and Hebing (2014) observe that they “point to
a striking dilemma in academic research, namely the mismatch between the general interest
and the individual’s behaviour” (2).
The reasons scientists cite for this disconnect are also compatible with my commodification analysis. Howe et al. (2008) for instance argue that “university administrators should
develop an accepted recognition structure to facilitate community-based curation efforts” (47)
and Costello (2009) argues that “the main problem in data availability. . . is that the science
reward system has not kept pace with the new opportunities provided by the Internet, and
does not sufficiently recognize online data publication” (426).
Although a variety of solutions have been proposed to solve the apparent disconnect
between the demand for data sharing and the supply of data, this analysis suggests that
a viable solution should connect the use value of data to their exchange value. Scientists
ought to be rewarded for providing data that other scientists use. There are a variety of ways
this might be accomplished, though the most direct would be to develop standards for data
citation and to encourage scientific disciplines to value citations of data on par with citations
of scientific papers (For one such proposal, see Lawrence et al. 2011).

6.2.4

Scientific Models

Philosophers of science have categorized models along a number of different axes (for an
overview, see Frigg and Hartmann 2012). They come in many different forms: physical
objects such as scale models, fictional objects, equations, descriptions, or computer models.
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They might describe data or they might articulate theories. They might be objects of study
or they might be explanatory. In this section I categorize models along a different axis than
most accounts: according to their separability from scientific papers.
In the above discussion of scientific papers, I argued that we should consider papers as
scientific commodities rather than take scientific facts to be commodities and papers to be
their containers. This is because it is papers, not facts, that accrue citations. Facts, I claimed,
might give papers their value, but it is papers that are the material goods of the symbolic
economy of science. The same might be said of models: while models might be fruitful or
explanatorily powerful, they are only valuable in the scientific economy to the extent that they
help to generate papers which accrue recognition. For instance, the homo economicus model
of neoclassical economics has been incredibly fruitful in generating publications. Economists
have analyzed how this idealized individual—who maximizes subjective utility according to
precisely defined preference orderings and with infinite calculating ability—behaves in any
number of hypothetical situations. How does homo economicus react to income taxes compared
to sales taxes? How does he react to price controls? How does she buy used cars? However,
no economist is gaining recognition for the success of this model beyond the recognition
accrued for their scientific publications. Models such as this, whose value are tightly tied to
the value of publications, should not be thought of as commodities in their own right, just as
the purported facts contained within scientific papers should not. If the reward structure of
science were different, or if it changed in the future, however, such models and facts could
become commoditized.
Some models, especially computer models, are going through a commoditization process;
they are becoming detached from scientific papers. They are being exchanged separately from
scientific papers, and scientists may accrue recognition for these models separately from published scientific papers. While models like homo economicus seem more like facts—not commodities themselves but value-generating components of scientific papers—these detached
models are better thought of as commodities in their own right, or as on their way to becoming commodities.
Climate models are excellent examples of such models. Climate models have two features
that make them good candidates for being considered as commodities. First, climate models
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are often evaluated by climate scientists outside of the context of scientific papers. Second,
climate models, or components of climate models, are used as the basis for further climate
models.
An example of how climate models exhibit these two features is the “Atmospheric Model
Intercomparison Project” (AMIP) was founded by the Lawrence Livermore International Laboratory in 1989 (Edwards 2010). Its primary purpose is the “comprehensive evaluation of
the performance of atmospheric GCMs [General Circulation Models] on climate” (Gates et
al. 2014, 30). AMIP compares and evaluates models according to a variety of atmospheric
variables. Inputs consist of monthly-averaged global ocean surface temperature and sea ice
distributions, as well as solar intensity and CO∼2∼ concentration. Evaluated models must
output their results in a standardized format. According to its organizers, AMIP has become
“a de facto standard climate performance test of atmospheric GCMs” (30).
AMIP is now one component of the “Program for Climate Model Diagnosis and Intercomparison” (Program for Climate Model Diagnosis and Intercomparison n.d.). The project’s
operators claim that virtually all climate modellers submit their models for evaluation and
comparison by their program. This high level of participation demonstrates that scientists
see the evaluation of their models by projects such as AMIP as an important part of their
work—there must be some incentive to participate—and also demonstrates that a high proportion of climate models are exchanged outside of the context of scientific papers. Further,
the standardization of outputs bears resemblance to the standardization of grain described
by Cronon above. Standardization is what allows climate models to be separated from the
circumstances of their production in order to be transferred to and evaluated by AMIP; standardization allows for alienation.
The second characteristic of climate models that makes them like commodities is that such
models are often used as components of other models.
In Figure 6.2, Edwards depicts the relationships between a subset of one class of climate
models (atmospheric general circulation models) from 1955 through 1995. The precise nature
of these relationships is complicated:
In some cases, one lab imported another’s code with only minor changes; in oth163

Figure 6.2: Climate model genealogies, 1955–1995 (Edwards 2010, L2182)
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ers, one lab adopted another’s mathematical model but programmed it for a different computer. Often labs imported only one part of an existing model (for
example, a dynamical core, a grid scheme, or a cloud parameterization) and built
the rest themselves. (Edwards 2010, L2174)
The key point here is that these models were transferred between scientists without having scientific papers as intermediaries. Scientists constantly use each other’s work, but the
paradigmatic way of doing this is through the reading and citing of scientific papers.
On the other hand, despite some models being detached from scientific papers, models
share with databases the problem that science still privileges scientific papers as the main
value-bearing commodity in science. There is no formalized method for giving credit for
models and no formalized method of accruing recognition for successful models separate
from the publication of scientific papers. The CVs of climate scientists, for instance, do not
report which models they have contributed to or how successful those models have been.10
This suggests that scientific papers are still the value-bearing commodity for modellers just
as much as for any other scientists.
One possible consequence of papers remaining the basic commodities of climate modelling is the gap between the demand for and supply of parameterizations discussed in chapter 4. If scientists could directly accrue rewards for producing useful models, or model components, we might not see such problems. If scientific models could be truly commodified—
if they were given exchange values connected to their use values and sufficiently separated
from the circumstances of production to be used in a variety of contexts—spontaneous organization similar to that described by Hayek for traditional markets could occur. This could
significantly increase the ability of models to accurately predict the future climate, as there
would be incentives for producing models that are useful to others, not just models that are
useful for generating scientific publications.
So although some models bear the marks of commodification, they lack the essential
feature of having an exchange value tied to their use value. This places models in ambiguous
territory. They are more like commodities than the kind of scientific facts discussed above,
but less like commodities than scientific papers. It remains to be seen whether some models,
10. This claim is based on informal perusal of climate scientists’ CVs in October 2014, in several different
national contexts.
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such as climate models, continue along a path towards full commodification or whether they
remain in this ambiguous state.
Given the problems with climate models discussed here and in chapter 4, the efficiency of
climate science could be increased by pushing such models further down the path towards
commodification. It is easy to imagine an entire economy of models and model components
exchanged either for actual money or for some kind of symbolic currency. If such a system
was employed, this could allow scientists to accrue significant rewards for producing useful
and reliable models. Designed well, this could reduce or even eliminate many of the gaps in
scientific collaboration such as those observed by Sundberg.

6.3

Conclusion

At the beginning of this chapter I proposed a new definition for the commodification of
science: the organization of scientific practice through the exchange of scientific commodities. This
definition is not meant to contradict definitions such as Hans Radder’s, but rather to clarify
them. The bulk of the chapter has been devoted to discussing four kinds of scientific commodities: scientific papers, patents, scientific databases, and scientific models. I analyzed
each of these categories using Marx’s account of commodities, focusing on social use value,
exchange value, and alienability. To conclude the chapter, I will offer some inferences from
these individual examinations to general conclusions about the commodification of science.
Most directly, if commodification is the organization of scientific practice through the exchange
of scientific commodities, then to say that science is becoming commodified, or increasingly
commodified, is to say that science is increasingly organized through the exchange of scientific commodities. Although scientific papers, still the chief commodity in science, have
always been an important organizing device in science, recent decades have seen a proliferation of scientific commodities. To claim that science is being commodified is to claim that
these new commodities are driving the organization of science.
Observations of the commodification of science might also point to a change in the psychology of research scientists. Hull (1988, 305–306) emphasized that scientists are motivated
both by a desire for credit and curiosity. It seems clear that most, if not all, scientists are mo-
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tivated by both of these factors, but their relative importance might be shifting towards credit
and other material rewards. In Capital, Marx argued that a crucial feature of capitalism is a
shift in the mentality of individuals from seeing money as a means for buying commodities
to commodities as a means for accumulating money. He observed that in each market transaction a commodity (C) is exchanged for money (M). The money or commodity can then be
exchanged in the market again, reversing the direction of exchange. Thus there is a pattern
of exchange—C-M-C-M-C-M and so on—as money circulates through the market. We can
see this same pattern as either cycles of commodities exchanged for commodities (C-M-C) or
as cycles of money transformed into money (M-C-M). Either could describe the same overall
pattern of exchange, but the motivation behind each is, according to Marx, quite different:
Consumption, the satisfaction of needs, in short use-value, is therefore its final
goal. The path M-C-M, however, proceeds from the extreme of money and finally
returns to the same extreme. Its driving and motivating force, its determining
purpose, is therefore exchange-value. (Marx 1990, Part II, Chapter 4)
We can think of science in the same way, with credit playing the role of money. Scientists produce commodities such as scientific papers and models. These commodities accrue
credit, and this credit can be leveraged through grants and academic promotion into research
projects that produce further scientific papers and models. These papers and models accrue
yet further credit, and the cycle continues. This pattern could both describe scientists who
are mainly motivated by curiosity and see credit as a means towards pursuing their interests
further or it could describe scientists who are mainly motivated by a desire for credit, career
advancement, and material rewards, and see scientific publication as a means towards that
end. There are no doubt scientists whose motivations fall at all points between these two
extremes. Nevertheless, the commodification of science might be seen as a process where
the latter motivation is becoming increasingly important. Notably, this applies to both kinds
of commodification I have described: the pursuit of science for profit and the coordination
of scientific effort through a symbolic economy. In the first case scientists act as capitalists
just as Marx imagined, seeking to accrue more ‘M’ with each cycle, but in the second case
scientists still act as Marx’s capitalists—they are just interested in accruing a slightly different
kind of wealth: credit or recognition.
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Sociologists of science have long observed that a great deal of the interaction between
scientists takes place informally (Crane 1969; De Solla Price and Beaver 1966). If scientific
commodities are affecting the organization of science, it could be by replacing these informal
means of interaction by exchange-based interaction through scientific commodities. In Marx’s
account, individuals in the market interact through their commodities, as buyers and sellers.
The commodification of science could mean that scientists are replacing informal interaction
with commodity-mediated interactions.
An instance of this replacement could be the increasing use of “materials transfer agreements” (MTAs) described by Mirowski (2011). MTAs are legal agreements governing the use
of scientific materials granted to one scientist or laboratory to another. The informal exchange
of materials between laboratories is a long-standing practice. Latour and Woolgar (1986) describe the sharing of purified hormones between laboratories, for example. Although in
Latour and Woolgar’s account such sharing contributed to the laboratory’s prestige, there
was no formal mechanism of exchange. MTAs formalize that relationship and can make demands on the receiving scientist such as delayed publication or restrictions on patents based
on that research. Mirowski argues that such devices have, rather than facilitate cooperation,
encumbered it—by preventing access to needed resources, by placing restrictions on what
can be done with shared resources, or simply by requiring mountains of paperwork to use
those resources. Such agreements are, according to Mirowski, becoming common in many
areas of scientific research:
as the university has become progressively commercialized, the circle of research
tools that have become encumbered by MTAs in the university context has widened
ever further. Not only are they attached to drugs and “patient-derived materials”
(tissue samples, tumors, and the like), but they also have become increasingly
prevalent for software, radiology pulse sequences for MRIs, dog food, banks of
test questionnaires, psychological assessment protocols, computer chips, absorptive particles in gas masks, plastic polymers, and all manner of machinery used
in research. (Mirowski 2011, L166)
Mirowski’s account of commodification is unambiguously dire, in marked contrast to the
aim of commodification exposited in this chapter. It is important to recognize that while commodification may be meant as a means of facilitating cooperation, that does not necessarily
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mean that all or any commodification will in fact facilitate cooperation. On the other hand,
not all commodification need necessarily encumber cooperation either, as the examples of
databases, papers, and models discussed above demonstrate.
That contrast points to an important conclusion of this chapter: while there may be a general trend toward commodifying science, this general trend neither maps straightforwardly
on to a trend in the commercialization of science nor on to a trend in the efficiency of science.
Some forms of commodification may be tightly tied to profit-driven science while others may
not be, and some forms of commodification may facilitate cooperation while other forms
encumber it.
As discussed above, historians of science such as Mirowski and Sent have pointed to a
regime change in science since the 1980s (Sent and Mirowski 2008). There is, they claim, a
shift around this time from the “Cold War” regime to the “Globalized Privitization Regime”.
The Cold War regime, in their account, was exemplified by big, military-funded physics
projects that continued the work of World War II efforts such as the Manhattan Project. During the Cold War, physicists who had previously worked directly for the military largely
returned to universities, but continued to rely on military funding and “moved easily back
and forth between nuclear physics, cosmic rays, and weapons problems” (Galison 1997, 271).
The main organizing forces for American science during this period were government agencies, often the military. The “Globalized Privitization Regime”, in contrast, is characterized by
Mirowski and Sent as a flattening of government funding for scientific research, compensated
for by a dramatically increased level of funding for research by industry. Sometime around
1980, they claim, private funding for research surpassed government funding, marking the
beginning of a new era.
I do not deny Mirowski and Sent’s claim that we are in a regime of scientific organization
that is most significantly characterized by an increasing private funding for research, and
that we are experiencing a corresponding shift in orientation towards for-profit research.
However, my discussion of scientific databases and models has shown that there is a parallel
trend of the commodification of scientific research over this period, and that trend is not
necessarily tied to private funding or for-profit research, as evidenced by the cases of climate
models and publicly-funded bioinformatics databases.
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In addition to placing the commercialization of science in a larger context of commodification, my account also offers an explanation for, and corresponding possible solution to, the
problems others have observed with this new regime of organization. Commodification is
not necessarily a cause of commercialization, but it is a means of encouraging it. The special
power of commodification is to precisely target incentives by tying together use value and
exchange value. Commodifying climate model components, for example, could incentivize
the production of parameterizations useful to climate modellers, whereas today, as discussed
in chapter 4, there is a gap between the needs of modellers and the parameterizations produced by experimentalists. However, this same power can allow private industry to reorient
scientific research towards profitable ends. Commodification increases the ability of the marketplace to capture scientific effort because commodification facilitates exchange. In turn,
this suggests that solutions to perceived problems with commercialized science (such as conflicts of interest, increased secrecy, and favouring applied over basic research (Resnik 2007))
should look towards the ways in which scientific commodities are valued: What are the consequences of allowing scientists to publish articles that are funded by private interests? What
are the consequences of allowing academic scientists to patent research results? What are the
consequences of attaching monetary value to scientific databases? Answering these questions
is beyond the scope of this dissertation, but this chapter does offer a way forward.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion
In the introduction (chapter 1) I asked whether the similarities many have observed between
science and the market are merely superficial resemblances or whether they can tell us something substantial about the nature of science and scientific knowledge. In this conclusion I
will review what conclusions we can and cannot draw about science based upon economic
analogies. Then I will explore some possibilities for further investigation of the epistemology
of science based upon the economic approach.
The previous chapters have analyzed many attempts to draw significant conclusions about
science through economic analogies. Polanyi and Bernal argued that similarities between
science and the market implied either spontaneous order for the former or inefficiencies
and chaos for the latter. Kitcher sought to show that scientists, acting as self-interested entrepreneurs, would nevertheless organize themselves as if by an invisible hand to efficiently
pursue research problems. Walstad argued that science is but a special case of the market,
and thus all of the organizational powers of the market also apply to science. Without exception, these analogies have been employed for a normative purpose. Polanyi wanted to protect
science from the dangers of centralized planning, Bernal wanted to protect science from the
chaos of markets, Kitcher wanted to protect our trust in science from sociology-inspired critiques but also wanted to propose ways for epistemologists to improve the organization of
science, and Walstad wanted to protect science from aspirations like Kitcher’s to second-guess
or plan science.
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However, as my examination of all of these attempts demonstrated, you cannot argue
directly from similarities between science and the market to the conclusion that science is
organized just like the market. The market system, as elaborated by Hayek, relies upon prices
to both allow for cooperation through the transmission of information and encourage cooperation through the possibility of monetary profit. This mechanism is crucial to markets, and
without elaborating a similar mechanism at work in science, you cannot transfer claims about
the economy or entrepreneurs to science or scientists. Kitcher’s analysis of the cognitive division of labour addresses the incentive function of prices with the desire for recognition,
but does not offer any account of how science might replicate the information transmission
features of the market. Walstad follows Hull in arguing that citations play the same role as
money in the market and therefore that science does have an analogous mechanism. However, Walstad and Hull are incorrect that citations can play this role. Polanyi supposes that
overlapping competencies would solve the information transmission problem. This too does
not work.
Given the failure of these attempts to demonstrate market-like spontaneous coordination
in science, in chapter 5 I examined the modern paradigm case of spontaneous organization in
economics: the efficient market hypothesis. The EMH claims that capital markets, especially
the stock market, incorporate new information extremely quickly and accurately. The method
by which this occurs is supposed to be arbitrage: people are constantly searching for ways to
make above-average, risk-free profit, and their resulting market activity drives prices towards
“correct” values. This account of the market suggests an alternative way that scientists might
coordinate their activities. If scientists, too, search for and profit from arbitrage opportunities
then scientists might spontaneously organize in way similar to that of the market. For example, claims that climate scientists must be broadly correct about global warming because if
they were incorrect there would be tremendous incentives for other scientists to publish debunking studies appeal to a scientific analog to arbitrage. However, although Patrick Maher
claims that scientists “bet on theories”, they do not do so in a way that allows for arbitrage.
To the extent that scientists can exploit market opportunities in a way similar to arbitrage,
it is much slower, less publicly accessible, and less powerful than arbitrage. Therefore we
cannot trust scientific claims purely on the supposition that if they were not true they would
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be quickly exploited and corrected by other scientists.
The most direct conclusion we can draw from these discussions is that market-based
analogies of scientific research are not sufficient to ground trust in science. Although my
dissertation is in no way a comprehensive survey of the institutional structure of science,
this suggests that economic epistemology cannot simply replace traditional (individualistic,
content-oriented) epistemology for justifying scientific claims. That is what the efficient market hypothesis purports to do for market prices: rather than judging a share price based
upon the fundamentals of its corporation (its assets, demand for its products, etc.), the efficient market hypothesis claims that the wisdom of crowds and the possibility of arbitrage
assures us that the share price is correct. Analogously, if the above arguments about science
had succeeded, there would be no need to judge theories based upon their “fundamentals”:
evidence, methodology, and so on. Conversely, since those arguments did not succeed, there
is still a role for traditional epistemology judging individual scientific claims. In short, Walstad is wrong that there is no role for Reichenbach’s advisory epistemology.
Another major conclusion of this dissertation is that economic analysis of science can
still be useful even when economic analogies are not completely successful. One way that
economic analysis can be useful is in aiding in the rational reconstruction of scientific institutions. For example, as discussed in chapter 3, an economic perspective can help to
explain the importance of the priority system for encouraging scientists to pursue diverse
research strategies. It can also, as discussed in chapter 4, help to explain the role of boundary
objects—objects that mediate between different scientific specialties—in facilitating cooperation between scientists in different disciplines.
Another way that examining economic analogies can be used to analyze science by diagnosing problems with the institutional structure of science. Although science is undoubtably
a powerful system for producing knowledge, as Bernal pointed out it is a system that has
evolved over hundreds of years in a path dependent and undirected way. As with any such
system, science has historical legacies that are not perfectly adapted to its current situation.
Humans have appendixes and science has a citation system incapable of assigning varied
levels of credit (you cannot assign more weight to a citation you found especially useful or
less weight to a marginally useful citation). A persistent problem in science is encouraging
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cooperation between scientists in different fields or between scientists and non-scientists. In
the case of climate science, economic analysis suggests that experimentalists and modellers
could collaborate more effectively if climate models were further commodified. Devices such
as prediction markets might also improve the epistemic performance of science, both by
revealing aggregate scientific opinion and by incentivizing research aimed at questions of
public interest.
Finally, economic analysis can help us to understand how the institutional structure of
science is changing and what the consequences of those changes might be for scientific knowledge. Reichenbach considered epistemology to be concerned purely with the logical relationship between evidence and theory. The epistemology of science has come a long way since
then, but discussions of the commodification of science often cast it as a purely negative force,
corrupting the ideal of Mertonian science (Radder 2010a). In this view, there is a stable science,
characterized by epistemic values such as predictive accuracy, falsifiability, and explanatory
power, and social values such as universalism, disinterestedness, and organized skepticism.
External influences such as profit motive or political ideology then subvert these values and
degrade the trustworthiness of science. Although this kind of account engages with a much
broader range of concerns than Reichenbach, it maintains his view of a true, timeless science.
Social epistemologists such as Solomon (2001) have long disputed this view of science,
and my analyses of prediction markets and commodification have followed this tradition by
considering how changes in the economic circumstances of scientific research can change
the nature of scientific knowledge. Rather than relying on disinterested scientists to produce trustworthy claims, prediction markets leverage self-interest to elicit honest predictions.
Rather than relying on the norm of communalism to encourage scientific cooperation, commodification can incentivize scientists to produce results that are useful for and useable by
their peers. Prediction markets also have the potential to ground a new type of justification
argument: rather than appealing to methodology to justify a claim, epistemologists might
appeal to market structure.
An economic understanding of scientific institutions can also alert epistemologists to the
dangers of commodification. For example, understanding the economic role of scientific papers and citations can help to explain the dangers of private funding of clinical trials (J. R.
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Brown 2010; Sismondo 2008). In Hull’s (1988) account of citation, scientists publish papers in
the hopes of accruing citations that indicate recognition, which is both intrinsically valuable
to scientists and leads to material benefits such as prizes, grants, or academic promotion.
Paid research subverts this process by creating a new incentive to publish: further funding
from corporations. Further, they may cite previous paid research not because it is reliable,
but because it makes their own paid research more credible and likely to be accepted for
publication. There is thus a potential feedback loop that could entirely corrupt the publication record. Academic journals of course attempt to create guidelines such as mandatory
disclosure to ameliorate these problems, but as long as there is sufficient incentive to conduct
contracted-out research there will be reason to distrust scientific claims.
My discussion of commodification suggests that commodification is not intrinsically bad;
what matters is aligning incentives to encourage discovery and epistemic reliability. In many
cases making science more like the market might improve its epistemic performance. Even
exposing science to the market through devices like prediction markets might not subvert
scientific research. Rather than attempting to wall-off science from the market or censure
any kind of pecuniary motive on the part of scientists, epistemologists should consider the
effects of the market and incentives on a case-by-case basis. Such an approach is not only
more practical from a policy perspective, but could increase the efficiency and reliability of
scientific research.

7.1

Directions For Future Research

Much of this dissertation has been concerned with articulating an approach to the social epistemology of science, and many of my positive claims about science or scientific knowledge
have been tentative. This leaves a lot of room for future research.

7.1.1

Prediction Markets

Although I identified several potential problems with adopting prediction markets into regular scientific practice, they nevertheless offer many potential epistemological benefits, as I
have discussed above. There are several potential avenues for future research. Closest to
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traditional epistemological questions in the philosophy of science is the question of to what
extent scientific beliefs can be stated in terms of specific predictions, and whether those predictions can be used to adjudicate between theories in an intersubjectively acceptable way. If
Kuhn’s account of rival paradigms is correct, then we have reason to suspect that this will
be impossible. If critics of Kuhn’s view such as Galison (1997) are correct that scientists can
agree upon methods for adjudicating between theories despite fundamentally different world
views, then this might be possible. Conversely, if predictions can be designed that are comprehensible and endorsed by a wide range of scientists with conflicting views of their subject
matter, it would suggest that Kuhn’s account of science is not correct.
Investigating this question, and other questions about prediction markets, will ultimately
require empirical study. That is, to give more than speculative answers to questions about
prediction markets for science, actual prediction markets for science will need to be experimented with.

7.1.2

Scientific Commodities

This dissertation has argued for making a distinction between the commercialization of science and the commodification of science. The former is a process of science becoming more
entangled with and driven by the market and profit considerations. The latter is a process of
making science more like the market. As I discussed in chapter 6, these two processes interact in complex ways. Commercializing science often requires the commodification of science,
and commodifying science might facilitate commercializing science, but commodification is
not necessarily motivated by commercialization and does not require it. As I suggested in
the chapter, one potential path of research in this area is to examine the incentives implied
by particular ways of commodifying science—examining specific instances of commodification in science and how those might be expected to affect the organization and reliability of
scientific research.
At a more fundamental level, there is scant literature on commodification within economics or the philosophy of economics. This seems to be an informal distinction between
“commodified” and “commoditized” within economics (Rushkoff 2005). According to this
dichotomy, commodification is the Marxian process of alienation while commoditization is
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something like debranding—when consumers cease paying a premium for a particular brand
of a product. These two processes are clearly related, but how they are related and what this
might tell us about the operation of capitalism and the market is unclear. I believe more work
in precisely defining commodities could have benefits for understanding both the traditional
economy and symbolic (credit based) economies such as science.
Returning to science specifically, the increasing prevalence of scientific commodities such
as climate models and biological databases has significant implications for the epistemology of science which demand further investigation. The traditional scientific commodity—
published research papers—have many features that epistemologists point to as crucial for
our trust in scientific claims. They are public, they are peer reviewed, and there is a system of
credit that both encourages significant and reliable research, and indicates what research has
succeeded in being significant and reliable. Scientific papers are inarguably still the epitome
of scientific commodities, but this could, and perhaps should change as scientists find new
ways of exchanging information. To the extent that they do, the epistemology of science will
have to adapt.
Climate models are one area where such changes are occurring most rapidly. As I discussed, climate models often have complex genealogies and commonalities. Philosophers of
science have given significant attention to the epistemology of climate models (Winsberg
2010; Parker 2006). Social epistemologists have also noted that climate science is an example
of “radically collaborative research” (Winsberg, Huebner, and Kukla 2014). However, little attention has been given to the epistemic implications of much of that collaboration occurring
through the exchange of non-traditional scientific commodities such as parameterizations
and computer code.
Scientific communication has always been largely informal, with scientific papers being
the tip of the iceberg of scientific research, so this might not seem like such a huge change.
This is not the best way to look at it, though. Rather, we should view these commodities from
the perspective of what is possible within the practice of research—these commodities make it
possible for epistemologists, and scientific outsiders in general, to understand epistemic dependencies within scientific research with a granularity that has previously been impossible.
If formal mechanisms of exchange and attribution were developed for these commodities, it
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could both make science more accountable and facilitate scientific cooperation.
In terms of future research, there is work to be done on how scientists currently exchange
scientific commodities. For instance, how does providing code, parameterizations, or data
affect a scientist’s reputation among peers? Does that recognition translate into rewards?
Although such recognition might be invisible to outsiders, that does not mean it is absent.
Uncovering such hidden sources of recognition could improve social epistemologists’ understanding of science. As with prediction markets, this research is drifting out of philosophical
epistemology and towards sociology, but that might be a necessary step for informing a
philosophical understanding science.
There is of course also work to be done in the design of formal mechanisms for exchanging
scientific commodities. This is moving even further beyond traditional philosophical concerns
and towards science policy, but could still be a useful and interesting project that could yield
research possibilities in the future.

7.1.3

Statistical Practice

In this dissertation I have devoted much attention to one scientific institution in particular:
the system of publication and citation. However, there are many other scientific institutions
that could be explained and analyzed from an economic perspective. One that I plan to
pursue in detail is statistical inference. Epistemologists have long debated the relative merits
of Bayesian and standard /Neyman-Pearson statistics (Mayo 1996; Howson and Urbach 2006).
John Ioannidis (2005) has recently made the controversial claim that “most published research
findings are false” and laid the blame for that partially upon statistical practice. However,
little attention has been given to how statistical standards affect the economic calculations of
scientific research.
Scientists choose research projects at least partially based upon the prospects of their
work being recognized through publication and citation. To the extent that accepted statistical practice affects publication standards, it will in turn affect how scientists choose research
projects, and in turn will affect the distribution of research effort in science. One potential advantage of standard statistics over Bayesian statistics is that the confidence interval provides
a relatively simple and stable metric of success for publishing research results. A Bayesian
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system based upon, for example, likelihood ratios offers no obvious replacement for this feature. Although Bayesians may be correct that accepting or rejecting hypotheses based upon
confidence intervals is either unnecessary or incoherent from an epistemological perspective,
the confidence interval might have functions beyond the immediate appraisal of theories.
Specifically, the confidence interval might allow the the economy of science to function more
efficiently by setting clear standards of achievement. My research in this area will focus on
the dispute over Bayesian and standard statistics from an economic perspective, but will also
investigate how statistical standards have influenced scientific practice historically.

7.1.4

Funding of Scientific Research

This dissertation began by examining the dispute between Polanyi and Bernal over whether
there should be a centralized agency responsible for planning and funding scientific research
(chapter 2). Bernal argued that centralized planning was necessary to save science from descending into chaos and to direct scientific research towards socially beneficial ends. Polanyi
argued that any attempt to centrally plan science would sabotage the spontaneous organization of science that is responsible for its tremendous success. I argued that Polanyi’s account
of spontaneous organization failed while Bernal’s assessment of science proved to be overly
pessimistic. However, concerns such as Bernal’s have persisted. An emerging instance of
skepticism over the organization of science has been over peer review of scientific grant proposals.
A common method of funding science is through the peer review of scientific grant proposals. Institutions such as the National Science Foundation in the United States or the
European Research Council disperse funds to applicants based upon reviews by committees
of scientists in closely related fields. In theory, these committees ought to serve as neutral
arbiters of scientific merit who select proposals with the highest potential of producing significant results. However, numerous studies have demonstrated that these committees do
little better than chance in evaluating all but the very best and very worst applications (Roy
1985; Abrams 1991; Graves, Barnett, and Clarke 2011). Various reasons for this failure have
been proposed, such as inherent conservatism, the impracticality of having a small committee
with enough competence to effectively evaluate a wide range of proposals, and pressure to
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find reasons to reject proposals (Graves, Barnett, and Clarke 2011).
Many potential solutions to this problem have been proposed. As discussed in chapter 5,
Bollen et al. (2014) suggest dispersing funding decisions to a much wider set of scientists
by requiring grant recipients to redirect a portion of their funding to others. Abrams (1991)
suggests dispersing funding to individuals based upon past research performance rather than
the assessment of prospective proposals. The most radical proposal is to, after funding the
very best and rejecting the very worst proposals, fund the rest of the proposals according
to a random lottery (Avin 2014; Gillies 2014). The rationale behind this extreme proposal
is that the grant process is very costly (especially for applicants), that the current system
is essentially random anyways, and that the forward-looking and unpredictable nature of
scientific research offers little prospect of finding a more reliable procedure.
This is clearly an area where the institutional design of science could benefit from an
understanding of the institutional design of the market. The stock market is, after all, just
a mechanism for corporations to seek funding for future endeavours. Whether some kind
of prediction market system is considered (Hanson 1995), or a lottery (Avin 2014), or an
algorithm based upon past performance (Abrams 1991), designers need to weigh potential
epistemic gains against material costs. An initial direction for future research is a more
thorough consideration of the comparative epistemic situations of potential market investors
and scientists faced with funding decisions. If each group faces questions that are different
in kind then a market-inspired approach would make little sense, but if they face similar
challenges then such an approach could be promising.
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